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Lesson - 2

Organisational Change: Nature, Levels,
Meaning, Importance, Forces, Change

2.0. Objective:

After going through this lesson, students will be able to know about nature of organisational
change, levels of change, importance of change, meaning of change forces of change.

Structure of the Lesson:

2.1. Introduction
2.2. Nature of Organisational Change
2.3. Nature of Change
2'.4. Levels of Change

2.4.i. Individual Level change
2.4.2. Group level changes
2.4.3. Organisation level changes

2.5. Meaning of Change
2.6. Importance of Change
2.7. Forces of Change

2.7.1. External Forces
2.7.2. Internal Forces

2.8. The Change process
2.8.1. Unfreezing the situation
2.8.2. Changing' or Moving to the New Conditions
2.8'.3. Refreezing

2.9. Conclusion
2.10. Self Assessment Questions
2.11. References

2.1. 'Ihtroduction:

Change is a necessary way of lif.€!"inmost organizations. In fact, change is all around us-in
the seasons, in social environment, and in biological processes. In the dynamic society surrounding
today'sbrqanisatlons, the quTestionof whether change will occur is no longer relevant. Instead, the
issue ishow do liPi~magerls c'6pe with the inevitable barrage of change that confront them daily in
attempting to ke"Wptheir organizations variable and current. Organisations that do not adaptto
change find it difficult or even impossible to survive. For example Arun Bharat Ram senior managing
director of SRF Limited has observed as follows.
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"Around 25 to 30 per cent of the existing companies might be forced to stop operations in
the country in the next 2-3 years. This trend is likely to take. place because of the increasing change
in the Indian economy which has moved from the regulated and protected regime towards a more
open and competitive economy. In this changing perspective, only those who have capacity to
compete and survive would emerge and take over the place of old ones".

2.2. Nature of Organisational Change:

The term change refers to an alteration in a system whether physical, biological, or social.
Thus, organisational change is the alteration of work environment in organisation. It implies a new
equilibrium between different components of the organisation-technology structural arrangement,
job design, and people. Thus, organisational change may have following features.

1. When change occurs in any part of the organisation, it disturbs the old equilibrium
necessitating the development of a new equilibrium. The type of new equilibrium depends
on the degree of change and its impact on the organisation.

2. Any change may affect the whole organisation; some parts of the organisation may be affected
more, others less; some parts are affected directly, others indirectly.

3. Organisational change is a continuous process. However, some changes which arc of minor
type, may absorbed by the existing equilibrium; others, which are major ones may require
special change efforts.

Newstrom and Davis have explained the impact of a change in any part of the organisation
on the total organisation. They have illustrated it by comparing an organisation to an air-filled balloon.
When a finger (Which represents external force) is forced against a point on the balloon (which
represents the organisation), the contour of the balloon visibly changes; it becomes indented at the
point of contact. However.Jf we look minutely we find that the shape of the entire balloon has
changed; it has stretched slightly. Thus, they have concluded that the whole organisation tends to
be affected by change in any part of it.

However, the change in organisation does not occur purely on mechanical relationship.
While managers as a change agent want to bring changes in the organisation, employees want to
maintain a status quo. Though this phenomenon will be taken later, what is important at this point
is that a change in any part affects the entire organisation and subsequent changes are required in
other parts.

Just like conflict and stress, change is lnevitable in the life of an organisation. Change heralds
new opportunities and poses formidable challenges. Organisations that learn and cope with change
will thrive and flourish and others which fail to do so will be wiped out. Since change is unavoidable
and all pervasive in organisationallife, it is proposed to discuss the nature of change, the importance
of change, resistance to change, and ways of coping with change. This chapter is devoted for this
purpose.

2.3. Nature of Change:
Unlike other concepts in organisational behaviour, not many definitions are available to define

the term change. Among those available, the one given by Stephen P. Robb1hS is the simplest. According
to him, change is concerned with making things different. .Things must.be different because they
change constantly.Technological development changes the methods of producing goods and services.
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Jobs become increasingly complex and technologically more interdependent. People receive more
education and demand more control over their work environment. Concerns over energy shortages,
full employment, and the environment call for an increased role for government. In addition, there is
increasing internalisation of business. Organisations today compete in world markets. All these
developments make change inevitable and pervasive in organisationallife.

To quote another definition, "When an organisational system is disturbed by some internal
or external force, Change frequently occurs. Change, as a process, is simply modification of the
structure or Process of a system. It may be good or bad, the concept is descriptive only" .

. A second reading of the two definitions will reveal hardly any difference in substance between
them.

Change agent, change, intervention and change targets are the related terms, which need
clarification. Change agent is the person (or persons) who acts as a catalyst and assumes the
responsibility for managing the change process. Change intervention is a planned action to make
things different. Change targets are individuals and groups who are subject to change.

2.4. Levels of Change:

Change can be at individual, group and organisationallevels ..
2.4.1. Individual Level Change:

At the individual level change is reflected in such developments as changes in job
assignments, physical move to a different location, or the change in maturity of a person which
occurs overtime. It is said that changes at the individual level will seldom have significant implications
for the total organisation. This is not true because a significant change at the individual level will
have its repercussions on the group which, in turn, might influence the wider organisation. A manager,
who desires to implement a major change at the individual level, transferring an employee for
instance, must understand that the change will have repercussions beyond the individual.

2.4.2. Group Level Changes:

Most organisational changes have their major effects at the group level. This is because
most activities in organisations are organised on a group basis. The groups could be departments,
or informal work groups. Changes at the group level can affect work flows, job design, social.
organisation, influence and status systems, and communication patterns.

Managers must consider group factors when implementing change. Informal groups can
pose a major barrier to change because of the inherent strength they contain. Formal groups can
resist change, as exemplified by the resistance demonstrated by unions to the changes proposed
by management. Because of the powerful influence that groups can have on individuals, effective
implementation of change at the group level can frequently overcome resistance at the individual
level.

2.4.3. Organisation Level Changes:

Changes at this level involve major programmes that affect both individuals and groups:
Decisions regarding these ch'~\nges areqenerally made by senior management and are seldom
implemented by only a single' manaqer. Frequently they occur over long periods of time and require
considerable planning for imptementatiorti'Exampte of these changes would be reorganisation of
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the organisational structure and responsibilities, revamping of employee remuneration system, or
major shifts in an organisation's objectives. Change at the organisationallevel is gene rally referred
to as "organisation development" which will be considered later in this chapter.

The relationship among the three levels of change is diagram 1. It suggests that changes at any
level affect the other levels. The strength of the effect will depend on the level or source of change.

2.5. Meaning of Change: /

Change simply means the alteration of status quo. Even in most stable organizations,
change is necessary just to keep the level of given stability. The economic and social environment
is so dynamic that without the change that would be adaptive to the changed environment, even
the most successful organizations will be left behind, unable to survive in the new environment.
Accordingly, management must continuously monitor the outside environment and be sufficiently
innovative and creative to find new and better utilization of organizational resources so that the
customer needs are competitively met and the consumer problems are adequately Solved.

Recent surveys of some major organizations around the world have" shown that all
successful organizations are continuously interacting with the environment and making necessary
changes in their structural design or philosophy or policies or strategies as the need be. The
survey found that 44% of Japanese firms, 59% of American firms, 60% of German firms and 71%
of South Korean firms so surveyed had significantly changed their organizational structure within
the period between ~989 and 1891.

2.6. Importance of Change:

As was pointed out earlier, change is inevitable. Life itself is almost synonymous with the
concept of change. All organisms must adapt to the demands of their environments and their own
stages of growth. Throughout history, animals and plants that have not been able to adapt or
change when necessary have become extinct. Similarly, human's "grow up", .leavinq behind the
characteristics of earlier stages of development and adopting new behaviour to age, environment,
and expectations. An organisation is not much different.

Individual Group Organisation

Individual - L L

Group M - L

Organisation S M

S = Small, M = Medium, L =Large

Source: Interaction effects of different levels of organisational change

An organisation cannot and should not remain constant over time. Even if the management
does not want to change, external pressures force it to change.

r

Not only is change inevitable, it is pervasive too. Then.concept ru~s through all aspects of
the study of organisational behaviour. A casual reflection' ...,bn chanqe, should indicate that it
encompasses almost all our concepts in the orqanisational behaviour literature: Think about
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leadership, motivation, organisat!onal environment, and roles. It is impossible to think about these
and other concepts without enquiring about change.

But the word change is not liked t"Any people. It produces emotional reactions. It is net
a neutral word, To many people it is threatening. It conjures up visions of a revolutionary, a dissatisfied
person a troublemaker, and a malcontent.

2.7. Forces of Change:

Whether the change involves creativity and innovation within the organization or simply a
response to outside forces, which may require organizational realignment, management must be
aware of the forces and the need for change. Typically, organizations have little choice but to
change. According to Barney and Griffin, "the primary reason cited for organizational problems is
the failure by managers to properly anticipate or respond to forces for change", These forces of
change may be external or internal.

2.7.1. External Forces:

In the first chapter, we have looked at the external environment faced by organizations.
This external environment affects the organizations both directly and indirectly. The organizations
have no control over the variables in such an environment. Accordingly, the organizations cannot
change the environment but must change themselves to align with the environment.

External forces for change arise from general environment as well as from task environment.
The general environment which affects the organizations indirectly consists of economics, political,
legal, socio-cultural and technological forces and these forces keep the organizations alert so that
they become aware of any changes in the direction and momentum of these forces. For example,
when due to oil crisis, people started buying small fuel efficient cars from Japan, the American
automobile manufacturers who were accustomed to producing large luxury cars, spent billions of
dollars in the mid 1970s in retooling the new machinery to build smaller cars. Similarly, changes in
laws regarding control of air pollution or dumping of chemical wastes and economical changes
such as inflation rate, disposable money supply, unemployment rate all constitute sources of change
for the organizations, Social changes such as changes in the taste of clothing, or introduction of lap
top or note book computers made many companies large and successful while at the same time
destroying many other companies large and successful while at the same time destroying many
other companies who were slow or "unwilling to adopt to the change.

Task related environment has direct influence on the health of the organizations and it consists
of customers, competitors, suppliers, labour stockholders and so on. All these factors can induce
a change in the organizational direction. Competitors can influence a change in an organization by
the price structure and product lines. Price wars in airline fares have driven many airlines out of
business. Stockholders can influence organizations because they can take action against the board
of directors if they feel that the board is not acting in their best interests. Customers have been
known to change their loyalty for better quality product and better service. Accordingly, organizations
cannot rest on status quo and must remain dynamic and be able, to change quickly to adjust to
changed environment.

2.7.2. Internal Forces: ,

Internal forces ~.x change cou'd be reactive which would constitute a response to outside
forces or these could be pro-active which brings in change induced by management in anticipation
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of different and beneficial internal environment which could result because of this internal change.
For example, a company may introduce flextime for its employees or provide day care facilities for
the children of working mothers to motivate the employees to be more productive. For example, in
1987, the top management of Manufacturer Hanover Trust, a large bank, made some basic policy
changes in anticipation of the banking practices of the future. The power structure was decentralized
and the compensation system for managers. was altered so that it was more closely tied to
performance.

Shifts in socio-cultural values in the work force may require changes in the corporate culture
and structure. Workers are becoming more educated, less conservative and more women are
joining the work force. Corporations which were previously strictly dominated by men with a strict
code of dress, membership or conduct must make the necessary changes to accommodate
these demographic shifts. For example, a provision for day care centers for the children of young
working mothers was unheared of only a generation ago.

The changes in the internal environment can come from shareholders, board of directors or
employees and can affect the philosophy, strategy, decision and other organizational activities.

The changes induced by the internal forces as a preparation to effectively meet the anticipated
and potential organizational environmental changes is known as "Planned change". This changes
deliberately designed and adopted to meet the expected future threats and opportunities, so that
there are fewer surprises and the organizations can remain competitive in the environmental'
dynamics.

The change that is undertaken in response to specific problems that arise is known as
"reactive change". Some problems may be so serious that it may not give the manage It enough
time to analyze the situation correctly and respond in an effective manner. For examp., . when we
build a house in New Delhi, we must plan in advance as to what our choices would be if cement
suddenly becomes unavailable. If we do not plan to face this change, we will be behind schedule.
Similarly, w£ must be prepared in advance to face power shortages or labour problems that can be
anticipated, otherwise the house will not be completed in time. '

2.8. The Change Process:

Once, the need for change and the goals of such a change are recognized and accepted,
the management must introduce the change process in such a manner that such change is more
or less permanent and the management does not shift back to the original and more familiar ways
of doing things. To make the change more lasting, Kurt Lewin's proposed 3 phases of the change
process for moving the organization from the present to the future. These stage are: (1) Unfreezing
(2) Changing, and (3) Refreezing.

2.8.1. Unfreezing the situation:

The process of unfreezing simply makes the individuals or organizations aware and prepares
them for the change. Lewin believes that the change should not come as a surprise to members of
the organization. Sudden, unannounced change would be socially destructive. The management
must pave the way by "unfreezing the situation", so that members would be willing and ready to
accept the change.

This way, if there is any resistance to change, it can be neutralized. According to Schein,
unfreezing is the process of breaking down the old attitudes and behaviours customs and traditions
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so that they start with a clean slate. This can be achieved by making announcements, holding
meetings and promoting the ideas throughout the organization via bulletin boards, personal contacts
and group conferences. One message to members of the organization suggested by Kreitner is .
as follows:

'We can all improve the effectiveness of our organization while increasing our personal
satisfaction, if we all cooperate in a comprehensive program of finding out where we are, where
we want to go and how we can get there".

The unfreezing process basically cleans the slate so that it can accept new writings on. it
which can then become the operational style.

2.8.2. Changing or Moving to the New Conditions:

Once the unfreezing process has been completed and the members of the organization
.recognize the need for change and have been fully prepared to accept such change, their behaviour
patterns have to be redefined. H.C. Kellman has proposed three methods of reassigning new
patterns of behaviour. These are:

a) Compliance. Compliance is achieved by strictly enforcing the reward and punishment
strategy for good or bad behaviour. Fear of punishment actual punishment or actual reward
seems to change behaviour for the better. For example, many people have stopped smoking
because of warning given by the Surgeon General of United States that smoking causes
cancer of the lungs.

b) Identification. Identification occurs when members are psychologically impressed upon to
identify themselves with some given role models whose bahaviour they would like to adopt
and try to become like them. Many public organizations LIse celebrities as role models in
advising young people not to try drugs.

c) Internalization. Internalization involves some internal changing of the individual's thought

processes in order to adjust to a new environment. Members are left alone to look within

themselves and they arc given freedom to learn and adopt new behaviour in order to succeed
in the new set of circumstances. Sometimes, souls searching bring about a new dimension
to the philosophy of existence and thus bring about changes in such behavioural patterns
that are not considered socially 01 professionally redeeming.

2.8.3. Refreezing:

Refreezing occurs when the new behaviour becomes a normal way of life. The new_behaviour
must replace the former behaviour completely for successful change to take place. Also, it should
be permanent in nature. Accordingly, it must be continuously reinforced so that this new acquired
behaviour does not diminish or extinguish.

This must be clearly understood that the change process is not a one time application but
a continuous process due to dynamism and ever changing environment. Accordingly, the process
of unfreezing, changing and refreezing is a cyclical one and remains continuously in process.

The implementation of this three steps change model can be seen in the case of kidnapping
victims or prisoners of war or in deprogramming of some religious cultists. The prisoners of war,
for example, may be brainwashed into believina that thev are fiahtino ::I losinn ;:mrl immoral war and
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that their enemy is really their friend, by certain shock treatments which involve three steps of
unfreezing, changing and refreezing process as explained before. If these prisoners return back to
their own country, the process can be repeated to bring them back to their original behaviour.

Another methodology to induce, implement and manage change was also introduced by
Kurt Lewin, who called it "force-filed analysis". This analysis is based upon the assumption that we
are in a state of equilibrium when there is balance between forces that induce change and forces

. that resist change. To achieve change, we must overcome this status quo. The change forces are
known as driving forces and the forces the resist change are known as restraining forces as shown
below:

DllvUlg Forces Equihbllwn Resh~lmlg fOl'Ces

Managers who are trying to implement change must analyze this balance of driving and
restraining forces and then strengthen the driving forces or weaken the restraining forces sufficiently
so that change can take place.

2.9. Conclusion:

Status quo for-any organisation is never conducive to growth and without growth, success is
always limited, For continuous growth and success, organizations must change and develop to
meet and adopt changes that are brought about by the very dynamics of the environment. This
would require that management must continuously monitor the external environment and its forces
that are consistently impacting the internal environment of the organizations. Ample evidence exists
where organizations failed because they were unable to anticipate the changed environment and
thus were caught unprepared or because they were slow to react to these changes.

The type of change would depend upon the type of environment that an organization is
facing. The change could be strategic which involves changes in the goals and long term policies
of the organization or it could be structural in nature where the internal structure of the organization
may have to be realigned. The change could also be in the process of operations to meet the
technological developmental challenges or it could be oriented towards behavioural changes among
members where such changes are directed towards performance improvement, group cohesion,
dedication and loyalty to the organization as well as developing a sense of self-actualization among
the members.

Change is always difficult to adopt because of the unknown con sequences of such a change.
We fe~1 very comfortable with the familiar environment and any change is usually resisted. The
change will be resisted by members if they feel insecure with it and the proper ramif cations of
change have not been properly communicated to the members and also if such change would n
can shift in power and authority which would be resented by those who lose such power and
authority. Accordingly, the change should be slowly introduced and the members should participate
in all decisions requiring such change. The cha-nge should be introduced at a proper time when the
members would be more receptive to such change and the members must be convinced that
such change would be beneficial to all. '6
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2.10. Self Assessment Questions:

1. What do you mean by organisational change?

2. Explain the meaning and Importance of change?

3. Discus the levels of change?

4. Explain the forces of change? Differentiate between the external forces and the internal
forces thatinduce change in the organisations?

5 Give a brief note on change process?

2.11. References:

1. Stephen P. Robberes, organisational behaviour, Prentice Hall of India private limited,

New Delhi, 1998.

2. Suja R. Nair, organisational behaviour, Himalaya Publishing House, Hyderabad, 2004.

3. Aswatappa K., organisational behaviour, Himalaya Publishing House, Mumbai, 2004.
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LESSON - 3

BARRIERS TO IMPLEMENTATION OF CHANGE &
STRATEGIES TO OVERCOME-BARRIERS

OBJECTIVE:

After going through this lesson students are able to know the Barriers to implementation of
change i.e., strategy and financial barriers, social barriers, power and political barriers and
Hierarchical barriers, Strategies to overcome Barriers.

STRUCTURE

3.1. Introduction
3.2. Barriers to Implementation of Change

3.2.1. Stra-te9y and financial barriers
3.2.2. Social Barriers
3.2.3. Power and Political Barriers
3.2.4. Hierarchical Barriers

3.3. Strategies to overcome Barriers
3.3.1. Visit different organisation
3.3.2. Comparative Data
3.3.3. Change the structure
3.3.4. Change the physical work place and the production system
3.3.5. Align reward systems
3.3.6. Take action to Demonstrate Results
3.3.7. Understand competitive Dynamics
3.3.8. Watch career paths
3.3.9. Look for long term owners

3.4. Conclusion
3.5. Self Assessment Questions
3.6. I Suggested Books further reading
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3.1. INTRODUCTION

A business organisation resides in a pressing economic environment. Rising world prices in
.,' raw materials and production fuels have of necessity raised production and manufacturing costs.

The competition for international· products and material resources of a domestic and industrial
nature has inevitably led to rises in import prices. Faced with increasing production costs, tighter
cost controls have been felt necessary in order to ensure the survival, let alone the profitability, of a
company. Since 1945 local industrial plant bargaining has grown and pressures have been exerted
by unions and shop stewards in attempts to raise wage earnings. Shortages in skilled and semi-
skilled labour have forced management to raise wage levels and overtime payments. Inter-firm
comparisons by unions have served to put pressur eon management to equalise wage differentials.
With rising import and domestic prices, wage levels have been pushed up to maintain people's
living 'standards at levels comparable with the general cost of living.· With rising prices and
increasing costs, industry has of necessity been forced to raise its efficiency and productivity in

:;." order to bear ever-increasing labour and material costs. In an attempt to improve organisational
performance and effectiveness, management has been called upon to deal with these problems
and to overcome the internal obstacles to adaptation and change.

3.2.' SOME BARRIERS TO IMPLEMENTATION

Perhaps the most fundamental reasons these ways of managing have not been adopted
more rapidly is simply that they fall outside what we might call the "point of view" or "focus of

:-'.' attention" of most managers. Long ago, Karl Weick noted that "believing is seeing"- in order to
.:'. comprehend some social fact, one must be predisposed, or at least receptive, to seeing the data.

Most U.S. corporations, for a number of reasons, traditionally have not been predisposed to
"seeing" the efficacy of managing people more effectively.

There are at least four barriers that narrow the field of vision.

3.2.1~.Strategy and Financial Barriers

For much of its recent history, U.S. business has been preoccupied with strategy on the one
hand and finance on the other. Neither perspective focuses attention on the effective management
of the employment relation. Each year, companies spend vast sums on strategy consulting to learn
the appropriate market niches in which to operate and how to compete in those chosen segments.
But it is scarcely sufficient to have a good strategy; one must be able to execute it effectively.

Consider the airline industry. A number of firms have envied the success of Southwest
Airlines, and a few have ~tried to emulate it. But Southwest's strategy is not simply premised on low
prices-after all, anyone can cut fares. Nor is it based simply on no frills. Taking meals off planes is
also not very difficult; anyone who has had "airline food" (an oxymoron if there ever was one) might
hardly notice. Southwest offers high value for the customer's dollar. The company's strategy is
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based on exemplary levels of service, defined not in terms of amenities but rather in terms of fun-
damentals-assuring that you and your luggage arrive on time at the same location, and providing
pleasant, friendly service at all points of customer contact.

It was easy for Continental Airlines to pursue a low-fare strategy by offering its "Lite" service
and matching Southwest's prices. But Southwest has won the triple crown 11 times-the fewest
lost bags, the fewest number of customer complaints, and the best on-time performance achieved
in the same month. In early 1994, according to The New York Times, Continental achieved the
unenviable distinction of winning the "reverse triple crowrv--fhe greatest number of passenqer
complaints, the worst on-time performance, and the most lost baggage of any major airline in the
same month.

Similarly, it was comparatively simple for United Airlines to decide it needed to defend the
California market and ensure that passengers flying to Asia arrived at its gateway cities on United
flights, increasing the likelihood they would continue on United internationally. But turning around
its planes in 20 minutes proved to be a difficult operational task. The consequent delays on .
United's shuttle service resulted in Southwest actually gaining market share since its introduction. .

The changing pattern of CEO succession reveals the financial emphasis of U.S. firms ..
Earlier in the century, the majority of CEOs came from operations and manufacturing backgrounds:
But as Neil Fligstein of the University of Arizona shows, the trend changed. Subsequently, more
CEOs came from sales and marketing and, most recently, fr,""t:'lnance and, toa lesser extent, law ..
The power of the capital markets and institutional investors f,OW virtually dictates that firms focus on
financial issues. Unfortunately, the quickest way for a firm to raise its stock price, at least in the
comparatively short term, is by announcing layoffs. Thus, financially oriented firms have little
reason to be very sensitive to high performance work practices.

The financial viewpoint sees other negatives. High performance work practices require
major up-front investments: training, .rnore selective (and hence more expensive) recruiting,
perhaps higher wages, and so forth. The payoff from these investments is obviously uncertain and,
in any event, follows with considerable lag. Risk aversion would' lead many managers to eschew a
performance improvement strategy with this much uncertainty and delay.

The positive effects on profits from cutting costs are visible on the typical spreadsheet
program. Not so gains in quality and productivity emerging from an interrelated set of changes in
how people are managed. Moreover, typical organizational accounting systems enter training,
wages, and expenditures on organizational' change efforts as expenses-without corresponding
returns that can be measured by typical means. The temptation to cut these costs under the least
financial stringency is almost overwhelming.

3.2.2. Social Barriers.
Like everyone else, managers are subject to social influence and pressures to imitate.
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Blame it on what we might call the "model of management" that has evolved. On the one hand, the
model often romanticizes the leadership role, placing emphasis on the corporate chief as the,
source of strategic vision and Wisdom. Caught up in that notion, management may not see the
organization's success as depending on the actions of thousands of employees throughout the'
firm.

At the same time, another concept in our socially shared model of management promotes·
the idea of the manager as a "tough person." Consider Fortune's lists of the "touqhestbosses."

J .Jack Welch, the much written about and admired CEO of General Electric, held the nickname
"Neutron Jack." When he was finished with a division, the buildings and equipment remained, but
the peopie were gone. Robert McNamara, one-time president of Ford, had an intimidating style, as
did Harold Geneen of International Telephone and Telegraph.

In the late 1980s, Frank Lorenzo took Continental Airlines into bankruptcy twice and ran
Eastern Airlines intothe ground. But in the mid-1980s, he was hailed by many business magazines
as a genius, even as he adopted a confrontational style with the employees in what is, after all, a
service business. Bucking this way of managing would make one suspect. Frank Borman, under"
pressure from labor mediator William Usery and financial pressure from the banks, offered stock..
greater participation in organizational decision making, and four seats on the board of directors to
Eastern Alfiine employees in return for wage concessions. But the other business executives
accused him of selling out-ever though the greater employee voice wound up producing
suggestions worth more than $1 (,. ":m to the company.

3.2.3. Power and Political Barriers .';

, Other inhibitors come from organizational power and politics Experience suggests that it is'
gener111y easier to establish high performance work practices at a greenfield site than to change,
existing operations. Although this may be true for numerous reasons, political issues playa key ,
role: By starting out fresh, no one needs to admit that their past practices (and hence, their own.
past decisions and policies) were less than optimal.'"

Consider the case of General Motors in the 1980s. GM entered into a joint venture with
Toyote, in part to learn the Toyota production system and thus achieve higher levels of productivity
and quality, GM had invested a fortune in capital equipment and automation-enough to have
purch::sed all tile shares of both Honda and Nissan. Now it learned at NUMMI that world-class
levels of operations could be achieved, even without massive capital investment in a comparatively'
old plant, using the same workers who had been responsible for poor productivity in the past. All
that was required was a different way of organizing and managing the work process. Can you
picture Roger Smith, CEO at the time (op for that matter any other executive), going to the board
and admitting he had wasted in excess of $40 billion?

A change in methods and practices almost inevitably involves at least a tacit admission that -,
things could be better. Few managers are politically secure enough to risk their careers by making
such an admission.
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Frequently, those who advocate the old way outlast those advocatlnq new and better ways

of doing things. Ironically, in this instance, strength is, weakness, particularly if the new way of
managing is, in fact, superior. Those who are skilled and committed to that way will have
opportunities to move outside of the organization, either to start their ,own venture or to employment
with competitors that are more willing to change. Those mired in the past will have fewer external
career opportunities and not very much inducement to leave the company. Thus, I have often
observed with respect to both product development and administrative innovations that the more
talented and effective personnel lose patience with organizational recalcitrance and exit for greener
pastures.

Look at how this argument is manifested in product development. During the 1970s and
1980s, Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center was at the leading edge of computer hardware and
software development. When the talented computer scientists could not get their ideas
implemented there, they left for other start-up companies or for established companies such as
Apple Computer that were more respective to product innovations:

They very success of the more effective ways of managing tends to make zealots of those
who experience and implement them. They soon lose patience with the old ways. Consequently,
those insiders with fewer external options and less interest in pushing for change outlast the
advocates of change.

3.2.4. Hierarchical Barriers

Advocates of high performance work practices often, although not inevitably, come from
either operations or human resources. Neither of these functions typically has the most power in
contemporary organizations. Assume for example, that power is measured (in part) by the relative .,
salary paid to the highest level executive in each function. Using this hypothesis, a study by A.T.
Kearney revealed that in the U.S. finance has the most power, and human resources by far the
least. In Japan, by contrast, human resources and manufacturing were tied with the highest pay of
any functional chiefs, while in Germany research and development enjoyed the greatest pay and
status.

The comparatively low power of human resources is often further reduced by the reluctance
of its executives to engage in organizational politics. More than once when teaching power and
influence to groups of HR managers, I was told that "human resources is for nice people; if I had
wanted to engage in influence tactics, I would have gone into a different functions".

In addition, human resource executives in many organizations have narrow career paths,
sometimes spanning a number of different organizations, but concentrated within human
resources. Add it all together-a narrow-exposure to management positions, politics diffidence, and
a low power base-and we can understand why human resource executives frequently do no
emerge as effective advocates of organizational change.
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One additional point: In organizational politics, as in politics more generally, the benefits of
change are more widely dispersed and less certain than the costs of making than change. In the
case of high performance work practices, participation and involvement mean that power shifts
from middle managers to those further down in the organizational hierarchy-those closer to the
production process or the customer.

Indeed, the elimination of many middle management jobs through the reduction of layers of
hierarchy partly accounts for the greater productivity that results from changing the management of
the employment relationship. The benefits from the greater efficiency accrue to the firm's
shareholders (often a very dispersed group), to its senior management if they enjoy performance-
contingent compensation, and to some extent to all employees if there is some form of profit
sharing or gain sharing. But the losses-of power, jobs, and status-are concentrated among those
who lose control over the work process as well as, perhaps, their positions. In such circumstances,
the potential losers have much more at stake individually than the potential winners. For these
reasons, senior executives such as Larry Bossily of Allied Signal remark that change is readily
accepted by those at the top and the bottom of the organization-it is those in the middle who resist.

. The Solectron Corporation, a contract manufacturer of circuit boards and electronic
components, sought to implement self-managed teams along with a system that provided team-
based compensation and team based measurement and performance assessment. An experiment
in one of their production lines showed that the change resulted in productivity increases of almost
2q' percent as well as substantial c ins in quality-this in a company that had already won the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award. The gains came from using the knowledge and

. experience of the assembly line workers, and permitting experimentation and flexibility in the
production process to incorporate this knowledge.

The· firm's rapid growth rate of over 50 percent per year made it unlikely that middle
managers would be laid off. In fact, the company presented the change as an opportunity for the
rnanaqers, most of whom had engineering degrees. They would actually be able to perform the sort
of technology planning and development that they claimed they had insufficient time for when their
primary task was supervising labour an activity that didn't add a lot of value to the organization.
Nevertheless, many middle managers resisted the change. They resented the loss of status and
control it represented.

3.3. STRATEGIES FOR OVERCOMING
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

RESISTANCE TO

These are no easy or certain strategies for overcoming resistance to organizational change.
What follows are some of the practices that I have seen work in some circumstances.

J...3.1. Visit Different Organizations
' ..' Advanced Micro Devices implemented high performance work practices at its Submicron
, ,
, ;
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Development Center (SDC), including eliminating status distinctions sharing detailed inform. on .
about the facility with all employees, and organizing in teams. When I asked what prompted mls
organizational innovation, I learned that a senior manager had visited Japanese companies and
come back impressed with their management results.

. ..... ~, .

This does not mean the facility blindly copied some version of Japanese management. It .,
does mean that a powerful senior manager was confronted with the vivid reality of facilities that
achieved outstanding results through how they managed people. This manager then became an
advocate for figuring out how to do the same thing in Santa Clara, California.

'.
Executive visits to other plants that had implemented self-managed teams also played a

role in the change at solectron. Without doubt, firsthand exposure to management system is a more
compelling force for change than mere descriptions at a distance.

3.3.2. Use Data
Using comparative data and benchmarking can often stimulate change by showing that, .'

regardless of absolute levels of performance, the organization is not doing as well as it might,
compared with peers. Multiple measures of important· indicators of firm well-being can often
stimulate dissatisfaction with the status quo. TRW, for example, used employee attitude surveys
and data on turnover and its costs to make the case for change.!:<·

The point here is that the typical financial information system presents data only on - .
outcomes, and typically only financial outcomes at this. It doesn't detail the processes that produce
those financial results, or other measures such as customer retention, performance compared to ..
competitors, or employee retention, capability, and satisfaction.

3.3.3. Change the Structure
In 1994, New Zealand's postalservice- known as The New Zealand Post-was named that

country's outstanding company of the year. Prior to April 1987, when the Post was reorganized as
a state owned enterprise and expected to make a profit, it looked like a traditional postal service-
inefficient and losing money, albeit useful to the country as a source of employment.

Although a number of elements played into the Post's transformation, regular structural . '~"
changes were a major force. The first structure, in 1987, was functional, with operations organized .~,:
by regions and with managers for functions such as engineering, electronic data processing,
marketing, property management, and corporate communications. After 18 months, the Post
changed to a divisionalized structure, with the divisions being headquarters, property, commercial
services, and letter post. Early in 1990, it introduced a matrix structure. Then, in 1995, the Post
reorganized once more into strategic business units.

,
People at the Post will tell you that the frequent reorganizations were extremely helpful in

the change process. Because people had different roles, responsibilities, measures, and reporting
relationships, it was easier to also change how they were managed-for instance, by introducing

"teams.
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3.3.4. Change the Physical Workplace and the Production Syst.em
How people are managed ties closely with how work is organized. Changing the workplace

and changing the production system unfreezes the structure and reporting relationships and
introduces new dynamics. Consider several examples.

At AT & T's Dallas manufacturing plant, a reorganization into focuses factories greatly
facilitated a change in human resources practices. The new layout moved engineers onto the
factory floor, and it supported a just-in-time operations system that highlighted waste, inefficiency,
and other problems.

At the aforementioned New Zealand Post, the decision to move the international mail unit
from downtown Auckland to the airport opened an opportunity to change job titles and reduce
management layers. At New United Motors, the change to the Toyota production system promoted
consideration of how work was organized and made moving to teams and reducing the number of
job classifications easier.

We shouldn't forget that there is a physical reality to any work flow. Redesign of space and
operations provides opportunity for a parallel redesign of human resource practices.

3.3.5. Align Rewar':l Systems

Many organizations say one thing and do another-because they say one thing and reward
another. Hewlett-Packard, for example, does an admirable job of rewarding what the company
"says" should be done. Managers are held accountable not only for their financial performance and
the rate of product innovation, but also for the results of employee attitude surveys.

At Whole Food Markets, a rapidly growing grocery chain selling natural foods and nutritional
supplements the company's team orientation is manifested in team-based rewards. To 'Jive
substance to the credo that success depends on the efforts of all employees, the pay policy sets
the CEO's salary at only eight times what the average employee makes. Likewise to build a team-
oriented culture, Southwest Airlines eschews individual merit pay in favour of profit sharing and
stock ownership, with the emphasis on the welfare of the entire organization.

The pointIs not that one type of reward is invariably better than another, but that rewards
and measurements need to be aligned with the ways in which people are to be managed. If people
are important, reward the development of people. If teamwork is important, make some significant
portion of the compensation team based. If promotion from within and the development of
management talent are keys to building organizational capability, measure the extent to which
positions are able to be filled internally and reward managers for their success in human resource
development.

, I

3.3.6. Take Action to Demonstrate Results
Once outstanding results have been achieved, it is difficult, albeit not impossible, to
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discount those results and return to the past. Consequently, the hardest part of change is the
beginning. But often managers have more discretion than they think, and once begun, a change
effort is hard to stop, particularly if it is producing good results. Taking action in the face of
opposition, or at least an absence of consensus, requires courage; all the good change managers I
have seen have courage in abundance.

At Boise Cascade's paper manufacturing operations, literally billions had been spent on
new equipment, but employee relations were adversarial and employee involvement was the
exception. Dave Spence, hired to manage the DeRidder, Louisiana, factory approached the
unionized work force with a different way of working cooperatively to enhance performance and the
well-being of both the company and the employees. Spence was subsequently promoted, first to
head of manufacturing for the paper division, then to general manager of the entire division. When I
asked him WflY he was willing to implement change in employment practices even though corporate
headquarters was not always on board, he said without hesitation, "I've worked at other places
before, and I may have to again".

This manager was willing to take action, even at some immediate risk to his job. Beginning
an organizational change effort often requires this kind of calculated risk. If one has faith in the
validity of the change and results accrue, it will be difficult to discount them and return to the past.
In a similar fashion, once Solectron implemented self-managed teams, results were excellent;
employees were enthusiastic and committed. Opponents could not argue against the change any
longer.

3.3.7. Understand Competitive Dynamics

To achieve a competitive advantaqe that cannot be readily imitated, an organization must
do something that is, first, unique and, second, difficult to imitate. Recognizing the first point helps
overcome the tendency to follow what others are doing: "If everyone is downsizing, then we should
too". It is virtually impossible to earn an exceptional return by doing what the competition is doing.

If a company follows the norm, then almost by definition, it will reap normal (not exceptional)
returns. Examples of the opposite abound: Southwest Airlines' point-to-point services in a world of
hub-and-spoke; Wal-Mart's ownership of its trucking fleet (and advantage through distribution) in a
world of contracting out; Norwest's highly people-dependent service in a banking industry
characterized by breaking the bonds between customers and the bank. Being different may be
necessary to be exceptionally effective.

In addition, anything that can be easily done, including simply being purchased on the open
market, cannot provide substantial competitive leverage. For what one firm can purchase or easily
do, others can also. Simply buying robots or numerically controlled machine tools or hiring strategy
consultants may be useful, but wiil not be sufficient for competitive success. These ate all actions
too readily imitated. In this sense, the more difficult a firm's. strategy is to implement, the more
difficult it will be to imitate. And strategies that reJy on people and culture tend to have greater
implementation issues.
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3.3.8. Watch Career Paths ./

Point of view is critical for recognizing the potential gains from managing the work force,
and career experiences are frequently instrumental in affecting point of view. Therefore, career
paths and career development are important. Solectron focuses on operations and operational
excellence. Consequently the firm takes individuals with advanced degrees working in strategic
planning or marketing and affords them the opportunity, early in their careers, to manage
manufacturing operations. The manager learns, firsthand, about the knowledge possessed by
shop-floor workers and about their potential for self-management and for contributing to process
improvements. It is probably not by chance that Roger Smith, the General Motors CEO who placed
his faith in machines rather than people, had spent almost his entire career in finance, and did not
have production line managerial experience.

-
Promotion from within an organization helps ensure that those in position to mange the firm

actually understand it and have experienced its culture. Southwest Airlines requires managers,
once a quarter, to spend a day in the field doing a front-line job. Such experience brings senior
management into contact with the employees, teaching them the content of the various jobs and
the value to the firm of those who do them. Procter & Gamble tends to put line managers into
human resource jobs, and then rotate them back to line management positions. This ensures that
human resources is integrated into the firm's operations and populated by individuals who have
credibility with line management. Consequently, HR has more influence. Again, it is not surprising
that P&G has, for years, been known for its experiments with work teams and the application of
sociotechnical systems ideas.

3.3.9. Look for Long- Term Owners

Some years ago, a German senior executive told me thafwhen co-determination came into
Germany, he was terrified. However, over time he learned "that workers were better board
members than bankers". When I looked quizzical, he noted that financiers typically were concerned
only about financial results in the short term-could 'the loan be rapid? Was there sufficient return on
this or that investment ? Financial capital particularly with efficient capital markets, was very fluid
capital. Workers tended to ~ee themselves as firm-specific human capital much less fungible. The
workers were, therefore, much more concerned with the long-term well-being of the firm: their own
human capital might be worth much less, if they could be employed at all, should the firm fail.

Levi Strauss has claimed that many of the changes that made it enormously profitable could
never have been implemented if the firm had not gone private in a leveraged buy-out. The buy-out
freed managers from concern with quarterly results so that they could take a longer term view.

Of course, some forms of employee ownership provide for little meaningful voice in the
organization's affairs and consequently don't do much to affect performance. But ownership
potentially curtails conflict between capital and labour-labour is capital. The evidence for the
positive effect of share ownership on results in the U.S. and in other countries, including Japan, is
accumulating-and turning out to be quite impressive.
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3.4. CONCLUSION

'''''''' The Best Option? The evidence on the effects and diffusion of high performance work
practices poses problems for both organization theory and organizational managers. Those who
would ev~ate such work practices, using theories that emphasize rational choice or the effects of
natural sele~ion, are hard pressed to dea,I with apparently contradictory evidence-i.e., evidence
demonstratin both the value of high performance work practices and their limited diffusion and
occasional aban \ onment. Either rational managers should choose to adopt these practices (few
have) or else a p~ess of competitive selection should ensure that organizations that survive over
time employ the most effective means for organizing work. It is likely that natural selection is, in
fact, working-witness the change in the employment practices at those plants that survive in the
automobile industry-but the process appears to operate fairly slowly.

For management, the challenge is how to get attention focused on a set of organizational
changes and improvements that seem to fly in the face of both conventional wisdom and dominant
practice. High wages, employment security,' and even an emphasis on training and skill
development all appear anachronistic in a world in which outsourcing, and the so-called "new
employment contract" are emphasized. Moreover, the rapid changes in technoloqy and competitive
conditions seem to have shortened time horizons, even though one could make an argument that
the best response is to develop a strategy that will permit one to thrive over a longer time horizon.

But the very things that render high commitment work practices difficult to implement
increase the returns of doing so. The very fact that this strategy seems to be talked about more
often than effectively executed makes achieving competitive advantage through the management
of the employment relationship one attractive weapon in a firm's competitive arsenal.

3.5. SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

1. Explain he barriers to implementation of change?
2. Explore the strategies to overcome Barriers to implementation of change?
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Lesson - 4

Managerial Optlonr for Implementing Change

4.0. Objective:

After going through this lesson students are able to know Managerial options for
implementing change i.e., Top-downs approach, Lassies- faire approach and collaborative
approach. What are the steps to effective organisational change and how implementing change
successfully.

Structure of the Lesson:
4.1. Introduction
4.2. Managerial options for implementing change.

"4.2.1. Top-Down approach
4.2.2. Laisses - faire approach
4.2.3. Collaborative approach

4.3. Six steps to effective organisational change
4.4. Implementing change successfully

4.4.1. Unfreezing
4.4.2. Changing
4.4.3. Refreezing

4.5. Methods of Introducing Change
4.5.1. Use of Group forces
4.5.2. Change of change agent
4.5.3. Shared rewards
4.5.4. Co-operation of unions
4.5.5. Concern for employees
00 approach to the management of change
Organisational targets for change
Pre-requisites for 00
Situations appropriate for 00
Conclusion
Self Assessment Questions

4.6.
4.7.
4.8.
4.9.
4.10.
4.11.
4.12. References

4.1. Introduction:
';' ; I.! "

So far we .have been focusing on the processes involved in organisational change, we
have largely dealt W;:'l ch~nges as something which "happen" to the organisations (more or less
asa sort of spontaneous occurrence), the origins of these occurrences, and the kind of response
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they invoke from people and organisations. Managing change, however, is more than reaching to
changes and doing damage control. Besides reacting to changes, a manager must also consciously
initiate and implement changes to meet the new demands created by the changed circumstances.

'In this section, we will review three broad approaches, which are popularly used in
organisations to create changes. This classification aims to integrate the findings on change
management. These approaches differ from each other in terms of the assumptions about people
and systems change, the specific strategies used for making the change successful, and the kind
of response they are more likely to stimulate.

4.2. Managerial Options for Implementing Chanqe:
4.2.1. Top -Down Approach:

One of the most common ways in which organisations attempt to introduce changes is by
pushing the changes down the hierarchy. In this approach, the solutions or decisions are arrived at
by people at the top, and then are passed down the formal channels of communications and
control in a unilateral manner· Mostly these changes focus on the tangibles, e.g., changes in structure
and reporting systems, replacement of executives, announcement of concrete pians and
procedures, etc. .

There appear to be two assumptions underlying this approach to organisational change,
first, the reasons for the existing behaviours in an organisation (e.g., low performance high
absenteeism, low productivity rate)s can be traced to single tangible factors. Correspondingly, the
overall system can be changed by changing these tangible causes of existing behaviors. Thus, if
the strategically located people in the system, it should lead to basic changes in the or""'-'lisation.

Exhibit 4.1

How to Decrease Absenteeism Rate

Top-Down Approach Cotlaboratlve Approach Laissez -Faire Approach

Assumptions about people and change:

People change by complying People change when their People change by making

to standards set by more normative attitudes change rational choices about their

powerful ones. self-interest. own relevant issues.

Focus of change efforts:

Coercion; manipulation; Change of perceptions and Informing people; increa

gaining compliance. attitudes; gaining commitment. -sing their options.

Likely change strategy:
Create rules/ systems to Re-educate people Disseminate information
check and control through workshops, about what people lose
absenteeism. discussion forums,

"'-,1

bY:~~ing absent.
).-

participation, etc.
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Likely outcomes of change efforts:

Quick control of absenteeism, No short -term change; Absenteeism may go

but may create other would be lasting if down; but change may

problems in long term. successful. not last due to group
pressures.

The second assumption underlying this approach is that change can be understood as a
coercion - compliance phenomenon, i.e., change consists of compliance of those less powerful,
to the desire of those with more power. The change process is approached with the basic
assumption that some people initiate changes while others get changed. The strategies used for
accomplishing change are often coercive and manipulative. For instance, the management may
threaten a lock-out if the unions do not fall in line. In this situation, they may also resort to using
convert, and sometimes unethical, influence practices (e.g., creating false rumours or buying out
potentially threatening people).

A top-down strategy of change can be quite effective, provided the change initiator has
considerable power (not necessarily coercive, but even from other sources, e.g., charismatic) .

. The advantage of this strategy is that the resulting change is quick and speedy. Sornetimes, when
other strategies don't wok, this may be the only option left to the manager. However, as one would

notice, the top-down approach focuses primarily on the unfreezing (by issuing a decree) and
refreezing (by installing systems) stages of the change process. Since it ignores the intervening
behavioural and socio -cultural process of transition, the refreezing is not successful-people obey
the new system, but also informally organise efforts to subvert it. People do not like to be corrected.
The Changes in behaviour which do occur are often only superficial. Moreover, in coercing people
to change, certain relevant change-elated issues (e.g., interests of coalitions, fears of losing control
over self) may get ignored, and may create problems in the long run.

4.2.2. Laissez -Faire Approach:

The laissez- faire approach to change is just the reverse of the top-down approach. It
presupposes that systems can change only when its memberschanqe. Moreover, it is also based
on the assumption that people are primarily rational beings who follow their rational self-interests.
They will cfiange (and in a particular direction) only when they realise that it is advantageous for
them to change. Thus, the most one can do to create change is to provide enough information for
people to make rational choices. For instance, if an organisation is facing a problem of decreasing
sales, it may try to improve the situation by increasing feedback on sales figures to the sales-
force, building awareness about company's problems among them, concluding training programmes
on selling skills, and so on.

One of the consequences of this approach is that it delegates much responsibility for defining
and acting upon problems to the subordinates . .n~e most common forms this approach takes in
the organisations are communication meetings and workshops, conferences, training programmes,
etc. An organisation conducting company-wide training programmes on, for instance, decision-
making skills is assuming that particularswould learn these skills, and would later be able to use
them in concrete and meetings, in which executives can exchange lnformatlonand clarify issues,
with the assumption that such an ex~rcise would improve overall organisational performance.
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Such an approach to change can be quite effective if the hindrance to change is coming
•from lack of adequate and accurate information, or lack of relevant skills. Orqanisations do change
when its people change. Many organisations, which successfully implemented a Total Quality
Management Programme, did'benettt from conducting awareness workshops. However, this may
not be the most appropriate strategy in all cases. The assumption that organisational change is a
sum of individual chanqes is a tenuous one. Developing decision- making skills may not yield
improved decision-making in the organisation, if the problem is with the management information
system, or with the power struggle among coalitions. Merely unfreezing the system by feeding in
more information, may not necessarily lead to change in the desired direction. Moreover, it is a
rather slow, uneconomical and time-consuming approach. This would be particularly so, if the
organisation is large, with large number of people, who should be affected to bring about change.

4.2.3. ,Collaborative Approach:
/

This third approach to change falls somewhere between the previous two .approaches,
Neither does it involve dictating the nature and steps of change from the top, nor does it leave the
change process entirely in the hands of the functionaries. Rather, it involves sharing of power
between the superior and subordinates, in terms of jointly defining the problems and developing
the solutions.

The' underlying assumption of this approach is that the organisational systems and
structures, which need to oe changed, are not more mechanical procedures,or Exhibits in the
organizational chart. Rather, they are defined by the patterns of behaviours and practices, which
are rooted in the socio-cultural norms, values and attitudes of people. An effective Change can
come only wren these underpinnings of the existing ineffective behaviours and practices are
discared and replaced by new and more effective ones. Such deep-rooted changes, however,
cannot be achieved either by force or by leaving them to chance. They are achieved only when
people feel secure, motivated and empowered enough to review and question the existing practices,
and to experiment, evolve and develop commitment, with the new ones. That is, they have an
active role in the design, direction and implementation of the change process.

The collaboration between the superior and subordinates in creating change, however,
does not necessarily mean that the superiors have no distinctive role to play in the process, or that
the subordinates completefy take over the mantle of change. They have to play different roles in the
process. Mostly, the role of the superior consists of providing a broad perspective to guide the
process and direction of change. He may highlight the problems which need the organisation's
attention, and invite participation from others in solving them. This approach, besides increasing
the commitment of people to change; also provides an opportunity for bringing out and working on
those underlying factors, which are likely to cause resistance to change. For instance, if
departmental heads have to collectively arrive at a decision about a change which involves
reallocation of resources, working on this decision would also give them an opportunity to negotiate
the underlying issues of pdwer-parity.

4.3. Six Steps to Effective Orqanlsatlonal Change:
In their study of successful organisational changes, Beer, Eisenstat, and Spector (1990)

identified overlapping but distinctive steps, whlchexeeutlves usedfor alignin-g tasks w~ththe change
process. These were: i ' "nil:.. .

I
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-:- Mobilisinq commitment to change by [ointly diagnosing what the major problems with the
organisatibn are, and what can be done about them.

-:- Based on the analysis, developing a shared and task -aligned vision of how to manage and
organise new role and processes to deal with the problems.

-:- Fostering a consensus for this new vision, helping people to develop competencies for managing
this vision, and developing a cohesion and bonding among people to help in achieving this
vision.

-:- Replicating and spreading this revitalisation to all other departments and units, without pushing
it from the top i.e., supporting other departments and units to experiment with the change.

<:- Institutionalising the change by developing formal policies, structures and systems.

-:- Monitoring and making adjustments in response to problems encountered during the process
of implementing of changes. .

4.4. Implementing Change Successfully:

Successful implementing of change requires knowledge about the change process. The
change process, propounded by Kurt Lewin, consists of three stages: (1) unfreezing, (2) changing,
(3) refreezing (see Exhibit. 4.2). Before describing Lewin's stages, it is desirable to understand
how Change takes place generally. It is too well-known that people change their customs, habits,

. and institutions when they become dissatisfied with the status quo or when there is amore desirable
substitute. A successful change involves: (1) recognising the need for it, (2) learning a new
behaviour or substitute, and (3) feeling comfortable with the new situation. Lewin's stages of
unfreezing, change, and refreezing correspond to these three developments in the change process.
However, a brief description of each stage is desirable.

Unfreezing Changing Refreezing
Recognising the need fo New values, behaviours Making change permanent.

change, casting aside and structures replace Practice what was learnt
old values, behaviour, or--. old ones. Action oriented. --. in the second stage.
organisational structures

Exhibit 4.2 A Model of Change

4.4.1. Unfreezing:

This is the first stage in the change process. It involves casting aside existing attitudes and
value systems, managerial behaviors, or organisational structure so that new ones can be learnt.
Unfreezing creates the need for change. . .

For unfreezing, the manag~~r must understand the causes for resistance tochange. It is
common knowledge that there are people who desire status quo and there are also individuals
who push for chanqe. And the two groups may be equal in their force as shown Fig. 4.1. The forces
against change have strengths equal to those forces pushing for change.
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An example of four forces pushing in each direction is seen in the case of the organisation
that has announced the introdpction of a new monthly cost report. After careful analysis, a top manager
may find various reasons giver by subordinates for resisting change, on the one hand, or for promoting
change, on the other hand. Among the reasons given for resisting change might be.

1. The old report is easy to fill out because the data are readily available.

2. The old report takes very little time to think.

3. Top management has over used this report in the past for control purposes.

4. The new report wlll be very comprehensive and requires more time to fill out.

The reasons for advocating change might be:

F

• A,

F

A..

F

A

F.

A

I I I I

Dnmt Si!:ulltim Desired S:i:ulltim

Fig,. 4.'1 Equal Forces for Change
\ \

(Source: Richard M. Hodgetts, Organisational Behaviour, MacMillan, 1991, p.454)

1. An organisational streamlining of reporting forms is necessary.
I

2. Organisational control is getting out of hand.

3. If a report is going to have to be filled out, why not make it a meaningful one?

4. This new report is going to be analysed by staff personnel, and useful recommendations wi"
be forwarded to each manager who has filled one out.

In such a situation, the manager must unfreeze the equilibrium. In doing so, three courses
of action are available: (a) increase the strength of forces that push for change; (b) decrease the
strength ofIorces that resist change; and (c) change a resis.ting force into one supporting the
change. ",

0": sr: ':v,
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4.4.2. Changing:

Actual change occurs at this stage. New value systems behaviours, or structures replace
the old ones. This is the action -oriented stage. This can be a time of confusion, dis-orientation,
and despair mixed with hope and discovery. '

4.4.3. Refreezing:

Here the change becomes permanent. The newly acquired values, beliefs, and structures
get refrozen. A new status quo is established at this stage. Refreezing is important because without
it there lays a vacuum.

4.5. Methods of Introducing Change:

Kotter and Schlesinger have suggested six methods of introducing change (see Exhibit.
4.3). The change, agent must understand that there is no one universal approach to overcome
resistance. Depending on each situation a different approach needs to be adopted. Change is a
situational problem and a realisation of this fact is essential for bringing about a change.

Exhibit 4.3 contains six approaches for introducing change together with the situations
where each change intervention is most appropriate. The advantages and drawbacks of each
approach are also listed in the table. Management must examine the nature of the resistance and
then review the possible approached to fit the situation.

The six approaches listed in Exhibit 4.3 will help unfreeze and change the values and
behaviours of people. In other words, the approaches enable the managers to introduce change
successfully. -The next crucial stage is to make the change stick otherwise there is the danger of
people reverting to the pre-change position.

How to make the change permanent? The methods suggested for the purpose are; use of
group forces, use of leadership; shared rewards, working with unions, and concern for employees.

4.5.1. Use of Group Forces:

The group exercises considerable influence on the behaviour of members. The behaviour,
attitudes, beliefs, and values of the individual are all firmly grounded in the groups to which he
belongs. How aggressive' or co-operative a person is, how much self-respect and self-confidence
he has, how energetic and productive his work is, what he aspires to, what he believes to be true
and good, when he loves 0 hates, and what beliefs and prejudices he holds- all these characteristics
are highly determined by the individual's group membership. Whether they resist or accept change
largely depends on the groups. The change agent must make use of the groups to .bring about
change.

4.5.2. Change of Change Agent:

The change agent must himself change. It is only then that he will be able to reinforce a
psychological climate of support for change. Unwillingness of the managers to give up tradition
managerial 'practices and their unprepared ness to accept new methods are the most serious
barriers to the introduction of change and to make it permanent in organisations.

\\ ,::)', I'.?
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4.5.3. Shared Rewards:

Another way to build su~port for change is to ensure that the people affected derive benefit
out of the change. Benefits include increased pay, promotion, training, recognition, and the like .. '

Exhibit 4.3. Methods for dealing with resistance to change

Approach Commonly used

situations

No other apprcacn
works as well with
adjustment problems.

Van be time
consuming,
expensive and
still fail.

Education +
Communication .:

I-------+----------+-------,·.·---+-------'-----i

Participation +
nvolvement.

Facilitation +
Support

Negotiation +
Agreement

Where there is a lack
of information or
inaccurate information
and analysis.

Where the initiators
do not have all the

information they need
to design the change
and where others have
considerable power to
resist.

Where people are
resisting because of
adjustment problems.

Where someone or
some group will clearly
lose out in a change an
where that group has
considerable power to
resist. :

Advantages

Once persuaded people
will often help. with the
implementation of the
change.

People who participate
will be committed to

implementing change
and any relevant
information they have
will be integrated into
the change plan.

Sometimes it is a
relatively easy way
to avoid major

, resistance.

Drawbacks

Can be very time
consuming of lots
of people are

involved.

~an be very time
consuming if
participators
design an
inappropriate
change.

Can be too
expensive in many
cases if it alters

, others to
negotia1e for
compliance.

Manipulation +
Co-operation.

Explicit +
implicit coercion.

Where other tactics
will not work or are

• too expensive.

I

Where speed is
essential and the
change initiators
possess considerable
power. 1

It can be a relatively'
quick and inexpensive
solution to resistance
problems.

It is speedy and can
overcome any kind
of resistance.

:1'
-. I t ~

Can lead ~ofuture
. problems if people

feel manipulated.

Can be risky of it
. leaves people
angry at the
initiators. '

IS

(Source: "Choosing Strategies for Change" by Kotter & Schlesinger, March - April 1979,
Harvard Business Review).
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4.5.4 .. Co-operstion of Unions:

Taken into confidence, unions themselves can act as change agents, though they are
generally considered to be anti change. Many union leaders are accepting the installation of CNC _
machines, though it means displacement of the work force. This has been possible because of
their participation before, during, and after the change has been introduced. A change introduced
without their support may not stay for long ..

4.5.5. Concern for Employe.f~S:
/f'

A change should not be il)1roduced for the sake of it. Change needs tobe introduced only'~:
when necessary andit-must be by evolution and not by revolution. Any change must ultimately
benefit employees, lnthe short-run the needs and requirements of employees should not be affected ..-: ,,.;
Any problem that has taken place because of change needs to be looked into and corrected":
immediately. . . ;,',

_,,",I'

00 has been understood as a system wise process of data collection, diagnosis, action ~
planninq, intervention, and evaluation aimed atft}· enhancing congruence among orqanlsatlonal"
structure, process, strategy, people, and culture; (2) developing new and creative organisational
solutions; find (3) developing the organisation's self-renewing capacity. 00 typically occurs through'.\
coilaboration of organisation members and change agents, using behaviour science theory, research, '"
and technology. 00 then, is an attempt to use the concepts and methodology of applied behavioural.,

. sciences (Psychology, sociology, a "iropolcqy, and social psychology) to help orqanisattons develop "
and maintain their health.

4.6. 00 Approach to the Management of Change:

00 approach to the management of change has the following characteristics:
1. Planned Change: Also called the change intervention, planned change makes 00 different!

from other approaches for change in organisations. .',
Z. Comprehensive Change: 00 efforts generally involve a total system. The change covers the .':,

entire organisation. . -c

3. Emphasis upon Work Groups: Although some 00 efforts are aimed at individual and .':
organisational change, most are oriented towards groups. There is a sociological flavour to
much of 00. < r

4. Long-range Change: 00 takes months or years to implement. The 00 process is not intended.
to be stopgap measure. .:

5. Participation of a Change Agent: The services of an outside expert are generally retained to "
implement the OD process. "Do it yourself" programmes are discouraged.

6,. Emphasis on Intervention: The 00 approach results in an active intervention of the change ~,
agent in the ongoing activities of the organisation. ' i

7. Collaborative Management: In contrast to the traditional management structure in which orders
are issued at upper levels and slrnply.earrled out by lower levels, 00 stress collaboration."
among levels. Orqanisations-are viewed in a system perspective. .' < ;:

8. Organisational C~t:J1ture:As 'v':{as pointed out in the chapter on Organisational Culture, cultureof :
an organisation includes the following; accepted patterns of behaviour, norms, orqanisational
objectives, value systems, and the like. 00 recongnises that each organisation is different .;
from all others and that problem solving process vary across organisations. TheassumptiE>n ::
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that a particular solution can be applied to numerous organisations is thus generally not made,
instead, the culture of each organisation must be understood and relations consistent vith that
culture be developed.

9. Action Research: The process of identifying the organisation's specific problems, gathering
and analysing organisational data and taking action to resolve problems, constitutes "Action
rese<arch". It is in sharp contrast to "Hypothesis testing research", which deals with problems
or situations that are of interest to organisations generally but which may not be relevant to a
specific organisation. I

4.7. Organisational Target for Change: .
. Before discussing 00 techniques it is useful to know the organisational aspects which can

be targets for .change indicates the six targets and possible change methods. As shown in the
table the targets are objectivesJ strategy, tasks, technology, people and structure. Most often planned
orqnisational change involves morethan one of these targets.

4~8. Prerequisites for OD:
00 must fulfil certain conditions if it were to be effective. Not that these conditions, if satisfied, .

will guarantee success of 00 programmes. But a favourable environment conducive for
organisational Change will be created. To reduce the probability that 00 programmer will have a
negative (or no effect) effect on the organisation the following criteria should be met:
1.' Perceptions of orqanisational problems by key people and perceptions of the relevance of the

behavioural sciences in sblving these problems.
2. The introduction into the system of a behavioural scientist consultant.
3. Initial top level involvement, or at least support from a higher echelon whiCh sucsequeot top

management involvement. .
4. ' Participation of in'tact wor~ terms, including the formal leader.
5. The operational sing of the action research model.
6.. Early successes, with expansion of the effort stemming from these successes.
7. An open, educational philosophy about the theory and the technology of 00.
8. Acknowledqernerit of the tongruency between 00 and many previous effective management

practices.
9. Involvement of personnel and industrial relations/ human resources management people and

congruency with personnel policy and practice.
10. Development of internal 90 resources an~ facilitate skills.
11. Effective management of Ithe 00 process and stabilisation of changes.
12. Monitoring the process and the measuring of results.

4.9~ Situatlons Appropri1te for 00:
.' I '

.< Since QD Is a process rather than a solution, it is difficult to specify precisely what kind of
situations may be appropriate for 00 programmes. Ho.wever, by viewing organisational problems
in.qeneralterms.we'can suggest the following areas of organisations inviting 00 programmes .

. 1. Jh~diQt~eni$?t!On's managerial strategy (e.g., commuriicatlors pattern, tocanon of-decision -
....".~,...; ...:.m:.....•.,... g"'~.Y:' I" 'l .:.'. '\f' .j"~ . :.1 I le::ns:rf I j.;' I ,; J.., :v.1 ' , I

. 2.l'h'~::~ult\:'re of the organisation (e.g., norms, values, power structure). '2 t.

3. '!Stru9t~:i~and role in the'orqanlsatlon.
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4: Intergroup collaboration.
5. Motivational levels of employees.

6. TrustJlgd support among organisational members.
7. Synergistic solutions to problems.

4.10. Conclusion:

In understanding organizational change, it becomes necessary to gain knowledge in the
related aspects such as the dynamics of change, work change, influencing forces for change, the
various forms of resistance to change and coping or overcoming resistance to change. The generic
typology of organizational change, explains a three-way typology, viz., adoptive change, innovative
change and radically innovative change. The work Change in an organization, if brought in, then it is
Hkelyto affect the whole organization. It will also influence a Change in both technology and human
relations. Some of the important forces for a changing environment in an organization are people,
technoloqy, information processing and communication, competition and social trends or social
changes. Experts categories the forces for changes as external forces for change and internal
forces for change.

Change in any form invites resistance from people, initially. Resistance to change is
universal. It is more in some culture than others. It is important for Management / HRD professionals
to learn to manage resistance to Change because failed change efforts result in financial draining
(wastage). The professionals should gain knowledge and skills not only to bring in change from the
employees. Employees playa v ' Y important role in the organizational effectiveness. It is a human
resource problem and not a tect mical or financial or legal problem. It is a fact of organizational life.
Managers must bein a position to reduce its intensity, but should not try to root it out completely.

4.11. Self Assessments Questions:
1./ Explain the Managerial options for successful implementation of organisational change?

2. What are the methods of introducing change? Discuss the 00 approach to the management
of change?
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Lesson - 5

Planning and Implementing. Change

5.0. Objective: ,

After going through this lesson students will be able to know the General frame work for
understanding change the Diagnosis and Implementation, the force field analysis, the change

. cycles and levels of change. Advantages and disadvantages of change cycles. .

r Structure of the Lesson:

5.1.
5.2.

5.3.

5.4.
5.5.
5.6.
5.7.
5.8.
5.9.

5.10.

·5.11.
5.12.
5.13.
5.14.
5.15.
5.16.

Introduction
General Frame work for understanding change
5.2.1. Diagnosis
5.2.2. Implementation
Diagnosis
5.3.1. Point of View
5.3.2. Identification of Problem(s)
5.3.3. Analysis - An outgrowth of problem identification
Implementation
Force field Analysis
Logicallncrementatisr:n
First order and second order change
Understanding strategic change
Change cycles- levels of change
5.9.1. Knowledge. Change
5.9.2. Attitudinalchange
5.9.3. Individual behaviour change
5.9.4. Group I Organizational performance change
Two different Changes Cycles
5.10.1. Participative Change
5.10.2. Directive Change
Best Strategy for Change
Advantage and disadvantages of change cycles
Pattern of Communication
Conclusion
Self Assessment Questions
References
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5.1. Introduction:

Mark Twain once said, "The only person who likes change is a baby with a wet diaper!"
Like it or not, in the dynamic society surrounding today's organizations, the question of whether
change will occur is no longer relevant. Change will occur. It is no longer a choice. Instead, the
issue is, How do managers and leaders cope with the inevitable barrage of change that confront
them daily in attempting to keep their organizations viable and current? Although change is a fact
of life, if managers are to be effective, they can no longer be content to let change occur as it will.
They must be able to develop strategies to plan, direct, and control change.

In a survey of 400 executives from Fortune 1000 companies 79 percent of the executives
. interviewed reported "the pace of change at their companies as 'rapid' or 'extremely rapid' and, 61

percent believed the pace will pick up in the future". In contrast, most executives reported that
they did not have formal plans for dealing with change. In addition, "62 percent believed they
have a conservative or reluctant approach to change", and more than 75 percent sad that American
managers resist change because they are "too short-term oriented', they don't like to lose control
of people or events, they have a vested interest in the status quo, and they do not know what to do
about change".

_This resists-tee to change is contradictory to managers' primary role as a leader. You will
recall that in Chap.er 1 we defined leadership as influencing the behaviour of others, individually
and in groups. Influencing means moving from one behaviour to another in other words, change.
In Chapter 4, we shared Warren Bennis's definition of leadership as the process of creating and
implementing a vision. To be a leader, therefore, implies that you must learn to love change
because it is intrinsic to the leadership process. Leaders must overcome their resistance to
change and become change managers.

To be effective managers of change, leaders must have more than good diagnostic skills.
Once they have analyzed the demands of their environment, they must be able to adapt their
leadership style to fit these demands and develop the means to change some or all of the other
situational variables. This chapter is the first of a sequence of four chapters discussing different
aspects of and approaches to change.

·5.2. General Frame Work for Understanding Change:

Managers who are interested in implementing some change in their group or organization
should have (or be able to obtain people with) skills, knowledge, and training in at least two areas.

5.2.1. Dlaqnosls:

The first, and in some waYfsthe most important, stage of any change efforts is diagnosis.
Broadly defi.fited, the :S~illsof diagflosis involve techniques for asking the right questions, sensing.
the envirorrrttent of m~ orqaniaation, establishing effective patterns of observation and data
collection, and develo'~lng wayste process and interpret data. In diagnosing for change, managers
should attempt to find out: (a) what is actually happening now in a particular situation; (b) What is
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likely to be happening in the future if no change effort is made; (c) What would people id8o\!y like to
be happening in this situation; and (d) what are the blocks, or restraints, stopping movement from
the actuals to the ideals?

5.2.2. Implementation:
This stage of the Change process is the translation of diagnostic data into change goals

and plans, strategies and procedures. Questions such as the following must be asked: How can
chance be effected in a work group or organization, and how will it be received? What is adaptive,
and what is resistance to change within the environment?

5.3. Diagnosis:
There are at least three steps in the diagnostic process: point of view, itlentification of

problem(s), and analysis.

5.3.1. Point of View:
Before beginning to diagnose in an organization, you should know throughwhose eyes you

will be observing the situation-your own, those of your boss, your associates, your followers, an
outside consultant, or others.

Ideally, to get the full picture you should look at the situation from the points of view of the
people who will be affected by any changes. Rea!ity, however, sometimes restricts such a broad
perspective. At any rate, you should be clear about your frame of reference from the start.

5.3.2. Identification of Problem(s):
Any change effort begins with the identification of the problem(s). A probiem in a situation

exists when there is a discrepancy between what is actually happening (the real) and what you or
someone who hired you (point of view) would like to be happening (the ideal). For example, in a
given situation, there might be tremendous conflicts among individual in a work group. If this kind
of conflict is not detrimental, there may be no problem. Until you can explain precisely what you
would like to be occurring and unless that set of conditions is different from the present situation,
no problem exists. On the other hand, if you would ideally like this work group to be harmonious
and cooperative, then you have a problem-there is a discrepancy between the rea! and the ideal.
Change efforts involve attempting to reduce discrepancies between the real (actual) and the ideal,
It should be pointed out the change efforts may not always involve attempting to move the real
closer to the ideal. Sometimes after diagnosis you might realize that your ideal is unrealistic and
should be brought more in line with what is actually heppening.

It is no problem identification that the concepts and theoretical frame works presented in
this book begin to come into play. For example, two important potential areas for discrepancy are,
in Rensis Likert's terms, end-result variables and intervening variables. , .

In an examination of end-result variables, the question becomes: Is the organization, work
group, or individual doing an effective job in what it was asked to do; that is. production, sales,
teaching the three Rs, and so on? Are short-term goals being accomplished? Huw does the 10ilg-

term picture look? If performance is not what it should be, there is an obvious discrepancy.

4.!
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If performance is a problem, you might want to look for discrepancies in the intervening
variables, or condition of the human resources. For example, is there much turnover, absenteeism,
or tardiness? How about grievances, accident rate, and such? The concepts that you have been
studying in this book can generate diagnostic questions for the change situation you are examining.
Such as:

• What leadership, decision-making, and problem-solving skills are available? What
is the motivation, communication, commitment to objectives, and climate (morale)?

• What is the readiness level of the people involved? Are they willing and able to take
significant responsibility for their own performance?

• What need level seems to be most important for people right now?
• What are the hygiene factors and motivators? Are people getting paid enough?

What are the working conditions? Is job security an issue? How are interpersonal
relations? Do people complain about the managers? Are people able to get
recognition for their accomplishments? Is there much challenge in the work? Are
there opportunities for growth and development? Are people given much
responsibility?

Good theory is just organized common sense. So use the theories and questions presented
here to help you sort out what is happening in your situation and what might need to be changed.

5.3.3. Analysis- An Outgrowth of Problem Identification:
Problem identification flows almost immediately into analysis. Once a discrepancy

(problem) has been identified, the goal of analysis is to determine why the problem exists. The
separation between problem identification and analysis is not always that clear, however, because
identifying areas of discrepancy is often a part of analysis.

Once a discrepancy has been identified in the end-result variables or intervening variables,
the most natural strategy is to begin to examine what Likert calls causal variables-the independent
variables that can be altered or changed by the organization and its management, such as leadership
or management style, organizational structure, and organizational objectives. In other words, can
you identify what in the environment might have caused the discrepancy? Again, different theorists
come to mind and stimulate various questions.

• What is the dominant leadership style being used? How does it fit with the readiness level
of the people involved?

• What are the prevailing assumptions about human nature adhered to by management?
How well do those assumptions match the capabilities and potential of the people involved?

• Are people able to satisfy a variety of needs in this environment? How do the opportunities
for need satisfaction compare with the high-strength needs of the people involved?

• How do the expectations of the various situational variables compare with the leadership
style being used by rnanaqernent?
Again,~hese theq:~j'y'sand questions are presented to suggest how the concepts studied

can help you to analyze problems that exist in your environment and provide guidelines for developirv
strategies for implementing change.
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5.4. Implementation:
The implementation process involves the following identifying alternative solutions and

appropriate implementation strategies; anticipating the probable consequences of each of the
alternative strategies and choosing a specific strategy and implementing it.

Once your analysis is completed, the next step is to determine alternative solutions to the
problem(s). [Hand in hand with developing alternative solutions to the problem(s)]. hand in hand
with developing alternative solutions is determining appropriate implementation strategies. Two
theories seen helpful in designing change implementation strategies, force field analysis and
logical incrementalism.

5.5. Force Field Analysis:
Force field analysis, a technique developed by Kurt Lewin, assumes that in any situation

there are both driving and restraining forces that influence and change that may occur. Driving
forces are those forces affecting a situation that are pushing in a particular direction; they tend to
initiate a change and keep it going. In terms of improving productivify in a work group,
encouragement from a supervisor, incentive earnings, and competition may be examples of driving
forces. Restraining forces are forces acting to restrain or decrease the driving forces. Apathy,
hostility, and poor maintenance of equipment may be examples of restraining forces against
increased production. Equilibrium is reached when the sum of the driving forces equals the sum of
the restraining forces. In our example, equilibrium represents the present level of productivity, as
shown in Figure 5.1. .

--.". 4'·.....•... ,

,:.

Figure 5.1 Driving and Restraining Forces in Equilibrium

This equilibrium, or present level of productivity, can be raised or lowered by changes in the
relationship between the driving and the restraining forces. For illustration, let us look at the dilemma
and the restraining who takes over a wqrk group in which productivity is high, but whose predecessor'
drained the human resources (intervening variables). The former manager had upset the equilibrium
by increasing the driving forces (that is, being autocratic and keeping continual':Rressure on'workers)
and thus achieving increases in output in the short run. By doing this, however, the manager
fostered new restraining forces, such as increased hostility and antagonism. At the time of the
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former manager's departure, the restraining forces were beginning to increase, and the results
manifested themselves in turnover, absenteeism, and other restraining forces, which lowered
productivity shortly after the new manaqino arrived. Now a new equilibrium at a significantly lower
productivity is faced by the new manaqe..

Now just assume that our new manager decides not to increase the driving forces but to
reduce the restraining forces. The manager may do this by taking away from the usual production
operation and engaging in problem solving and in training and development. In the short run,
output will tend to be lowered still further. However, if commitment to objectives and technical.
know-how of the group are increased in the long run, they may become new drivir1g forces, and,
along with the elimination of the hostility and apathy that were restraining forces, will now tend to
move the balance to a hi-gher level of output.

Managers are often in a position in which ti ley must consider not only output but also
intervening variables, not only short-term but also long-term goals in diagnosing these
interrelationships. Force field analysis is also useful in analyzing the various change strategies
that can be used in a particular situation. .

Once you have determined that there is a discrepancy between what is actually happening
and what you would like to be happening in a situation- and have done some analysis on why that
discrepancy exists-then force field analysis becomes a helpful tool. Before embarking on any
change strategy, it seems appropriate to determine what you have going for in this change effort
(diving forces) and what you have going against you (restraining forces). We have found that if
manaqers start implementing a change strategy without doing that kind of analysis, they can get
blown out of the water and not know why. An example might help.

in August, an enthusiastic superintendent of schools and his assistant took over a suburban
school district outside a large urban area in the Midwest. Both were committed to changing the
predominant teaching approach used in the system from a teacher-centered approach in Which
the teachers always tell the students what to do it, when to do it and where to do it (high task-low
relationship style) to a child centered approach in which students playa significant role in determining
what they are to do (low reiationshtp- low task style).

To implement the changes they wanted, the two administrators hired a business manager
to handle the office and the paperwork. They themselves essentially had no office. They put
telephones in their cars and spent most of their time out in the schools with teachers and students.
They spent fifteen to eighteen hours a day working with and supporting teachers and administrators
who wanted to engage in new behavior. Then suddenly, in January, only six months after they had
been hired, the school board cailed a special meeting and fired both administrative by a seven -
to-two vote.

They could not believe what had happened. They immediately started a court suit against
the school board for due process, They charged that the board had served as both judge and jury.
In addition to the court actions, the administrators became educational martyrs and hit the lecture
tour to talk about the evils of schools. During one of their trips, the assistant superintendent was
asked to oanicioate f : 3 qraduate SEminar on the management of change. The class at that time
vVasdrscussino the usefulness of terce field analysis. The administrator, who did not know Lewin's
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'theory, was ~sKed to think about the driving and restraining forces that had been present in the
change situation. In thinking about the driving forces that were pushing for the chahge they wanted,
(they wanted) the administrator was quick to name the enthusiasm and commitment of the top
administrators, some teachers, and some student, but really could not think of any other driving
forces. When asked about the number of teachers and students involved, the administrator
suggested that they were a small but growing group.

In thinking about restraining forces, the assistant superintendent began to mention one
thing after another. The assistant said that they had never really had a goodreiationship with the
mayor, chief of police, or editor of the town paper. These people felt that the two administrators
were encouraging permissiveness in the schools. In fact, the town paper printed several editorials
against their efforts. In addition, the teachers' associated had expressed concernthat the programs
being pushed were asking the teachers to assume responsibilities outside their contract. Even the
Parent-Teachers Association (PTA) had held several meetings because of parent concerns about
discipline in the schools. The administrator also reported the fact that the superintendent had
been hired by a ff~-to-four vote of the board and that some supporters had been defeated in the~ ,

November electib~. 'In general, the assistant superintendent implied that the town had been
traditionally very conservative in educational matters, and on and on.

Figure 5.2
Driving and Restraining Forces in an Educational Change Example

Figure 5.2 suggests the relationship between driving and restraining forces in this change
situation. As can be seen, even with adding some board members as driving forces and not
mentioning some teachers and students as restraining forces, the restraininq forces for changing
this school systems from a teacher- centered approach to a child-centered approach not only.
outnumbered, but easily outweighed the driving forces. As a result, the restraining forces eventually
overpowered the driving forces and pushed the equilibrium even more in the direction of a teacher-
centered approach.
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Here are a few guidelines for using force field analysis to develop a change strategy.

1. If the driving forces far outweigh the restraining forces in power and frequently in a change
situation, managers interested in driving for change can often push on and overpower the
restraining forces.

2. If the restraining forces are much stronger than the driving forces, managers interested in
driving for chance have two choices. First, they can give up the change effort, realizing
that it will be too difficult to implement. Second, they can pursue the change effort, but
concentrate on maintaining the driving forces in the situation while attempting, one by one,
to change each of the restraining forces into driving forces or somehow to immobilize each
of the restraining forces so that they are no longer factors in the situation. The second
choice is possible, but very time-consuming.

3. If the driving forces and restraining forces are fairly' equal in a change situation, managers
probably will have to begin pushing the driving forces, while at the same time attempting to
convert or immobilize some or all of the restraining forces.

In this school example, the situation obviously represented an imbalance in favor of
restraining forces, yet the administrators acted as if the driving forces were clearly on their side. If
the hacf used force field analysis to diagnose their situation, they would have seen that their
change strategy was doomed until they took some time to try to work on the restraining forces.

5.6. Logical Incrementalism:
Another theory that has received wide acceptance in designing change implementation

strategies is James Brian Quinn's logical incrementalism. This theory recognizes that the process of
implementing change in a large organization is complex and time- consuming. Internal and external
forces can exert significant pressure to resist a senior management team's plan for strategic
reorganization of the company. James Brain Quinn, a Harvard University professor of management,
studied a number of large organizations undergoing significant changes and determined a pattern
of planning that corporate leaders could use to facilitate effective implementation and acceptance of
change. Logical incrementalism describes the process and focuses on the evolution of the change
as broad goals are more narrowly refined and adapted. The stages of logical incremantalism are:

1. General concern - a vaguely felt awareness of an issue or opportunity.
2. Broadcasting ofa general idea without details-the idea is floated for reactions pro and con and

for refinements.
3. Formal development of a change plan.
4. Use of a crisis or opportunity to stimulate implementation of the change plan-retirement of a

senior manager or a sudden loss of market share can facilitate rapid acceptance and
implementation of the change.

5.' Adaptation of the plan as implementation progress.

Logical incrementalism is viewed by many top-level managers as an accurate description
of hO~t~hange is successful generated and implemented in a healthy organization. By floating an
idea ~a.rly on, a leader can improve the quality in information generated before decisions are
made and can overcome political and emotional barriers to change. Early involvement by subordinate
groups can create personal and organizational commitment to the change plan and facilitate effective
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implementation. Logical incrementalism works best when the manager uses it to concentrate on a
few key change thrusts and is effective in building and managing coalitions of support.

5.7. First - Order and Second - Order Change:

Now that two theories helpful in designing change implementation strategies - force field
'anaiysis and logical incrementalism- have been reviewed; some understanding of the levels of
change and the change cycles available might be useful. One way of approaching change for the'
purpose of diagnosis is to look at it from the perspective of two different framework. This approach
is important because change does not always occur on a stable environment. Organizations have
experienced revolutionary changes in technoloqy, competition, and socioeconomic conditions;
some changes have destroyed old industries and created new ones. Leaders need to recognize
and understand the two frame works in which change can occur.

The change process most managers are familiar with is continuous, or first-order, change-
change that occurs in a stable system that itself remains unchanged. The change processes
previously discussed in this chapter focus on managing first-order change. These changes are
necessary for a business to grow and thrive in a competitive environment.

First -Order Change Second-Order Change

Adoption tvt:t arrerphesi s
'iil F OCIE : Incr emental C han ge with in
~ Or ga nizations

.....:l Mecha ns ms :

,~ • Incrementalism
Ix.., • Resource Dependence

E'.olution

11 FO'::IE : Incr ernsntsl Chan ge ~uith in
j Established industries.
.t' Mec:ha ns rrs :
~ • Natur sl Se laction

] • Instilu1i ana I Is am orp his m

FO.CllS : Fr ame - bre~ing Cha nge
withi n org anizati ons

Mecha nis rns :
• ute Cycle stages
• Configuration Transitions

Re-.ol uti on

Focus : Emergence, trans1ormation and
de dine of in dustries.
Mechanisms :

• Pu nctuated E qu i1ibrium
• Quantum Speciation

Exhibit 5.1. Models of Change with in Organizations and Industries

Source: Adopted, by permission of the publisher, from Strategic Management Journal,
1990 © Wiley and Sons, All rights reserved.

Discontinuous, or second-order, change occurs when fundamental properties or states of
the system are changed. The fall of communism and the introduction of democratic and free
market principles in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union are examples of the' cataclysmic
upheaval of second-order change. Some industries currently experiencing' the magnituO'e of second-
order Change include telecommunications, financial services, and health-care, as &scontinuous
changes restructure the industry, relocate its boundaries, and change the bases of competition.
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Exhibit 5.1 identifies current change theories and their relationship to first and second -order change.
Adaptation theories maintain that individual firms monitor their environments continuously and

. /

make purposeful adjustments to them. Incrementalism refers to organizational changes in new
products, structures, and processes; resource dependence mechanisms see organizational
change as a response to external dependencies such as suppliers, markets, or governmental
policies.

Evolution theories describe the first-order changes that industries experience. Natural
selection mechanisms view the entry and exit of firms in an industry as the primary method of
evolution. Institutional isomorphism occurs when organizations change to conform to the norms
of the industry environment.

As firms experience various stages of the organizational life cycle, they experience
metamorphosis, second-order change. Metamorphosis differs from adaptation in that the entire
firm goes through a transformation and emerges with a different configuration and strategic intent.
An example of this type of change can be seen when a visionary inventor with a small business
brings in a professional management team and the small business metamorphoses into a growing
firm with a different organizational structure and competitive focus. The change is transforming
for the IT' :mbers Of the small business.

Revolutionary change occurs when an entire industry is restructured and reconstituted during a
brief period of quantum change that is preceded and followed by a long period of stability. Quantum
speciation, a term from biology, has been proposed as a mechanism through which new
organizational forms emerge during a revolution. The breakup of AT & T into "baby bells" and the
introduction of new competitors into long distance telecommunications companies is an example
of second- order revolutionary Change in an industry.

Most organizational changes you invites as a leader will occur on a level of first-order
change. You should also understand the opportunity presented by second-order change and work
to meet the challenges this type of change can create.

5.8. Understanding Strategic Change:

Alan Rowe and his colleagues have developed a change model that shares several elements
with Situational Leadership, particularly the need to establish a mutual agreement between leader
and follower on the goal to be accomplished. They suggest that

The ideal in strategy implementation is to reach a state in which everyone in the organization
understands what she or he is to do and why. This is the state of mutual understanding. Although
it is a state in which implementation can be secured for an extended period of time, few organizations
full achieve it. Generally speaking, there are four possible relationships that can exist between
those they plan for. These relationships depend on how well the managers 'Jnders!·,nc. the; needs
wants, and capabilities of the organization's members and on how well the rr..,c::!~.. -:;.~ '...•..oe.su.no
the goals, objectives, tasks and assumptions of the plan.

/
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These four relationships are presented in Exhibit 5.2. The X axis deals with the member's
understanding or lack of understanding of the plan; the Y axis deals with the manager's
understanding or lack of understanding of member's needs. There are three possible outcomes
depending on the interaction: failed implementation, partial implementation, and full implementation ..
These outcomes are products of a match or mismatch between leader and follower. Let us put
these ideas into perspective.

!Y!eui, ers do rot
llUielStani tl~ plan

lY!euDelS do
unlerstard ~ plan

lYlennel'i do not
u.nie rstan:l. the

~nnef5 needs,
waId:s a.n:l abilities.

Partial
Inplernentation
Motivaticn am
$elling a.r:: J)::JS s :b l£,
.3pplO«ches.

Failed
I np le:m.entation
Power ani -u th::a:ity .
·ll'e tl~ only
available
appioacbes.

3
Full
InplenlWJ.a:tio n
Requiles filli use of
tk! social chll~e
plDcess;

Partial
1n~"Slia&n
Participation ani
education a.r::
pass D l£, approaches.

~-------------r------------ --2

lYIennelS do
undaistard tl~

m.eni:I er'$ 11=9 ds,
wants and. .:bilities .

4 1

Exhibit 5.2

Quadrant 1 : Full Implementation:

High level of understanding readiness. The manager can use the social cha,-.ge process
with a Delegating leadership style, to achieve change. This process includes the followi1g phases-

. ,-
"

~ Determine what social change is required .
.,. Introduce that change.
r Obtain commitment to the change .
.,. Use the Decisions and Influence elements of the Vision to Results model to obtain results.

This may require multiple is of Lewin's change process discussed below ..

Quadrant 2 : Partial Implementation:

. "'-

Moderate level of understanding readiness. While the members understand the plan,
managers do not understand member's needs. Managers should use a participative leadership
style with multiway communication to gain a better understanding. ' ,
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Quadrant 3 : Failed Implementation:

Low level of understanding readiness. A clear mismatch that recommends a telling style.
The situation is similar to several of the leadership models discussed in particularly the Fiedler
contingency model. In that model, when the leader has low leader - member relations in an
unstructured environment with probably low position power, a task-oriented approach is preferred.

Quadrant 4·: Partial Implementation:

Moderate level of understanding readiness. The model clearly suggested a selling style.

One must be careful not too close a comparison between Exhibit 5.2 and the Situational
Leadership model because there are several differences. But there also is a fundamental similarity
in their approaches in that they both recognize the necessity of understanding plans and needs.

5.9. Change Cycles Levels of Change:

In Chapter 1, four levels of change were discussed: knowledge changes, attitudinal changes,
individual behavior changes, and group or organizational performance changes.

Changes in know/edge tend to be the easiest to make; they can occurs as a result of
reading a book or an article or hearing something new from a respected person. Attitudes differ
from knowledge in that they are emotionally charged in a positive or negative way. The addition of
emotion often makes attitudes more difficult to change than knowledge.

Changes in individual behavior seem to be significantly more difficult and time- consuming
than either of the two ,previous levels. For example, managers may have knowledge about the
advantages of increased follower involvement and participation on decision making and may even
feel that such participation would improve their performance, yet they may be unable to delegate
or share decision-making responsibilities significantly with followers. This discrepancy between
knowledge, attitude, and behavior may be a result of their own authoritarian leader-follower past.

. This experience has led to a habit pattern that feels comfortable.

Individual behavior is difficult enough to change, but implementing change within groups
or organizations is even more complicated. The leadership styles of one or two managers might
be effectively altered, but drastically changing the level of follower participation throughout an
entire organization might be a very time-consuming process. At this level you are trying to alter
customs, mores, an traditions that have developed over many years.

Levels of change become very Significant when you examine two~t change cycles-
the participation change cycle and the directive change cycle.
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5.10. Two Different Change Cycles:

5.10.1 Participative Change:

A participative change cycle is implemented when new knowledge is made available to the
individual or group. It is hoped that the group will accept the data and will develop a positive
attitude and commitment in the direction of the desired change. At this level, an effective strategy
may be to involve the individual or group directly in helping to select or formalize the new methods
for obtaining the desired goals. This step is group participation in problem solving.

The next step will be to attempt to translate this commitment into actual behavior. This step
is significantly more difficult to achieve. For example, it is one thing to be concerned about increased
follower participation in decision making (attitude), but another thing to be willing actually to get
involved in doing something (behavior) about the issue. An effective strategy may be to identify
the informal and formal leaders among the work group(s) and concentrate on gaining their behavioral
support for the desired change. Once the behavior of the group leaders has been changed,
organizational Change may be effected as other people begin to pattern their behavior after those
persons whom they respect and perceive in leadership roles. This participative change cycle is
illustrated in Figure 5.3.

5.10.2. Directive Change:

We have all probably been faced with a situation similar to the change one in which there
is an announcement on Monday morning that "as of today all members of this organization will
begin to operate in accordance with Form 10125". This is an example of a directive change cycle.
It is through this change cycle that many managers in the past have attempted to implement such
innovative ideas as management by objectives, job enrichment, and the like.

This change cycle begins when Change is imposed on the total organization by some
external force, such as higher management, the community, or new laws. In turn, the change will
affect individual behaviour. The new contacts and modes of behavior create new knowledge,
which tends to develop predispositions toward or against the chanqe. The directive change cycle
is illustrated in Figure 5.4. .

In cases in which change is forced, the new behaviour sometimes creates the kind of
know)edge that develops commitment to the change, and the change begins to resemble
participative change as it reinforces individual and group behaviour. The hope is that "if people will
only have a chance to see how the new system works, they will support it". This is illustrated in
Figure 5.4 by the dashed line. The sequence goes from Group behaviour, Individual Behavior, to
Knowledge and then back to Attitudes.
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Fiqure 5.4 Participative Change Cycle

, 5.4 Directive Change Cycle

5.11. Best Strategy for Change:

Is thELe a "best" strategy for change? Given a choice between the polarities of directive
and participative change, most people would tend to prefer the participative change cycle. But just
as we have argued that there is no best leadership style, there also is no best strategy for
implementing change. Effective change aqents are identified as those who can adapt their strategies

. to the demands of their unique environment. Thus, the participative change cycle is not a better
change strategy depends on tile situation, and there are advantages and disadvantages to each.

5.12. Advantage and Disadvantages of Change Cycles:

Advantages and disadvantages of change cycles. The participative change cycle tends
to be more appropriate for working with individuals and groups who are achievement motivated,
seek responsibility, and have a degree of knowledge and experience ·that may be useful in
developing new ways of operating - in other words, people with moderate to high task-relevant
readiness. Once the change starts, these people are highly capable of assuming responsibilities
for implementation of the desired change. Aithough these people may welcome change and the
need to improve, they may become very rigid and opposed is change if it is implemented in a
directive (high task-low relationship) manner. A directive, change style is inconsistent with their
perceptions of themselves as responsible, self-motivated people who should be consulted
throuqhoqt the change process. When they are not consulted and change is implemented in an
authoritarian mariner, conflict often results. Examples occur frequently in organizations in which a
manager recruits or inherits a competent, creative staff that is willing to work hard to implement
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new programs and then proceeds to bypass the staff completely in the change process. This style
results in resistance and is inappropriate to the situations.

)

A directive change style might be appropriate and productive with individuals and groups
who are not ambitions, are dependent, and are unwilling to take on new responsibilities unless
forced to do so. In fact, these people might prefer direction and structure from their leader to being
faced with decisions they are not willing or experienced enough to make. Once, again, diagnosis
is all-important. It is just as inappropriate for a manager to attempt to implement change in a
participative manner with a staff that has never been given the opportunity to take responsibility
and has become dependent on its manager for direction as it is to implement change in a forceful
manner with a staff that is ready to change and willing to take responsibility for implementing it.

There are other significant differences between these two change cycles. The participative
change cycle tends to be effective when induced by leaders who have personal power; that is,
they have referent, information, and expert power. On the other hand, the directive cycle necessitates
that a leader have significant position power; that us, coercive, connection, reward, and legitimate
power. Managers who decide to implement change in authoritarian, coercive manner would be
wise to have the support of their superiors and other sources of power or they may be effectively
blocked by their staff.

Asignificant advantage of the participative change cycle is that once the change is accepted,
it tends to be long-lasting. Since every-one has been involved 1,1 the development of the change,
each person tends to be highly committed to its implementation. The disadvantaqe of participative
change is that it tends to be slow and evolutionary-it may take years to implement a significant
change. An advantage of directive change, on the other hand, is speed. Using position power,
leaders can often impose change immediately. A disadvantage of this change strategy is that it
tends to be volatile. It can be maintained only as long as the leader has position power to make it
stick. If often results in animosity, hostility, and, in some cases, overt and covert behaviour to
undermine and overthrow.

It terms of forceful analysis, the directive change cycle could be utilized if the power of the
driving forces pushing for change far outweighed the restraining forces resisting change. On-the
other hand, a directive change cycle would be doomed to failure if the power of the restraining
forces working against the change was greater than the power of the driving forces pushing for the
change.

A participative Change cycle that depends on personal power could be appropriate in either
of the cases just described. With frequent and powerfui driving forces pushing for change in a
situation, a :eader might not have to use a high task, directive change cycle since the driving
forces are reacy to effect the change and do not have to be forced to engage in the new desired
behaviour. At the same time, when the restraining forces could easily overpower the driving forces,
manager 5 wou'c he advised to begin with participative Change techniques-desiqned gradually to
turn some ofthe restraining forces into driving forces or at least immobilize their influence in the
situation. In other words, when the odds are against you and you have little power, yourbest bet

'would be to try to moderate the forces against the change rather than to try to force change.
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These two change cycles have been described as if they were either / or position. The use
of only one of these change cycles exclusively, however, could lead to problems. For example, if
managers introduce change only in a directive, high task-low relationship manner with out any
movement toward participative change, members of their staff-if they decide to remain -rnay react
in one of two ways. Some may fight the managers tooth and nail and orqanlze efforts to undermine
them. Others may buckle under to their authority and become very passive, dependent staff
members, always needing the manager to tell them. what to do and when to do it before doing
anything. These hinds of people say yes to anything the manager wants and then moan and
groan and drag their feet later. Neither of these responses makes for a very healthy organization.
At the other extreme, managers who will not make a move without checking with their staff and
getting full approval also can immobilize themselves. They may establish such a complicated
network of "participative" committees that significant change becomes almost impossible. Thus,
in reality, the question is, "What is the proper blend of the directive and participative change cycles
in this situation?" rather than, "Which one should I use?"

'.

5.13. Patterns of Communication:

One of the most important considerations in determining whether to use a participative or
directive change strategy or some combination of the two is how communication patterns are
structured within a groups or organization prior to implementing a change. Two of the most widely
used ways of structuring communications, illustrated in Figure 5.5, are the star and the circle.

The arrowed lines represent two-way communication channels. In the circle, each person
can send messages to a colleague on either side, and thus, the group is free to communicate all
around the circles. In other words, nothing in the structure of the communication.

Fig. 5.5 Two Ways of Structuring Communication

Star Circle

5.14, Conclusion:

Change involves making things differently. Change occurs at individual, group and
organisational levels. Change is generally resisted. The causes for resistance are rational,
psychological and sociological Resistance manifests itself in the form of hostility, apathy,
absenteeism, tension, strikes and slow down' of work. Planing and Implementation change
successfully needs knowledge about the change process.
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5.15. Self Assessment Questions:

1. Explain the General frame work for Understanding Change.
2. Give a brief note on force field analysis.
3. Explain the change cycles-levels of change?
4. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of change cycles?

5.16. References:

1. Paul Hersey, Kenneth, H. Blanchard, Dewey E. John sou, Management of organisational
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2. Edmunds Brooks, Organisational Change-The Managerial dilemma, The Macmillan press
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Lesson - 6

The Introduction of Change

6.0. Objective:

After going through this lesson students will be able to how the Introduction of char ge
taking place.

".,. To know the resistance to change
.,. To understand the position of the supervisors
'r To know management by crisis and to study in the management of change.

Structure of the Lesson:

6.1. Introduction of Change
().2. Methods of Introducing Change
6.3. Resistance to Change
£>.4. The r"losition 'of the Supervisor
H.5. Management by Crisis.
6.6. A study in the Management of Chanr,
6.7. Conclusion
6.8. Self Assessment questions
6.9. References

6.1. Introduction of Change:

The normal procedure by which change initiative are implemented is for management to
set out certain desired performance objectives and outline the operating plans which have been
designed to realise them. Control systems are applied so that performance levels can bemonitored
regularly. thereby enabling management to decide what corrective action need to be taken if
performance levers (i.e .. production targets) are not being met. A fundamental function of

. management is to co-ordinate and integrates the performance objectives of different service support
and operating departments. Figure 6.2 illustrates some of the forces and influences which effectively
preclude joint collaboration and commitment to closer working and more productive relations.

A diagramatic form is presented of the nature of organisational structures: the network of
functional repOrting relations in terms of the jobs people fulfil, and the authority which they exercise
over others; the position they hold in the hierarchy which enables them to carry out their
responsibilities; the role and function of departments; the m/anagerial or supervisory practices and
procedures commonly adopted to get jobs done and to overcome operating d!fficulties; the
commonality and differences of operational service support demands and expectations and how
these are piayed out in the work situation by management and supervision at different hierarchical
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and functional interfaces, This serves to identify some of the maladaptive workings of the organization
and the stumbling-blocks to an improved system of 'management.
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Fig: 6.1. Barriers to interfunctional collaboration and problem-solving
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Fig 6.2: The management of interfaces - a conflict model

6.2. Methods of Introducing Change:
Kotter and Schelesinger have suggested six methods of introducing change. The change

agent must understand that there is no one universal approach to overcome resistance. Depenning
on each situation a different approach needs to be adopted. Change is a situational problem and
a realisation of this fact is essential for bringililg:,about a change.

Contains six approaches, for introducing ,change together with the situations where each
change intervention is most appropriate. The advantages and drawbacks of each approach are
also listed in the table. Management must examine the nature of the resistance and then review.
the possible approaches to fit the situation.
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The six approaches listed will help unfreeze and change the values and behaviours of
people. In other words, the approaches enable the managers to introduce change successfully.
The next crucial stage is to make the change stick otherwise there is the danger of people reverting
to the pre-change position ..

How to make the change permanent? The methods suggested for the purpose are; use of
group forces, use of leadership, shared rewards, working with unions, and concern for employees.

Use of Group Forces :

The group exercises considerable influence on the behaviour of members. The behaviour,
attitudes, beliefs, and values of the individual are all firmly grounded in the groups to which he
belongs. How aggressive or co-operative a person is, how much self-respect and self-confidence
he has, how energetic and productive his work is, what he aspires to, what he believed to be true
and good, when he loves or hates, and what beliefs and prejudices he 'holds-all these characteristics
are highly determines by the individual's group membership. Whether they resist or accept change
largely depends on the groups. The change agent must make use of the groups to bring about
change.

Change of Change Agent:

The change agent himself changes. It is only then that he will be able to reinforce a
psychological climate of support for Change. Unwillingness of the managers·to give up traditional
managerial practices and their unprepared ness to new methods are the most serious barriers to
the introduction of change and to make it permanent in roganisations.

Shared Rewards:

Another way to build support for change is to ensure that the people affected derive benefit
out of the change. Benefits include increased pay, promotion, training, recognition, and the like.

Co-Operation of Unions:

Taken into confidence, unions themselves can act as change agents, though they are
generally considered to be anti-change. Many union leaders are accepting the installation of CNC
machines, though it means displacement of th~ork force. This has been possible because of
their participation. before, during, and after the change has been introduced. A change introduced
without their support may not stay for long.

Concern for Employees:

A change should not be introduced for the sake of it: Change needs to be introduced only
when necessary and it must be by evolution and not by revolution. Any change must ultimately
benefit employees. In the short-run the needs and requirements of employees should not be
affected. Any problem that has taken place because of change neelos to be lookedlnto and corrected
immediately. '<:," .'. ' .~
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6.3. Resistance to Change:
The Introduction of Change ~

A critical point in the management system regarding the nature and outcome of management
Qhange initiatives in an organisation is the position of the senior supervisor. The latter very much
dictates day-to-day operations at the plant level. The success of an organization's policy on safety,
cost control, staff development and industrial relations depends very much on the existing attitudes
and working practices adopted by first line management and more specifically the senior supervisor.

The present organization and deployment of personnel by the senior supervisor very much
dictates the opportunities made available for subordinates to realise their potential. Senior
supervision can negate or frustrate the needs of plant and service support personnel for carrying
out changes.

An investigation on the role of the operational technologist on an oil refinery, for instance,
highlighted the critical dependence of the young technologist upon establishing a relationship with
the senior supervisor if he were to make a significant technological impact on the plant. The senior
supervisor, in the way that he ran his department and by authority that he exercised, directly,
influenced the contribution which other departments made.

6.4. The Position of the Supervisor:

Because the supervisor is a critical link in the flow of work and a major influence on the
day-to-day operation of departments, some of the problems attendant to their position in the
organization and the dysfunctional influences acting upon them, in so far as their ability to carry
out their role and responsibilities effectively is concerned, are now investigated. An issue which
causes organizations much concern and which needs to be looked at more fully are some of the
dysfunctional aspects of the workings of the organization which have brought about some of the
resistant attitudes to management change initiatives at the supervisory level. This subject is taken
up from, say, the perspective of the engineering maintenance supervisor in a service support
capacity to operations in an oil and chemical products company.

The job of the supervisor is essentially one of instigating and carrying out the maintenance
of technical operations among production units. This involves a long chain of activities including
investigating production failures, plant operability, equipment histories, writing out job instructions,
work planning, cost control, work scheduling, requisitioning materials and numerous
communications associated with getting the work done on time at certain specified standards of
engineering and plant operation. Much of the maintenance work undertaken on the technical
system of production departments cannot always be mechanised, standardised, or pre-planned.
The work flow tends to be variable and uneven. The consequence is that the organisation does
not readily have control over the volume or make-up of its work load at any given time. In addition,
the demands of the work are frequently of an emergency nature and non-deferrable and this
demands a constant readiness which places a heavy burden of responsibility upon the engineering
function and the supervisor in particular, who has to act on the problems involved while, at the
same time, maintaining safe and reliable technical operations among production units.
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The emergency nature of the work invites a certain exploitation of uncertainty and ambiguity
by production departments, some of whom may not hesitate to make unreasonable demands
upon organisational facilities and scare resources on the grounds of 'emergency'. For example,
supervisors in engineering maintenance often consider themselves to be pressured by production
departments by what they describes as 'political ploys' adopted by operation managers who claim
that production loses could have been avoided had engineering maintenance been able to respond
effectively to equipment faiiures on their units. Not unnaturally, supervisors become resentful at
the blame attributed to them when they find or suspect that the initial failure was due to maloperation.

Engineering maintenance functions are anxious to make main-stream operations aware of
the need for greater attention to the smooth efficient running of equipment and adherence of formally
prescribed operational practices and procedures which help them and operations maintain
production units in continuous operation and in reliable order. Fewer breakdowns of machinery
and equipment on production units enable engineering to deploy the limited labour and material
resources at their disposal more efficiency and thereby provide a more extensive support service
at improved standards of engineering maintenance. The pressures and demands made on
supervisors in the maintenance function are added to by the need to co-ordinate progress and
generally supervise ancillary engineering work, which tends to divert maintenance supervisors
form their primary task.

6.5. Management by Crisis:

The non-deferrable nature and character of the work and the relative inability of rrv ' '~nance
departments to anticipate some of the demands for its services often lead engineering. lagers
and supervisors to adopt a management -by-crisis instead of a management -by-objectives
approach in running their organization. In an effort to deal with the numerous number of work
demands the supervisor tends to take short cuts and changes his plans in order to meet unforeseen
equipment failures and unit breakdowns. In dealing with immediate production problems the
supervisor sacrifices some of the' time required to plan, organize, co-ordinate and control the
limited resources made available to him in fulfilling the range of maintenance tasks befalling him
and his department. In an attempt to respond to the pressures and demands of their tasks the
supervisor undertakes as many work orders as he can, and completes the jobs as quickly as
possible because of the volume of work which is outstanding. Th net effect is that he tries to fulfill
too many work orders too quickly without adequate time and resources made available to him so
that essential maintenance tasks are not always carried out properly. Equipment failure on
production units is then attributed to engineering maintenance units.

Operations management's criticisms of inefficiency, bad planning and lack of organisation
embarrass and discomfort higher management. Because of premature failure on equipment put
back into operation, additional work is a generated. This puts more work demands on maintenance
supervision and creates even greater incentives to take short cuts in order to complete the
outstanding work orders as speedily as possible. The number of production failures, tends, however,
to increase in such circumstances. \

The supervisor thus becomes trapped in this vicious spiral of escalating work demands
which cannot be fulfilled adequately because of constraints in the system such as unanticipated
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work demands, resource limitations and unrealistic deadlines on work completions. At the same
time inflexible policies and procedures on resource deployment and wage payments restrain a
supervisor's ability to overcome shortfalls in availability of manpower and to fulfill high levels of
resource demand.

A problem for the supervisor in ensuring that work demands are met is avoiding industrial
action being taking by the labour force on matters related to work-sharing, manning levels, pay
and working conditions. Supervisors rely very much on successfully negotiated industrial-relations
policies and agreements madewith unions which foster support and collaboration from the work-
force in terms of flexibility of working and efficient utilisation of labour, in order to achieve desired
levels and standards of work performance.

Because of inefficient working practices and procedures, or ne",h:::ctof them by certain
tradesmen, the quality of work is not always satisfactory. Supervisors therefore blame some of the
production failures and higher costs of maintenance upon had workmanship and attribute the low
quality of craftsmanship to their inability to discipline effectively those persons responsible, through
the power of dismissal or by authorising changes in working arrangements and practices. Higher
management is not often willing to dismiss employees or reprimand poorly motivated or inefficient
employees for fear of provoking retaliatory action from shop stewards and trade unionists which
would threaten to discipline staff whose performance is not adequate, the supervisor's authority is
severely undermined in the execution of his job, at least in so far as exerting control over the work-
force is concerned.

The supervisor considers himself to be powerless to arrest failing levels of productivity
without sufficient influence and say in labour relations and real control over the labour force.
Because of wide-spread occurrences of bad workmanship, which supervisors are not able to deal
with, the quality and reliability of service support falls away and more frequent cases of operational
breakdowns occur, increasing the demand for engineering maintenance. Caught up in this vicious
circle the supervisor is vulnerable to blame and criticism for the level and quality of work put out.
There is quite naturally a reluctance on his part to take responsibility for operational difficulties and
to avoid accountability for problems associated with systems of operation - which the supervisors
to be 'outside his control.

In addition 0 these factors, the supervisor has top contend with maintaining old production
plants with machinery and equipment which are not very reliable and which require regular attention .
and close supervision. Because of the particular technological nature and character of different'
production units, the supervisor develops certain tried and tested ways of coping with the complexity
and multitude of resource demands made by each one. Not unnaturally the supervisor will seek to
defend his position and vindicate the actions he takes. Exposed to criticism and blame it is not
altogether unexpected to find the supervisor rig!~ly and defiantly trying to preserve his own methods
and modes of operation which he considers enables him to cope effectively with the demands and
pressures in his Job.

~',.. r .: ;(.J(~ '.'

To cope with the pressure for ensuring desirable results, and the demands for meeting
deadlines and maintaining effective cost control, the supervisor builds a protective wall around
himself in order to fend off criticism and defend himself against any failures or shortcomings in
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engineering support capability and efficiency. An example of this is the resistance operations face
when it presses for malfunctioning equipment to be brought back on line earlier than engineering
maintenance consider to be practical. Alternatively, unauthorised methods of working are sanctioned
by supervision to deal with inflexible procedures and operating constraints. First and foremost, the
supervisor concerns himself with defending and his men, while denying responsibility for declining
standards of performance and cost-effectiveness, so as to preserve his insecure position and
uncertain standing.

6.6. A Study In the Management of Change:

There now follows an account of a high-level management meeting on an oil refinery
which was convened to decide on what action needs to be taken in response to a top-management
decree. This account is presented so as to illustrate some of the principle reasons for low levels of
commitment to change and why a high level of resistance in an organisation's system of operation
occurs. This study also reveals, significantly, the inability of senior management to cope and
adapt to the need for change when faced with having to implement operational changes over
which they have had little or no control and influence. Operational technologists in process industries
are key figures in the instigation of new methods and modes of operation for purposes of improving
the reliability and efficiency of systems of operation. The operational technologist reported to
operations management in the organisational structure,though there was a technology department
in the system which was also responsible for such activities. Operational technologists were more
fundamentally concerned with monitoring, investigating and correcting deviations from existing
levels of known plant performance on a day-to-day basis, whereas field technolo.gies were
concerned with studying and appraising plant capability so as to arrive at ways and means of
extending it.

A major study had been conducted to decide whether the technological expertise currently
provided by operating technologists was fully utilised or not. Contrary to much of the advice of the
report, the head of the organisation decided to transfer the operations back into the technology
department. The head of o.peratio~s,stro.ngly opposed this .move but wa.s powerl~ss to ~~ anythinq .
about It. He called a meeting of bls senior managers to diSCUSSwhat Impact this decision would
have on operations. In their opinion the transfer would not improve the level and quality of
technological resource support. However, the decision was reluctantly and disapprovingly accepted
by the senior managers in operations. It soom became evident to them that the transfer would
impose limitations on their present system of operation. There would, for instance, be an additional
work-load and loss of technological expertise in monitoring deviations from deslredlevels of plant
performance and in identifying the different operating costs incurred. Operations did not therefore
believe that the production levels required of them would be fulfilled with the loss of the operational
technoloqist.

/I~-
The transfer was bitterly resented by the field technologists who had hoped for a move into

operations sometimes in the future, because of the responsibilities and powers they would have in
the job which would enable them to achieve a more visible and immediate impact on plant operations
through instigating changes in the working practices and procedur~~ of operatives and supervisors
entrusted with operating equipment and manning the plant. The immediate consequence of the
transfer decision was that the role and the function of the operational technologist were no longer
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controlled by the production units. The primary concern of the operation managers was the loss of
their expertise and support in monitoring and acting on deviations from desired levels of plant
performance and costs of operation. An overriding issue of importance to the organisation was the
need for operations and technology to establish in over-all terms what were the needs of operations
to meet the planned production programmes and what was the appropriate technological resource
support to meet desired leve!s of performance efficiency. However, because the issue was seen in
terms of winning and loosing power and control over a key resource, there was no discussion on
this matter.

The managers in operations failed to come to terms with the reasons for the changes. 1

Although a rational for such a change had been prepared, there was no desire to examine, let
alone accept, it. While various proposals for change had been looked at prior to the decision, the
rnanaqers of both operations and technology had no say in the matter, which added to their
rejection of the reasons for change which were circulated by top managemenLAn air of resignation
and fatalism reigned over the meeting. The frustration of the managers was evident in their
disenchantment with the decision-making process adopted. There was a marked lack of conviction
in consultation as a process of managing change as a result. With the transfer of the operational
technologist the head of operations still had to resolve the outstanding problems facing operations
as a consequence of the decision. In a working environment which fosters the avoidance or denial
of problems and rewards people for the ability to work within constraints rather than to challenge
them, the managers in operations were reduction to examine or discuss the need for change and
the impact of the decision on how systems of operations would be affected. At the same time, the
problems presented to operations by the transfer of the operational technologists created a very
immediate need to look less at defining over - all operating requirements in relations to current
and future manufacturing needs but rather more at filling in the holes left by the decision to place
the operating technologist in field technology.

Because of the opposition and resentment towards the transfer, there was little motivation
to analyse the work activities involved in operations in order to establish what the job demands
were for the purpose of sustaining the present level and standards of operational performance.
This would have helped in seeing what emerged in terms of specific tasks inadequately covered
with the prospective reorganisation of technological resource support. What initiatives were
proposed was to solve immediate practical problems with as little structural change as possible.
The important decisions which were faced, those arising over the problems which were envisaged
by the change, appeared to unsettle the senior managers when they had to approach their staff
aboutit. They appeared not to be confident in approaching the staff with the unresolved problems.
There was, rather, a greater desire to deal with these problems independently, rather than involve
their staff in resolving them. The practical implications of the resultant changes needed to be
appreciated and agreed toif there was to be any real sense of responsibility and desire to improve
present working arrangements for the better. Instead, excuses and obstacles preventing and
detracting from the changes envisaged in the roles and responsibilities of managers and supervisors
alike were raised. In taking what was an unpalatable action and without seeing or recognising the
need for change, the managers in operation did not achieve the 'change-over, from one system of
operation to another effectively.

Although the decision regarding the transfer necessitated that greater managerial
responsibility for cost control and identifying deviations from specified levels of plant performance
(i.e., desired levels of production) fell on the shoulder of supervision, in reality this did not occur. In
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some instances the former operational technologist did it, which meant that the technologIcal
expertise which was potentially available was not fully utilised.ln other instances it fell between
one or more supervisors and in the end no one supervisor claimed responsibility or fulfilled his
responsibilities for operational costs and production control adequately.

The above case study aptly illustrates and reinforces some of the fundamental reasons we
have identified for the failure of organisationsand the managements who run them. The underlying
problem is to identify the malfunctions in an organisation's structure and functioning. The challenge
to management is to investigate and explore what changes are needed in the organisation's system
of operation in order to improve business performance. However, a very important consideration
and potential stumbling- block to management initiatives is the response of personnel to a changing
work environment, Figure 6.3. highlights some of the problematic features and necessary
considerations for a manager.

In a changing and uncertain external environment there are social, economic and political
pressure and demands placed upon managers who run large orqanisations. Changes which are
not only enforced upon companies but which cannot be readily prer' '~d lead to uncertainty and
indecision. The resultant lack of clear unambiguous corporate policies and decisions serves to
promote even further uncertainty and indecision among all staff. Set against this back-ground are
a host of competing and conflicting demands and expectations about the role and function of
service support functions vis-a-vis mainstream operations -which often leads to unproductive
working rel-ations Atthe same time, because of internal constraints in terms of the rules and
procedures imposed on managers and their staff in performing their task(s), there are often deep-
seated frustrations and unfulfilled demands pent up inside people. One of the consequences is
variable task commitment and unpredictable performances from managers and staff alike.
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By identifying the sources of these problems we can more readily understand the reasons
underlying the ineffectualness of management change initiatives and the resistance to organisational
change of those people involved. Once we have done that we can begin to examine how stumbling-
blocks in the system of operation frustrate change and innovation and how they may be tackled.
The analysis presented here points to the fact there are a variety of potential sources of conflict
and dispute which need to be carefully considered before organisations decide on an appropriate
course of action.

6.7. Conclusion:

.The purpose of this examination and analysis of organisational behavior has been to provide
an explanation of the underlying causes and consequences of the managerial problems associated
with improving the performance efficiency and operating capability of organisations. A major concern
was with identifying the changes which would be necessary in the system of operation and in the
capability of management to cope and adapt to them.

6.8. Self Assessment Questions:

1. Explain the introduction of change and resistance to change?
2. Role of the Supervisor while introducing the change
3. Explain the Management by crisis?

6.1. References:
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Lesson -7

Organisational Change Process
7.0. Objective:

- After going through this lesson, students will be able to know. about change.
- To understand the change process it includes
- To understand the change process it includes top down change and bottom upchange.
- To learn the shared responsibility for change and criteria for judging effectiveness of

change approaches.

Structure of the Lesson:

7.1. Introduction
7.2. The change process

7.2.1 Top-down change
7.2.1.1. By decree
7.2.1.2. By Technology
7.2.1.3. By Replacement
7.2.1.4. By Structure

7.2.2. Bottom-up change
7.2.2.1. ByTraining
7.2.2.2. By staff group
7.2.2.3. ~y experimental unit

7.3. The process and Models of organisational change
7.3.1. Individual change and organizational change
7.3.2. Evolutionary change and revolutionary change
7.3.3. Reactive and proactive changes

7.4. Models of organizational change
7.5. Driving Forces
7.6. Forces for stability
7.7. Syndromes of organisational maladjustment
7.8. Shared Responsibility for change

7.8.1. Through interactive communication
7.8.2 Through decision making task force
7.8.3 Through diagnostic and problem solving task force

7.9. Criteria for judging Effectiveness of change approach
7.10. Conclusion
7.11. Self Assessment Questions
7.12. References
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7.1. Introduction:

7.2. The Change Process:
In change involved only one person or a small group, dissatisfaction and new models might

be sufficient to effect change. The source of the energy for change and the target would be one
and the same. Unfortunately, change in large complex organizations involves many people, groups,
and political constituencies. Thus, the agent of Change must find ways to motivate a large number
of peopie to change their behavior. This problem exists for all change agents regardless of whether
they are outside or inside the organization, or whether they are at the top or bottom. In addition to
dissatisfaction and new directions and models, the process by which people are moved to change
their behavior becomes a third major factor in how organizations change. In fact, which approach
to use presents the single most important problem in organizational change?

This section will examine three common approaches to large system change and the
problem of motivating others, primarily from the perspective of top management. The assumption
underlying this perspective is that no change can occur in hierarchical organizations, which most
contemporary organizations are, unless dissatisfactions and a new vision exists at the top. Even
if the' initial source of dissatisfaction resides elsewhere in the organization, top managers must
ultimate';' be committed to the change and exercise influence on others in the organization.

7.2.1. Top-Down Change:
Many organizational cha. ,~es are implemented through the authority of the top manager's

position, The manager defines the problem based on information that is gathered by others and
develops the solution by him for with the help of a limited number of people. The information may
be gathered by his immediate subordinates, members of a staff group, and/ or a consultant. The
solution mav oe recommended by them but the top person makes the final decision.

Once a decision is made, change is communicated and activated in a number of different
ways:

7.2.1.1. By Decree:
Management, informs people in the organization about changes by a memorandum, speech,

policv statement, or verbal command. The communication is often impersonal and formal, and
rarely specifies the required attitude and behavior change or the reasons. The assumption is that
people will comply by changing their outward behavior even if they disagree with the change.

7.2.1.2. By Technology:
Many major organizational changes are technological ones. Sometimes these changes do

not have the intent of changing behavior and sometimes they do, but they almost always have an
impact on behavior, Henry Ford's assembly line had a major impact on the behavior and attitude
of workers. More recently, the introduction of work processing into offices is changing the roles of
secretaries and' rnanaqers and is causing much dissatisfaction and uncertainty. People are told
about technological changes but it is usually thought that they have little to contribute to the shape
of the solution. It is assumed that people will accept new technology for the same reasons top
management decided to introduce it.
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7.2.1.3. By Replacement:
When top management is impatient with the slow pace of change following a decree, they

often resort to replacing key individuals. A new plant or division manager is brought in. The
assumption is that this new individual will bring with him new ways of looking at the same problems,
that he has managerial skills or technical skills his predecessor didn't have, and/or that he will able
to make tough decisions about people and problems because he is less tied to previous ones. The

- reasons for replacements are rarely explained to people in the organization, although they attribute
meaning to them.

7.2.1.4. By Structure:
-) A we saw in the previous chapter, changes in organization structure, formal roles and jobs,

control systems, and many other aspects of the internal environments, are all means by which
people's behavior can be influenced. While changes in structured are less directive and authoritarian
on the surface, they are quickly felt by those in the organization. Structural change usually provides
signals about desired behavior or specifies new relationships. It is assumed that people will respond
to these signals and new relationships in a way intended by the structural changes. It is rare that
the intentions underlying these types of changes are announced, though people clearly speculate
about them and derive meaning from them. .

Most top-down changes are unilateral. That is, only a few people, usually at the top, are
involved in deliberations and make the decisions. For this reaso': the changes are usually introduced
very rapidly. For example, the operations division of a large bank introduced a whole new technology
for processing transactions. As the managers themselves said, a bank was being transformed
into a factory. Plans were made by a staff group with limited consultation from line managers.
Between Friday and Monday morning, new machines, creating new jobs for almost everyone,
were installed. A major cultural change, triggered by technological change, had occurred almost
overnight.

7.2.2. Bottom - Up Change:
At the opposite extreme from top-down unilateral approaches to change, are bottom-up

changes where almost complete responsibility for defending the problems and developing a solution
is assumed by people at lower levels in the organization. This responsibility may be delegated by
top management, or the initiative may taken by an individual or group who sees the need for
change. The form of the change process and its results are often quite similar, regardless of
whether lower leve's take the initiative or top management delegates complete authority. The key
in these approached is that management is not involved and known little about the changes.
There are severa: examples of bottom-up change:
7.2.2.1. ByTraining:

Attempts ro influence the attitudes and behavior of large numbers of people sometimes
take the form of massive training and development efforts, undertaken by the personnel or training
department, often at the request of top management and sometimes at their own initiative. In
recent years, organizations have used T-groups and managerial grid training in this way. These
programs are aimed at improving individual self-awareness, sensitivity to group process, and
leadership skills. Similar approaches have been applied in attempts to improve problem solving
skills (Kepner & Trego, 1963), financial management, and other managerial skills. The assumption
is that a change in knowlp.rlnp.and attitudes will lead to a desired change in behavior. The objective
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of the training rnay or may not be explicitly discussed and related to corporate strategy. Top'
management often does not attend the training, or if they do, they see an abbreviated version.
They do provide the budget. As the president of one company said to the Vise-President, of
Personnel, "You have $300,OOOfor training this year; go out and spend it".

7.2.2.2. By Staff Group:
In recent years, management has attempted to introduce management disciplines such

as operations research, organisation development, and planning by setting up staff groups charged
with the responsibility of getting line managers to adopt more sophisticated approaches to
management. Sometimes staff groups have taken it upon themselves to be agents of change.
The assumption is that the staff group will prod and teach new approached to other managers
through various procedures and requirements, usually endorsed by top management. Planning
departments often require the submission of a yearly plan. In a sense, the staff group acts as the
agent of top management in pushing for the desired changes, with management relatively
uninvolved.

7.2.2;3. By Experimental Unit:

Change in organization is sometimes brought about by designating one organizational unit
(Plant or division) as the site for trying a new technology, a new approach to management, or a
new structure. Sometimes this is a conscious decision by management. Sometimes submit
mangers adopt the role of innovatr on their own with only limited involvement by top management.
At other times, changes in one unit may occur as a result of pressures from workers or unions.
Few reports or discussions about progress take place. The assumption is that the new approach
can be adopted by other subunits and ultimately by the whole organization without significant top
management involvement.

When management delegates the responsibility for change to individuals and groups at
lower levels, they give up much of their power and influence over the definition of problems and
their solutions. The effect is the same as when a lower level unit initiates change without consulting
top management. Change is unleashed at lower levels without adequate integration with the beliefs
and policies of the dominant coalition. There is a high risk of a clash between the assumptions
underlying the change and the beliefs of the dominant coalition.

7.3. The Process and Models of Organisational Change:
Changes in organisation are brought about by people. The change in an organisation can

be initiated at the individual level, or organisationallevel. Organisational change takes place through
.a slow unfolding process or through cataclysmic events overturning status quo arrangements.

7.3.1. Individual Change and Organisational Change:
The individual change is behavioural Le:;determined by individual characteristics of members

such as knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, needs, expectations etc. A total change in an organisation'
Can be carried out by changing behaviour of individual members through participative educative
strategy. Of course, the degree ci'fdifficult involved in the change and the time taken to change will
be primarily dependent upon what exactly is the target of change.
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To change the attitude is usually considered more difficult and time taking when compared
to change in knowledqe. The attitudes towards change are largely dependent on the context of the
situation, the nature and the extent 0 change and the manner in which changes are initiated and
executed and these attitudes are more difficult to modify than the knowledge about the change.

Changing individual behaviour is a still more time-taking and difficult task. For example,
honesty is the best policy. People might have favourable attitudes towards people who are honest
and dislike those who are dishonest, but in certain situations, still may act in a less honest manner.

Bringing total behavioural change in all the groups and members in an organisation usually
entails the most difficult long-range effort. More often than not, it is a slow painful process to usher
in a total cultural change in an organisation.

7.3.2. Evolutionary Change and Revolutionary Change:
An organisation can be compared with any other open system organi'sm, it can be described

in terms of its birth, growth, maturity, senility, decline, entropy or death. Any organisation, like other
organism, passes through these stages and in the process changes itself from one form to another
form. It is noted from the table 3. There are different stages of organisation's change and
development. In case stage there are some critical concern and key issues which consequences
if the concerns are not met with satisfaction.

Table: Life Stages and Key Issues or Concerns

Stages Critical Concerns Key Issues Consequences if concern is
not met

Birth 1 To create a new What to risk Frustration and inaction
orqanisation

2 To survive as a _ What to sacrifice Death of organisation of
viable Youth capital further subsidy by faith

3 To gain stability How to organise Reactive, crisis dominated
organisation. Opportunistic

rather than self-directing
attitudes and policies

4 To gain reputation How to review and Difficulty in attracting good
and develop pride evaluate personnel and clients.

Inappropriate, overtly
aggressive and distorted
image.

Matur 5 To contribute to Whether and How Possible lack of public
Society to share I respect and appreciation,

I()?,sof profits.
; ;.}"-l.

".~~:. it

In order to meet the critical concerns of each stage, orqanisations go throuqh some rapid,
visible, shake-ups of their structure, policies, procedures, techniques, personnel etc. these changes
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in calmer moments of steady growth, may be viewed as revolutionary changes. Evolutionary periods
are characterised by the dominant management style used to achieve growth, while revolutionary
periods are characterised by the dominant problems that must be solved before growth continues.

7.3.3. Reactive and Proactive Changes:
The difference between reactive and proactive change corresponds, by way of analogy, to

that between reflexive behaviour or purposive behaviour. An individual responds reflexively to a
sudden .intense light by eye-blinking or papillary contraction. This is an immediate, automatic
response without any thought. A purposive response to the same stimulus would mean devisinq a
plan to shield the eyes orremoving the light. It would require coordination of central nervous system
and psychomotor capacities. .

Reactive change, like reflexive behaviour involves a limited part of the system as a whole.
Also, reflexive behaviour and reactive changes share the characteristics of responding to immediate
symptoms, while purposive behaviour and proactive change respond to underling forces producing
the symptoms.

Change may be either necessitated by the pressure of external torces or brought by deliberate
and conscious efforts of the management. The latter type of change is called the volitional or
planned change. r ccording to Warren Bennis, the method of planed change "encompasses the
application of systematic and appropriate knowledge to human affairs for the purpose of creating
intelligent action and choices. Planned change aims to relate to the basic disciplines of the
behavioural sciences on engineering does to the physical sciences or as medicine relates to the
biological sciences. The management may decide to go in for planned change to cope with complex
problems of modern society and the growth of behavioural sciences.

7.4.' Models of Organisational Change:

7.4.1. Lewin's Change Model:
Resistance to chanqe could be overcome on an enduring basis by systematicafly

planning and implementing the process of change. Kurt Lewin identified the following phases in
the process of planned change. (Fig. 22.3)

Unfreezing

Change in
Organisation

Change in the
Behaviour of
Individuals

1--------.(-'-----. Changing
Calls for

Refreezing

. Fig. 22.3 The Change Process
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7.4.1.1. Unfreezing:
The manager as a change agent has to assume the responsibility to break open the shell

of complacency and self righteousness among his subordinates. He has to identify the background
factors contributing to resistance. Subordinates may resist change for economic, social or personal
reasons. The interplays among the several factors responsible for resistance have to be isolated.
Through a series of discussions with the subordinates, it should be possible to explain to them the

.problem with the present state of affairs, the need for change, the pace and volume of proposed
change, the direction and the implications of such change. This is a process of mutual learning
between the manager and his subordinates. The manager should clear all the nagging doubts of
the subordinates about the proposed changes. Eventually, subordinates may see the rationale
implicit in the pronosed change and may veer round to the idea of the desirability of change.

7.4.1.2. Moving to the New Level:
Once fhe subordinates become receptive to change, the manager as a change agent

should intlrd' c~ the proposed changes in a systematic manner with the full cooperation of
sUbordina.lt~. They ShOUI.dbe given intensive orientation as to the beha.vioural changes necessary
for succe~Jjul/ntroduction of the proposed change so that adaptation to the new environment
takes shape as desired.Several problems crop up during the process of implementation, some of
which might be totally unforeseen. These are to be handled by the manager in consultation with
his subordinates.

7.4.1.3. Freezing at the New Level:
It is a phase Of stabilisation, assimilation and institutionalisatioli of the changes which are

accomplished should remains a stable and permanent characteristics of thesystem until another
need arises for change. The new role relationships and behavioural patterns should be allowed to
fake on the characteristics of habits. The subordinates should get a genuine feeling that the
benefits generated by the change are worthwhile.;

Although the success of a change attempt depends on completion of the latter two-steps
(moving and refreezing), an organisation's ability to adapt must first be determined by whether or
not its current level of functioning can be unfrozen. That is if the organization neither perceives a
need to change even if one actually exists nor possesses the desire or ability to alter the status
quo, voluntary changes will presumably not be initiated, thus ending possibleorga,nizational
adaptation before it begins. Identification of the sources of organizational resistance to change,
and the sources of impetus for organisational change, and the orgaoisational characteristics that
accommodate imbalance between these forces should be dealt with since obviously the balance
between these forces cannot be systematically upset (unfrozen) until the sources are identified.

7.4.2. Force Field Analysis:
Kurt Lewin introduced Force Field Analysis for implementing change. Force Field

Analysis identifies (i) What forces are likely to push the change (i.e., driving forces) and (ii) What
forces are likely to restrain it (i.e., restraining forces). The number and the strength of the driving
and restraining forces must be identified. According to force-field theory, the present situation in
Which change is to be attempted is a quasi-static equilibrium of driving forces and restraining
forces as shows in Fig. 22.4. Organisational stability, or quasistationary e.§~ilibrium, occurs when
these driving and restraining forces balance each other in such a way as-to maintain a constant
level of functioning for a while. '

6
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The present equilibrium can be changed by strengthening the driving forces or by weakening
the restraining forces. All these forces reside in the group. Lewin propounded that it is usually
easier to change individuals formed into a group than to change anyone of them separately. As
long as group standards are unchanged, the individual will resist changes more strongly the farther
he is to depart from group standards. If the group standards are changed, the resistance which is
due to the relation between individual and group standards is eliminated.

The implication of Force Field Analysis for the manager is that before embarking on a
. change strategy, he must properly identify and evaluate the forces 'favouring change (driving
forces) and those opposing change (restraining forces). This will enable him to remove the
hindrances that block change efforts. He will not waste him time and energy on those forces over
which he has no control.

7.5. Driving Forces JForces for Change):
Organisations managing to survive in the long-run adapt to new external and internal

environmental conditions (sometimes whether the participants and power holders want to or not).
This suggests that change tan come in two ways: Involuntarily or voluntarily.

Involuntary changes arise for many reasons, but quite commonly as a result of personnel
turnover. As Kaufman explains: "Replacement personnel in organisations are all a little bit different
than their predecessors (and from each other), particularly if they are of different generations ... The
produce changes .... The process may be very gradual and consequently almost
imperceptible .... nevertheless, it goes on relentlessly". Thus, "the regeneration of organizations"
comes about quite naturally.

Another need for change is experienced by organisational participants in the form of
pressures or anxieties, which are created by discrepancies between the desired or potential level
of organisation functioning (formal or informal) and the actual or predicted level. That is, "a motive
force for change occurs in 'discrepant situations' in cases of a different between stimulus and a
person's internal anchors of attitudes, perceptions or whatever".

The examples of driving forces are:

(i) Dissatisfaction with the present equilibrium i.e., need for change is felt.
(ii) Conflicts in the organisation.
(iii) Changes in organisational goals.
(iv) Difference in personal and organisational goals.
(v) Desire for innovation
(vi) Low productivity and rising costs.

7.6. Restraining Forces (Forces for Stability):
The literature that addresses the organizational tendency to resist change focuses on

resistance that arises from a pair of sources: personal and organisational. Resistance from either
sector can be fully intentlonal, -Jn which case. the practitioner may find a rational model of the
change process useful, or the reslstance can be somewhat unintentional and require additional
measures to bring to the surface;
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Personal Sources of resistance. Individuals may resist change in general for various reasons

of which they mayor may not be aware. Conscious resistance presumably arises when an individual
perceives a change as a threat to the security of personal advantages associated with the status
quo. Conversely, resistance may arise as a result of anticipated disadvantages that accompany
change. Suffice it to say that there are a number of sources of personal resistance to change and
that personal resistance can result in unsuccessful change attempts and often does if not dealt
with properly.

Organisational Sources of resistance. There are several obstacles to change inherent in
the organisation. Such barriers to change include resource limitations, sunk costs, accumulation
of official constraints, unofficial and unplanned constraints on behaviour, and inter organisational
agreements.

7.7. Syndromes of Organisational Maladjustment:
There are various organisational maladjustment due to improper management of change

and these are

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e}

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Amoeba: Lack of strong direction from top executives. Not enough structure, order or
guidance leading to activity trap, i.e., doing thing without knowing where one is heading to.

(b) Anarchy: A Situational upheaval where leadership, responsibilities, functions and resources
are in dispute, .

Buggywhip : Cinging to obsolete products, services and practices which no longer have
potential for sustaining livelihood.

Deadlock: Stand off condition between management and leader of workforce leading to
toxic antagonistic relations between the factions.

Mom & Pop: Small company managers can not or will not help the company grow past the
awkward stage.

Myopia: No future orientation. Little thought to strategy, sense of direction and advance
planning. Live day to day, week to week.

Rat-race: Toxic climate coming from oppressive, primitive, slave-driving policy.

Remote Control: Too much administrative or executive control from the parent today.
Decision making, autonomy is seriously impaired.

Rigor Mortis: Conditions of inertia and activity prevail. Primary qrganisation value is
structure and order.

,.t:~·
7.8. Shared Responsibility for Change:

The top-down and bottom-up approaches represent extremes oma power distribution and
involvement continuum. In the middle lies an approach to chasqe, less frequently used (except in
Japan), in which those at the top and those at lower levels are jointly involved in identifying problems
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and/or developing solutions Top management does not decide every thing nor do they abdicate
authority and responsibility for the change to lower levels. There is almost continual interaction
between top and bottom levels and a process of mutual influence occurs. There are several forms
this can take:

7.8.1. Though iterative communication:
With this approach, top management defines the problem and uses staff groups or

consultants to gather information and develop solutions. These reactions are sued to modify the
solution, and the communications process starts again. The assumption underlying this approach
is that there is no way of involving others in the definition of the problem or its solutions, but that
the solution can be improved and commitment obtained through involving lower levels after the
fact.This is a procedure for overcoming the problems which result from planning for others when,
for a variety of reasons, they cannot be fully involved. (Bass, 1970).

7.8.2. Through decision -making task forces:
Top management defines the problem and solution parameters but seeks lower-level

involvement by appointing task forces to develop solutions are then communicated to various level
groups personally to obtain reactions. Top management is then provided recommended solutions
and they make the final decision. Task forces are composed of lower-level people who will be
affected by the changes and have expertise in the changes contemplated. The assumption is that
lower !evel people have the expertise to solve problems more effectively than the top or staff groups
because they are closer to the situation. It is also assumed that their commitment to the change
will be higher as a result of this involvement.

7.8.3. Through diagnostic and problem-solving task forces:
This approach involves all levels of the organization equally and fully. Task forces composed

of top, middle and lower level people are formed to collect information about problems in the
organization. These or similar task forces are aiso involved in developing solutions. The underlying
assumptions in this approach are that all levels are needed to develop a high-quality solution, and
that commitment on the part of lower and upper levels must build at about the same pace.

The shared responsibility approach usually takes longer to implement but results in more
commitment. Perhaps the best example of its widespread use in Japan where consultation prior to
changes takes enormous amounts of time, much to the frustration of western observers, but
generally results in high commitment and rapid implementation (Drucker, 1971). Indeed it could
be argued that the shared approach is more efficient as a strategy for change because the time
taken in deciding and getting commitment is more than made up for in efficient and rapid
implementation.

7.9. Criteria for Judging Effectiveness of Change Approaches:
All of the approaches described are used in varying degrees in creating organizational

change. Often an organizational change mixes these approaches. The top-down and bottom-up
approaches have been the most frequently used because they are consistent with many of the
assumptions about -nanaqement associated are less frequently used and have only recently found
their way into implementing organizational change in the United States and Europe. But which of
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these approaches is most likely to be effective? Judging their effectiveness is not easy. Different
criteria a might be applied depending on the position of the person in the organization (top or
bottom), the interest group of which he is a part (union, management, customer, and so forth), the
time horizon used in making the judgment, and the values of the person making the judgment. The
following are some of the criteria which can be legitimately used to judge the success of change
effort:

1. The change comes closer than any choice to satisfying the need of various interest groups in
the organization.

2. The change is faster than any other competing option.
3. The change results in the immediate performance improvements expected.
4. The change results in the long-term petiormance improvements expected.
5. The change results in the least possible psychological and organizational strain. Keleman &

Warwick (1973) have defined strain as the anxiety resulting from the change and/or the
frustration which change falls short of expectations.

7.10. Conclusion:
The term 'organisational change' implies the creation of imbalances in the existing pattern

of situation. When an organisation operates and functions for a long time, an adjustment between
its technical, human and structural set-up is established. Management of change may be defined
as a conscious and concerted initiative by those who are in charge of the destiny of the business
undertaking to keep a constant and intelligent watch over the behaviour of uncontroll forces,
to assess their impact and influence on the controllable forces, and to evolve appropriate .,,,ategies
and action programme to maintain a dynamic equilibrium between the controllable and
uncontrollable forces.

7.11. Self Assessment Questions:

1. Discuss the Change Process in organisation.

2. Explain the modals of organisational change.

3. What is the criteria for judging effectiveness of change approaches.

7.12. References:

1. Edmund Brooks; Organisational change, the Managerial dilemma, The Macmillan Press
Ltd., Hong Kong, 1980.

2. Robbins Stephen organisational behaviour
3. Blanchard Kenneth H. Organisational behaviour.

- Dr. G .B.V.L. Narasimha Rao
- Dr. Nagaraju Battu
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Lesson - 8

Purpose and Importance of Communication
in Change Management

8.0. Objective:

After studying this Lesson students are able to understand the purpose and importance of
communication in change management. -

Structure of the Lesson;

8.1 Introduction
8.2 Purpose of Communication in change Management

8.2.1 Flow of Information
8.2.2 Co-ordination'
8.2.3 Learning management skills
8.2.4 Preparing people to accept change
8.2.5 Developing good human relations
8.2.6 Ideas of subordinates encourage

8.3 Importance of communication in change Management
8.3.1 Base for action

8.3.2 Planning becomes easy
8.3.3 Means of -Co-ordination
8.3.4 Aids in decision-making
8.3.5 Provides eff~tive leadership
8.3.6 Boosts morale, and motivation

8.4 Principles of Communication
8.4.1 Clarity
8.4.2 Adequacy and consistency

8.4.3 ,Integration
8.4.4 Economy
8.4.5 Feedback
8.4.6 Need for communication net work.
8.4.7. Attention ,.:!,

8.5 Conclusion
8.6 Self Assessment Questions
8.7 References'
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8.1. Introduction:
The exchange of information or passing of information, ideas or thought from one person to

the other or form one end to the other is communication. According to McFarland communication
is, ':4process of meaningful interaction among human beings. More specifically, it is the processes
.by which meanings are perceived and understands are reached among human beings". Newman
and summer defined communication as "An exchange if facts, ideas, opinions or emotions by two

'or pore persons". Communication is the process of passing information from one person to
another. The purpose of comhlunication is understanding of information. Whatever one wants to
say to someone should be clearly understood by him else the very purpose of the communication
would be defeated. lnan qrganisation communication facilities the flow of information and
understanding between different people and departments through different media using all the
channels and networks. This flow of information is vital for managerial effectiveness and decision
making in general and for human resource manager in particular as he has to be in contact with
the managers if various departments, employees and workers and trade union leaders.
Communication thus helps understand people better removing misunderstanding and creating
clarity of thoughts and expression. It also educates people. The communication may be written or
oral, formal, informal, and upward, downward, horizontal, diagonal, interpersonal, interpersonal,
interdepartmental, intraorganisational. The communication brings people together, closer to each
other. The communication is an important management function closely associated with all other
managerial functions. It bridges the gap between individuals and groups through flow of information
and understanding between them. Information is the most vital aspect for communication. It is the
information which is transmitted, studied, analyse and store the information for decision-making
and routine day to day business.

8.2. Purpose of Communication:
Management is getting the things done through others. The people working in the

organisation should therefore be informed how to do the work assigned to them in the best possible
manner. The communication is essential in any organisation. The purpose of the communication
can be summed up into the following.

8.2.1; Flow of information:
The relevant information must flow continuously from top to bottom and vice versa. Th13

staff at all levels must be kept informed about the organisational objectives and other developments
taking place in the organisation. A care should be taken that no one should be misinformed. The

.information should reach the incumbent in the language he or she can understand better. The use
of difficult words should be avoided. The right information should reach the right person, at right
time through the right person.
8.2.2. Coordination:

It is through communication the efforts of all the staff working in the organisation can be
coordinated for the accomplishment of the organisational goals. The coordination of all personnel's
and their efforts is the essence of management which can be attained through effective
communication. ' .....•,lIb
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8.2.3. Learning Management Skills:
The communication facilitates flow of information, ideas, beliefs, perception, advice, opinion,

orders and instructions etc. both ways which enable the managers and other supervisory staff to learn
manager[al skills through experience of others. The experience of the sender of the message gets:
reflected in it which the person at the receiving end can learn by analysing and understanding it.

8.2.4. Preparing people to accept change:
The proper and effective communication is an important tool in the hands of management

of any organisation to bring about overall Change in the orqanisational policies, procedures and
work style and make the staff to accept and respond positively.

8.2.5. Developing good human relations:
Managers and workers and other staff exchange their ideas, thoughts and perceptions with

each other through communication. This helps them to understand each other better. They realize
the difficulties faced by their colleagues at the workplace. This leads to promotion of good human
relations in the organisation.

8.2.6. Ideas of subordinates encouraged:
The communication facilitates inviting and encouraging the ideas from subordinates on

certain occasions on any task. This will develop creative thinking. Honouring subordinates ideas -,
will further motivate them for hard work and a sense of belonging to the organisation will be
developed. It will provide them with the encouragement to share information with their superiors
without hesitation.

The managers must know the ideas, thoughts, comments, reactions and attitudes of their
subordinates and subordinates should know the same from the lowest level staff of their respective
departments.

8.3. Importance of Communication:
Effective communication is vital for efficient management and to improve industrial relations.

In modern. world the growth of telecommunication, information technology and the growing
competition and complexity in production have increased importance of communication in
organisations large and small irrespective of their type and kind. A corporate executive must be in
a position to communicate efficiency with his superiors, colleagues in other departments and
subordinates. This will make him perform well and enable him to give his hundred percent to the
organisation. The following points can illustrate the importance of communication in human resource
management.

8.3.1. Base for action:
Communication acts as a base for, any action. Starting of any activity begins with

communication which brings information necessary to begin with.

8.3.2. Planning becomes easy:
Communication facilities planning. Planning is made easy by communication. Any type of

information regarding the human resource requirement of each department of the organisation
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with their qualifications, the type and kinds of jobs etc. can be collected through communication
which helps in human resource planning. Policies and programmes for their acquisition can be
prepared and implemented. In the entire process communication plays a vital role. It is also facilities
managerial planning of the organisation.

8.3.3. Means of coordination:
Communication is an important tool for coordinating the efforts of various people at work in

the organisation. .

8.3.4. Aids in decision-making:
The information collected through communication aids in decision -making. Communication

facilities access to the vital information required to take decisions.

8.3.5. Provides effective leadership:
Communication skills bring manager near to his subordinates and exchange ideas and

submit appropriate proposals, knows their opinions, seeks advices and make decisions. This
enables a manager to win confidence of his subordinates through constantly communicating with
them and rer, 'ing probable misunderstandings. In this way he le....._ , his people to accomplish

. the organisational goal.

8.3.6. Boosts morale and motivation:
An effective communication system instills confidence among subordinates and workers

ensuring change I.) their attitude and behaviour. The main cause of conflict and dissatisfaction is
misunderstandlnp which can be removed through communication skills. The removal of
misunderstanding makes manager and his subordinates understand each other and create good
industrial relations. This boots up the morale of the people and motivate them to work harder.

8.4. Principles of Communication:
Lack of effective communication renders an organisation handicapped. So to have effective

communication certain principles are to be followed. They are as follows.

8.4.1. Clarity: .
The principle of clarity means the communicator should use such a language which is

easy to understand. The message must be understood by the receiver. The words used should-be
simple and unambiguous. The language should not create any confusion or misunderstanding.
Language is the medium of communication; hence it should be clear and understandable.

8.4.2. Adequacy and Consistency:
.The communicator must carefully take into account that the information to be communicated

should be completed and adequate in all respect inadequate and incomplete message creates
confusion and delays the action to be taken. The adequate information must be consistent with the
oganisational objectives, plans, policies and procedures. The message which is inconsistent may
play havoc and distort the corporate interests.

8.4.3. lnteqratlon:
The principle of integration portrays that through communication the efforts of human

resources of the organisation should be integrated towards achievement of corporate objectives.
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The very aim of communication is to achieve the set target. The communication should aim at
coordinating the activities of the people at work to attain the corporate goals.

8.4.4. Economy:
The unnecessary use of communication system will add to cost. The system of

communication must be used efficiently, timely i.e., at the appropriate time and when it is necessary.
The economy is use of communication system can be achieved in this way. .

8.4.5. Feedback:
The purpose of communication will be defeated if feedback is not taken from the receiver.

The confirmation of the receipt of the message in its right perspective from its receiver fulfills the
objectof communication. The feedback is essential only in case of written communication and
messages sent through messengers. In case of oral type of communication the feedback is
immediately known. .

8.4;6. Need for communication network:

The route through which the communication passes form sender or communicator to its
receiver or communicate refers to communication network. For effective communication this network
is essential. The managerial effectiveness will also depend upon the availability of adequate network ..

8.4.7. Attention:

Thernessaqe communicated must draw the attention of the receiver staff and ensure
action from him in the right perspective. The efficient, sincere and prompt manager succeeds in
drawing the attention of his subordinates "to what he is conveying. It is the psychology of the
people that they watch their superiors closely and then respond to their orders or instructions.
Lazy and insincere superiors fail to garner support for themselves and their instructions usually
arenot taken seriously by their subordinates.

Adhering to the above principles shall make communication effective, minimise the human
relations problems and increase the overall efficiency.

8.5. Conclusion:
Change, even when the scope is substantial and the obstacles daunting can be

accomplished successfully provided the management takes a planned approach that is
comprehensive, systematic and thorough. Success is particularly dependent on the extent of which
management makes use of discussions with everyone concerned, and of participation. Success
can often be. assured when structural change is made in the organisation and an effective and
unified management "team" is developed. Management must pay special attention to providing A
high quality of supervision throughout its transition period and concluding with its follow-up and
consolidation.

. For implementing effective chanqeproqrarnmes, organisations will haveto.respond to
change in better-designed ways. Strategies and cultures that welcome, address and imaginatively'
manage change will continue to triumph. Successful organisation will also require stealing a march
on their competitors. -

,..:.,
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The three dimensions, viz., innovative responses to triggers, holistic solutions, and visionary
leadership along with ten key factors will ensure an effective implementation of the change
programme.

Broadly, there are .at least five phases of managerial work which have been suggested in
carrying out any change. (1) analysing and planning change; (2) communicating about the change
(3) gaining acceptance of the required changes in behaviour (4) making the initial transition from
the status quo to the new situation; and (5) consolidating the new conditions and continuing to
follow up in order to institutionalize the change. \.

Change adept organisations share three key attributes, each associated with a particular
role for the leader i.e., imagination to innovate, professionalism to performance and openness to
collaborate. The leaders, along with their passion, conviction and confidence can practice a list of
skills to effectively manage change in organisation.

Organisations have to identify strategic levers that can help assist it to move from the
present to the desired state. Those levers can be classified as strategy, structure and system. For
designing a change organisation will have to create a strategy, understand how and why performance
needs to improve, check on the aspirations and performance of the leader, orchestrate the energy
for transformation, unleash people's power to bring changes, build coalitions, breathe life into a
change strategy and sustain the momentum.

8.6. Self Assessment Questions:

1. What do you understand by communication? Discuss its nature an purpose.
2. What effective communication is important for human resource management? Discuss.
3. What principles are to be followed in order to have effective communication in the

organisation? .
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Lesson - 9

FeE~dBack Mechanism Communication
in Change. Process and Skills

9.0. Objective:
•

After studying this lesson students are able to understand about developing the Feedback
Mechanisms.
Explain the required skills for communication the change.

Structure of the Lesson:

9.1 introduction

9.2. Feedback Mechanism Interpersonal Feedback.
9.3 The functions of feedback
9.4 The process of Interpersonal feedback

9.4.1 Psychological Makeup of the persons involved in Feedback
9.4.2. A's percer "on of B's behaviour
9.4.3. Commw n of the perception by A
9.4.4 A's style o.•.....,.t1munication
9.4.5. 8's perception of the Feedback
9.4.6. B's perception of A's style of communication
9.4.7. Gap between the Received Feed and B's self-concept
9.4,8. Dissonance caused
9.4.9. Dissonance Reduction
9A1D.Change in B's Behaviour
9.4,11. 8's behaviour after Feed back

9.5. Making Feedback effective: Giving Feedback
9.5.1. Descriptive and Not evaluative
9.5.2. Focus on the Behaviour of a person and not the person himself.
9.5.3. Data based and specific and Not impression
9.5.4. Reinforce positive New Behaviour
9.5.5. Suggestive and not prescriptive
9.5.6. Continuous
9.5.7. Mostly personal
9.5.8. Need based and solicited
9.5.9. Intended to help --.,"
9.5.10. Focused on Modifiable Behaviour
9.5.11. SatisfiJd Needs of Both
97~):,12.Checked and Verified
9.5.13. Well-TJ!TIed
9.5.14. Contributes to Mutuality and Building of the group

9.6. Making Feedback effective: Receiving feedback
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9.6.1 Denial versus owning
9.6.2 Rationalisation versus self analysis
9.6.3 Projection versus Empathy
9.6.4 Displacement versus Exploration
9.6.5 Quick acceptance versus Data Collection
9.6.6 Withdrawal versus expressing feelings
9.6.7 Aggression versus Help-seeking
9.6.8 Humour versus concern
9.6.9 Competition with the Authority versus listening
9.6.10 Crinicism versus positive critical attitude
9.6.11 Intellectualisation versus sharing concern
9.6.12 Generalisation Versus experimentation
9.6.13 Pairing versus relating to group

9.7. Mintz Berg's definition of the role of communication
9.7.1. Importance of Communlcatlon in change process
9.7.2. The process of communication

9.8. Developing communication skills
9.8.1. Speaking skills
9.8.2. Listening Skills
9.8.3. Writing skills
9.8.4. Reading skills
Conclusion
Self Assessment Questions
References

9.9.
9.10.
9.11..--

9~1. Introduction:
~. In most organisational situations individuals interact with other individuals: two people
working together on a job; the boss talking with the subordinate about how well the latter has been

. doing or where he has not fared well; the subordi-nate discussing with the boss on how things can
be improved-and other similar situations. Individuals also communicate to each other their
impressions of various things. Such -interac-tions can be the basis of effectiveness. If better
solutions are evolved as a result of such interaction, and if decisions are implemented with
earnestness, it may contribute both to the effectiveness of the organisation and to the effectiveness
of managers and others working on the goals and tasks.

9.2. Feed Back Mechanism - Interpersonal Feed Back:
When persons work together and they interact, they need to communicate to one another

their feelings, impressions, and views on various matters. When such feelings and perceptions
are communicated to a person, especially regarding his beha-viour, style of working, etc., it is
called feedback. In simple terms, feedback is the communication of feelings and percep-tions by
one individual to another individual about the latter's behaviour and style of working. Such
interpersohal feedback is involved in everyday life in various situations. The boss sits with his
subordinate and gives him necessary counseling on the letters-performance. He shares his
perceptions about the latter's achievements, strengths a? well ~:~.the areas in which there is
scope for improvement. Opinions about styles and ways of behaviour are expressed so that such
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information may be used. A subordinate may also do the same. If his boss pulled him up in the
presence of others, he may go and tell him how bad he felt about such a Happening. This may
help the boss to improve his ways of communicating such matters, to his subordinates.

9.3.' The Functions of Feed Back:
Interpersonal feedback involves at least two perscnscne who gives feedback and the

other who receives it. Feedback thus has two dimensions. The 'functions of feedback can be '
considered from the point of view of these two dimensions. Although the main purpose of feedback
is to help a person in increasing his personal and interpersonal effectiveness, the functions can be
considered separately in relation to giving and receiving feedback.

The main function of giving feedback is to provide data about a person's style of behaviour
and itseffect on others. Such data can be verified by the individual by either collecting more data
from other sources or by checking some aspects with others. The feedback also provides several
alternatives to the individual out of which he can choose one or two to experiment upon.
Interpersonal feedback contributes towards the improvement of communication between two
persons involved in feedback through the establishment of the culture of openness and promoting
interpersonal trust. Continuous feedbackwill help in establishing norms of being open. Eventually
the effective communication of feedback will help in increasing the autonomy of the individual
'who receives teedback.slnce such feedback does not give any prescriptions, but helps the individual
through information to have W!,.,-l~rchoices for increasing his effectiveness.

'Similarly, receiving feedback fulfils several purposes. It primarily helps the individual (recipient)
to process the behavioural data he has received from others (the perceptions and feelings people
have communicated to him about the effect of his behaviour on them). It helps him to have a better
awareness of his own self and behaviour. Getting information about how his behaviour is perceived,
and what impact it makes on others, increases his sensitivity, i.e., his ability to pick up cues from
the environment to indicate what perceptions and feelings people have about his behaviour. Such
sensitivity is very useful. It encourages him to experiment with new behaviour to find out ways of
increasing his personal and interpersonal effectiveness. Effective use offeedback helps in building
and integrating the self. One who receives feedback is .encouraged to give feedback to others in
turn, and thus. it encourages both openness and mutuality. These functions of feedback, for both

.the dimensions of giving and receiving arc summarised in Exhibit 12.1. ltis assumed that feedback
. . .' • ·,,·.;tJ ':!I..~~-.:'. ." AK-~' , ."' ,t.. ,-,~,
IS gl.ven and . __ .

!
,/
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EXHIBIT 3.1 Functions of Feedback

Giving Feedback Receiving Feedback
Provides veriflable data about behaviour Helps in processing behaviour data
Encourages collecting data from several Increases self-awareness
sources ,.

Suqqests alternatives to be considered Increases sensitivity in olckino UP cues.
Improves interpersonal communication Encouraqes exoerimentino with new behaviou
Establishes culture of ooenness Helos in Buildina an intearated self
Promotes interoersonal trust Encouraaes ooenness
Facilities autonomy Develop s Mutuality

received with enough open-ness and sensitivity. A balance of these two is necessary for
: ' effectiveness. The dynamics of openness and sensitivity, as a partof self-awareness, contributing
I: to personal and inter-personal effectiveness have been discussed in chapter 5.,.'

9.4. The Process of Interpersonal Feed Back:
The process of interpersonal feedback is a transactional process: the transaction being

.between two individuals as a unit, although in a group such transactions are taking place in several
,- pairs of individuals. The transactions are fairly complex. The feedback in this sense is not merely

the com-munication of impression by A to S, but it is in establishing an understanding and a trusting
relationship between two indivi-duals. In order to understand the details, the process of a feedbad
episode is examined in detail. A feedback episode is 'an act of communicating information by an
individual A to another individual B about how the former has seen the latter. The process of a
feedback episode is diagrammatically shown in

Exhibit 3.2. The various parts of the process are discussed
as follows:

______ A._: -------'1 1_'--,...- __ ,9__ 3
tut'W tOt'
""r.c:;ho."'O.':'l'k r--.:...
.~hO",·,(> •.u

9
"'_ti.Volt .•• ,.,
~ •.~lj1y

10b

t
Ois~""""",
•.• <$y"ti~
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9.4.1. Psychological Make-up of the Persons Involved in Feedback
(Boxes 10a, 10b and 11):
The logical and chronological beginning of a feedback episode is with A's perception of B's

behaviour. But the psychological backgrounds of both A and B function as intervening variables of
which one should be aware in the beginning. Both indivi-duals have their own needs, value systems,
and several aspects of their personality. An individual may have a high need of dependency. Both
the individuals (one who is giving and the other who is receiving feedback) will behave in entirely
different ways. In addition to their needs and other psycholo-gical background, they may have a
pattern of relationship (Box 11). They may either like each other, or may hate each other. They
may have either accepting or non-accepting: relationships. These factors are important in influencing
several aspects of the feedback episode.

9.4.2. A's perception ofB's behaviour (Boxes 1 and 2):
In an incident where A and B are involved, and where B has shown some behaviour, A

perceives the behaviour with a certain meaning. He receives the stimuli of B's behaviour. For
example, he listens to what B has said, and observes how he has said it. In receiving both the
verbal and nonverbal stimuli (Box 1), A gives meaning to them (Box 2). The way he per-ceives or
interprets the stimuli he has received from B depends to a great extent on his psychological make-
up as well as the relationship he has with B.

9.4.3. Gommup' :ation of the Perception by A (Box 3):
Individual Acommunicates his perception to B, and this is what is usually called feedback.

Communication may either be verbal (Box 3a) or nonverbal (BOX3b). Usually verbal communication
will be more open. If A is clear about what he wants to communicate and has no hesitation in
communi-cating it, he will usually communicate verbally. However, more messages may be
communicated through nonverbal cues. If A does not feel free to communicate with B, he may still
succeed in communicating his resentment by a smile less inter-action; by a frown knitting his
forehead (of which he may not be conscious); by an indifferent attitude; and so on. These nonverbal
cues are, in many cases, much more significant than the verbally delivered messages. In many
cases, the nonverbal cues may be just the opposite of what is verbally communicat-ed. For example,
A may tell B that heis enjoying the conver-sation and the points beinq raised, but may look at his
watch from time to time; thus giving a nonverbal signal of being fed up without being aware of it.
Such- contradictory verbal and nonverbal messages may distort communication and the
effectiveness of feedback. In many cases, the nonverbal cues are much stronger and the message
is loud and clear. In many other cases, the nonverbal cues may be fairly weak and may not be
picked up by B. There are many perceptions, however, which remain uncommunicated {Box 3c).
An individual may feel highly agitated and yet he may not communicate his resentment or anger
either in the verbal form or through non-verbal cues. Such uncommunicated perceptions may

.distort the communication further and may come in the way of the effectiveness of feedback. As
shown in Exhibit 12.1, the message is either communicated verbally or nonverbally, or some
perceptions remain uncommunitated. This-process is greatly influenced by an individual's personal
background and his relationship with the other individual.

9.4.4. Ais Style~of Cornmunlcatlon (BOX 12):
One im~~rtant varia!jte in the feedback episode is the way A communicates his perceptions

to B. Again A's personal b~'ck-ground and his relationship with 8 influence this. Many ways of
communication contribute to the effectiveness of feedback. Whether A communicates his judgement
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and, therefore, his criticism and disapproval of B, or whether he only commurn-catesjiow he has
been affected by B's behaviour would make a tremendous difference tothe feedb~tt being either
effective or ineffective. - --

9.4.5. B's Perception of the Feedback (Box 4):
After A has given feedback, usually verbally, B receives it and he perceives the feedback in

a particular way. He may see it as A had intended, or his perception may be quite different from
what A wanted to communicate. These perceptions do not get clarified unless they are checked,
and one important part of feedback is the checking of such perceptions of messages.

9.4.6. B's Perception of A's Style of Communication (Box 13):
Along with the perception of the message, B also reacts to the way the message is sent by

A. If the communication is more descriptive and personal, providing personal data by A about how
he feels in relation to B's behaviour, or is helpful in encouraging B to try new behaviour, the latter
may see the communication as helpful (Box 13a). On the other hand, if A's communication is more
accusing or judgmental, B may seethe communication as threatening (Box 13b). Such a perception
is a crucial factor in determining what B will do with the feedback he receives.

9.4.7. Gap between the Received Feedback and B's Self-concept (Box 5):
When B receives feedback from A, the feedback may be quite close to what B thinks of

himself. For example, if A communi-cates to B that the former sees the latter as emotional, B's
re-action to this feedback will depend to some extention whether he perceives himself as emotional
or not. The feedback may either confirm or contradict B's self-concept.

9.4.8. Dissonance Caused (BOX 6):
If the feedback received from A confirms what B thinks of himself, it may reinforce his

behaviour. If, however, the feed-back received from A contradicts what B thinks of himself, it may
cause dissonance. Dissonance has. been found to be an important factor in either producing
change or in the rejection of feedback. If the feedback is seen as threatening, and if it produces
dissonance, it is more likely to be rejected (Box 6a).

9.4.~. Dissonance Reduction (Box 7):
.The feedback is not rejected outright. Dissonance has to.be reduced because an individual

cannot live in a state of disson-ance for long. Dissonance mQYeither be reduced by confronta-tion
or through defensive behaviour. If B sees the feedback as helpful, he may explore further with A,
and, as a result of such exploration, he may do something about this feedback. This is confrontation
(7a). However, if he sees it as threatening, he may use all the defence mechanisms possible to
deal with the feedback (7b).

9.4.10. Change ln B'~ Behaviour (B(;»,<8.}:
Depending on the personality background of the lndividual and whether the feedback received

is seen as helpful, B may take the decision to try out new behaviour and therefore, Change a part
of his behaviour. Such experiments in change may satisfy him. Change in behaviour as a result of
feedback, ill, therefore, depend on how feedback is given by Aand whether it is seen as helpful by
B.
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9.4.11. B's Behaviour after Feedback (Box 9): .
As indicated in the foregoing analyses, 8 may either continue to show his old behaviour if

feedback has been rejected, or he may even use some defense mechanisms to deal with it, or, if
he finds the feedback useful, and A has taken care to make it usable by 8, he may indicate change
in his behaviour and may show new behaviour. This behaviour starts a new cycle of communication.
A perceives the post-feedback behaviour. Then a new episode starts beginning with the perception
of 8's behaviour by A. This cycle process is indicated in the figure by an arrow going from Box 9 to
Box 1.

The feedback episode starts with A's perception of B; his background of needs, values,
etc.; his communication of his perception to B; B's perception of feedback as helpful or
threa-tening, B's ways of dealing with the feedback (either by con-fronting it or by rejecting it or
using defense mechanisms), and B's undergoing some change. As already stated, the transaction
is much more complex than depicted here. But this paradigm does show the basic elements in
such a transaction.

9.5. Making Feed Back Effective: Giving Feed Back:
Feedback is an interpersonal transaction in which two persons are involved. The effectiveness

of this transaction will, therefore, depend on the behaviour and response of both the persons, the
feedback provider and the feedback receiver. One who is; giving feedback can do several things to
ensure the effectiveness of feedback. Some characteristics of effective feedback are,_discussed
as follows, i.e., what a person genuinely interested in. helping another person usually is or does,

.and thus becomes effective.

9.5.1. Descriptive and Not Evaluative.:
The person who gives feedback should describe what he sees happening rather than passing

judgement over it. The descrip-tion can be either of the effect of the behaviour of the other person
(B) on,himself (A)-"your remark made me angry"; or, the factual statement-"in the last 10 minutes,
you repeated the same statement four times"; or stating the effect of behaviour on others as he
observed it. Such descriptive feed-? back may provide enough data for 8 to think and take some
decisions. On the other hand, feedback could be evaluative several ways. Either A may pass a
judgement-"your behaviour was not proper"; or he may criticise or categorise 8's behaviour-
"you sutter' from inferiority complex''', or may give advice-"you should be bolder"!. Such evaluative
feedback does not help a person. Descriptive feedback is helpful in making a person more
autonomous in taking decisions about what he would like to do.

9.5.2. Focus on the Behaviour of a Person and Not the Person Himself:
The feedback is to help a person think about his 'behaviour and take a decision to change

it. The feedback given on the person as a whole-"you are sharp" or "you are dumb", is not
helpful because it takes the form of being an evaluative feed-back and the person does not know-
what he can do about it. When feedback is given about the behaviour of a person- "what you
said and 'the way you said it has upset rne'vthe receiver is in a position to decide what can be
done about his behaviour.

9.5.3. Data-based and Spaclfic and Not lmpresslonlstlc:
. Effective feedback gives specific information about his be-haviour to an individual and

provides him data in the form of observations, feelings which his behaviour has evoked, and
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various other facts observed. These help the person. However, if feedback is general and merely
based on impressions, it tends to be more judgmental. Even if it is non-judgmental, it may not
help a person to prepare a strategy for changing his be-haviour: for example, telling a person-
"you must not inter-rupt". On the other hand if a person is told-"you interrupted A, Band C
without allowing them to complete what they were saying," the recipient has concrete data to use
for thinking about his general sensitivity, and can take steps to carefully observe and avoid such
interruptions in future.

9.5.4. Reinforce Positive New Behaviour:
Effective feedback helps a person to decide which style of behaviour he should continue to

use. When a person is experi-menting with new behaviour, positive feedback is likely to re-inforce
his effective behaviour arid he is able to stabilise it as a; Part of his personality. In this sense,
positive feedback is very helpful. Criticism or negative feedback does not help. It only increases
the chances of a person becoming defensive. Positive feedback has, however, to be genuine and
specific. If for example, a person gets the feedback that he. usually does not participate much in
meetings, as a result of such feedback, he may make special efforts to speak. Positive feedback
like-"I liked your idea", "I liked your taking initiative", etc., may help him take more steps in that
direction. '

9.5.5. Suggestive and Not Prescriptive:
In many cases, the person giving feedback may suggest alternative ways of improving. For

example, when the feedback indicates that B is not able to confront people in the group, members
may like to make suggestions for him to improve- "speak out your feelings as soon as you feel
bad about some-thing"; "you can work out an arrangement with one or two members in the group
to act as your alter ego, so that they may speak out what they think your feelings are at that time,
and later you take these up for further exploration". Such sugges-tions, however, should be inthe
form of alternative ways open to B for increasing his confronting ability. Feedback given in the
prescriptive form, i.e., what exactly the person should do, does not help the person and it only
makes him either depend-ent or such advice is ineffective since the person himself is not involved
in the decision taken.

9.5.6. Continuous:
Usually effective feedback does not stop with one act of feed-back. !t establishes a

relationship of openness. The relation-ship is a continuing one, usually resulting in continuous
feed-back. Moreover, feedback when repeated is likely to produce better results. The repeated
feedback may reinforce what was initially communicated and may give an opportunity to the
subject to discuss the feedback.

9.5.7. Mostly Personal:
Effective feedback indicates the involvement of the person who is giving the feedback in f!lle .

process. If the person provides evidence from his own experience, and gives data about how he
perceived or was affected by the other person's behaviour, this is more genuine and helpful. If the
person provides other information and data in addition to making his own feelings and perceptions
known to the other person, the outcome will be much more effective. If however, only objective
feedback is given without the person sharing his own perceptions and feel-ings, the transaction of
mutuality is not established and the feedback is not effective eno&g'h. os

· 'v ' --9"<-
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9.5.8. Need based and Solicited:
Feedback which is solicited by a person is much more effective than if it is given without

such a need. In the former situation, the motivation to listen carefully to and use such feedback is
high. The main responsibility for the use' "8ed-back is of course of the person receiving feedback.
If he is on the defensive (does not accept feedback genuinely and honestly -and only justifies his
action), feedback may not serve much purpose. The person giving feedback should assess the
need of the person for whom feedback is meant. If, for example, a person needs more understanding
and empathy, it may be better to give him more positive feedback and then he may be helped to
see some aspects on which he can improve. Feedback with-out sensitivity on the part of the
person imparting it may be-come ineffective.

9.5.9. Intended to Help:
The basic motivation of the person who is giving feedback is important. If his motivation is

to be critical, negative, or merely to convince the other person about the accuracy of the giver's
perception, then the feedback will not be effective. If however, the feedback is genuinely intended
to help the other person. then this aspect itself will influence the way feedback is given and it is
likely to be very helpful.

9.5.10. Focused on Modifiable Behaviour:
The purpose of feedback is to help the otherperson to do some thing about his behaviour

and to increase its effective-ness. This is possible when the feedback focuses on such an aspect
of behaviour about which a person can do something. For example, feedback given to a person
on his stammering may not be useful because it would only reinforce his negative self-image and'
he cannot do anything about his stammering in the normal course. .

9.5.11. Satisfies Needs of Both:
Feedback is a mutual transaction. For a transaction to be effective, it should satisfy the

needs of both persons. The need of the individual who is giving the feedback may be to help, to
influence and to establish a better relationship. These needs should be satisfjed and the person
should be conscious of this aspect, and use it for building mutuality. If the person giving feedback,
has a high need of recognition, and, therefore, the feedback giving by him is motivated by this
need, he may at 'some stage share this, once he becomes aware of such a need. Feedback
based on the needs of both persons helps in building mutuality. And when the persons involved in
feedback are able to share their awareness on such needs, the relationship of mutuality will be
more effective. '

9.5.12. Checked and Verified: ,
While giving feedback, the person communicates one set of perceptions. Unless these

are checked with the perceptions of the various other persons involved, feedback may notserve
its purpose. Feedback can be effective.if an attempt is made both by the giver and the receiver to
check it with various other persons in the group. .

9.5.13. Well-timed:
Feedback should be well-timed. Timing means several things. Firstly, it should be' given

immediately after the relevant event has occurred. The advantage of immediate feedback is that
the person has a higher motivation to reftecton the event, and can examine several dimensions of
'the event without much distraction.
. Secondiy, accurate timing also means that the person should be in a position to receive'

.feedback and use it For exajriple, in a group situation, negative feedback can be effective only
-aftera minimum level 'Oftrust has been established among the group members. In timing a feedback
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the main criterion used should be whether it is likely to evoke defensiveness. In circumstances
where feedback is likely to be perceived as an attack or criti-cism, it may not be helpful.

9.5.14. Contributes to Mutuality and Building of the Group:
Feedback should be instrumental in building relationship of openness, trust and spontaneity.

If it does not contribute to such mutuality, it cannot be said to be effective. Effective feed-back not
only contributes to mutuality, but helps "in building the group through the development of
interpersonal effectiveness of most of the group. In this sense feedback goes beyond the mutuality
of two persons and contributes to the growth and development of the entire group. The function of
feedback to do this should be examined from time to time so that people involved in the feedback
process may be able to take decisions and monitor the feedback mechanism for the achievement
of this goal.

9.6. Making Feed Back Effective: Receiving Feed Back:
The effectiveness of feedback depends as much on how it is received and used as it does

on how it is given. As discussed in the process of a feedback episode, if the feedback disconfirms
the self-image or expectation, dissonance is caused. According to the dissonance theory, when
an expectation is dlsconfirrned, psycliological tension is caused. Experimental evidence is avail-able
on subjects receiving discrepant outcomes as being tenser and more uncertain about the
permanence of the outcome. Dissonance may result either in change of behaviour, or in con-flict
and threat which may lead to defensive behaviour. Broadly speaking, the person receiving feedback
may use either defen-sive behaviour or confronting behaviour to reduce dissonance. Exhibit 12.3
gives the summary of two sets of behaviour, defensive and confronting. These are discussed in
some detail in Exhibit 12.3.

When the individual feels threatened by the feedback he receives (for examp.,., jf he is
criticised or blamed, or given what he may consider as negative feedback which he does notagree
with), he may build some defence around himself so that he can protect himself from the threat.
The concept of defence mechanisms was introduced by Freud. He studied several defence
mechanisms people used in psychoneurosis. The use of

EXHIBIT 2.3 Defensive and Confronting Behaviour in Dealing with Feedback

Defensive Behaviour Confronting Behaviour
Denial Owning
Rationalisation Self-analysis
Projection Empathy
Displacement Exploration
Quick acceptance Data collection
Withdrawal I Expressing Feelings
Aqqression with authority Help seekinq
Humour Concern
Competition with authority Listening
Cynicism Positive critical attitude

Inteliectualisation Sharing concern
Generallsation expenrnenung
Pairing Relating to group
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defensive behaviour to dealwith threatening feedback is like using pain-killing drugs to deal with
the pain experienced bya person. These reduce the' awareness of the pain; but they do not deal
with the main cause of the pain. The same is true of defensive behaviour. Defensive behaviour
m3Y create an illu-sion of having dealt with the situation, but it does not change the situation or
behaviour. For exarnple.jita subordinate receives negative feedback from his superior officer
saying that his motivation in the past year has been low, he may feel threatened by this feedback.
He may reduce the threat by projecting his anger to the superior officer and say that the feedback
is based on prejudice. This may satisfy him and he may not feel threatened any more. This,
however, neither changes the situation (the superior officer will continue to feel that his subordinate
has low motivation), nor the behaviour of the subordinate (the subordinate will continue to feel
that his superior officer is prejudiced, and therefore, he need not change his behaviour). Defensive
behaviour, therefore, does not serve the purpose, although it may merely reduce anxiety. The
conflict in the self is not resolved. Excessive use of defensive behaviour is likely to result in a
"conflicted self." On the other hand, if confronting behaviour is used, the conflict is reduced and
continued use of such behaviour will result in an "inte-grated self," and processes of effectiveness.

It is not the intention to suggest here that the defensive be-haviour is bad in all situations.
Nor is it suggested that no defensive behaviour should be used. Some amount of defensive
behaviour is used by everyone at some point of time, and it is not possible to do away with it. In
many situations, defensive behaviour may be functional. However, if the main purpose of feedback
is to develop mutuality, and if both the person in-volved ih giving and receiving feedback are
interested in a relationship of trust and openness, the more defensive beha-viour is used, the less
effective the feedback will be. In order to make feedback effective, an attempt should be made to
move away from defensive behaviour toward confronting be-haviour. The individual receiving
feedbac;k should examine what defensive behaviour he uses more often, and he should prepare
a plan (preferably taking the help of some other person or persons) for reducing this behaviour
and moving toward the corresponding confronting behaviour as indicated in Exhibit 2.3. These
pairs of defensive and confrontinq behaviour are discussed as follows:

9.6.1. Denial Versus Owning:

If a person receives a negative feedback which threatens him, the first tendency is to deny
it. Denial will certainly re-duce the anxiety because he may convince himself that what he was told
was wrong and he need not bother about it. But it does not help the individual change, nor the
situation to im-prove. The corresponding confronting behaviour in such a situation would be owning
up the feedback even if it is dis-turbing.

Owning up of behaviour is much mo~e difficult and is at a higher level in the hierarchy of
behaviour contributing to interpersonal competence. Owning up does not mean readily accepting
the feedback. As indicated later, quick acceptance is a defensive behaviour. Owning up means
being open to accepting the limitations after examining and collecting neces-sary data from various

. sources so that the individual then may be able to do something about it. Owning up indicates the
respect the person has for himself, and only highly self-respecting persons are prepared to own up
their behaviour which may be seen as their limitations or weaknesses.

9.6.2. Rationalisation Versus Self-analysis:
The usual tendency wlth negative feedback is to find the reason to explain one's own

behaviour. For example, if an employee receives the feedback that his motivation was low, he
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may find a reason to explain this low motivation, and thereby absolve himself of the responsibility
of the low motivation; This is called the process of rationalisation. He may, for example, ascribe
it to his physical ill health or to some prob-lems in his family and so on. Not that there may not be
gen-uine reasons for low motivation, but quickly finding reasons or justification for some behaviour
prevents aperson from owning up that behaviour and being responsible for it. Rationalisation,
therefore, does not help.

Instead, if the person does some self-analysis, and, finds why this kind of behaviour has
been picked up or/what is the mean-ing of the feedback in relation to what he usually does, he
may get some ideas of improving his behaviour.

9.6.3. Projection versus Empathy:
In most cases, negative feedback causes anxiety" and resent-ment in the person. If the

source from which the feedback is received is not trustworthy, and if is difficult for the individual
receiving feedback to openly explore with him, he is likely to feel resentful and angry. A person
cannot be angry without, any cause; otherwise, it will create dissonance and conflict. In order to
reduce this conflict, and in order to justify resentment, the person receiving feedback may project
his feeling of resent-ment to the person giving the feedback. Then onwards he may see the
person who gave feedback as angry, biased, etc. This is the process of projection. In projection,
the person projects his own feelings about the other person to the latter. Projection is a defensive
behaviour and may help reduce anxiety. But like other defensive behaviour, it does not help.

Instead of being angry, and therefore, projecting resentment to the other person, it may
be useful for the person receiving feedback to empathise with the other person, try to see his
point of view and understand why such negative feedback has been given. This may help In
increasing understanding.
9.6.4. Displacement Versus Exploration:

Another well-known defensive behaviour is that of displace-ment. For example, if an individual
cannot express his anger or resentment to a person who has given feedback because the latter
may be in a powerful position, he expresses his anger to somebody else who is weaker than
himself. An employer who becomes much stricter with his own subordinates after he gets negative
feedback from his boss is an example of displace-ment. Displacement is usually used in situations
in which the person giving feedback is in a stronger position, and the person receiving feedback
cannot easily express his resentment to him.

A more helpful behaviour may be to explore with the person who has given the feedback by
asking him where and how this behaviour was seen. Discussing the details with him may help
getting more evidence and dispelling some of the misgivings of the feedback provider also.

9.6.5. Quick Acceptance versus Data Collection:
Quickly accepting a feedback is one of the forms of rejecting the feedback. The best way to

kill an idea is to feed it on sweet words. When a person accepts feedback without 'much reflection,
he wants to escape the possibility of exploring and doing something about it.

Instead of quickly accepting the feedback given, it may be better to collect data on the
different aspects of the feedback both from the person who is giviri'g' it and from other sources.
This may help in increasing interpersonal effectiveness.
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9.6.6. Withdrawal versus Expressing Feelings:
When a person feels helpless, and finds himself in a position where he cannot express his

resentment, he reacts by losing interest in his work, cutting out his interaction with the person who
is giving feedback, and generally showing signs of withdrawal. Such withdrawal behaviour may
not be helpful and may, in fact, deteriorate the situation.

-
The more confronting behaviour which may be helpful in such a case is the expressing of

feelings of being hurt to the person who is giving the feedback. It is a difficult thing to do; but if the
person tries to express the feelings in a matter-of-fact way, communicating that-certain things
hurt him, he may find it increasingly easy to continue to do this in the future.

9.6.7. Aggression versus Help-seeking:
Another form of defensive behaviour is the expression of aggression towards the person

who has given the feedback. After receiving the feedback from a person who is seen in a lower or
less powerful position, the person receiving feedback who is in a more powerful position may

.shout at him or may express aggression in various other forms. This may be easier to do; but it
does not solve the problem.

Instead of showing aggression, if the person receiving the feedback seeks the help of the
person giving the feedback in knowing more about that part of behaviour, and in planning ways of
dealing with it, the feedback is likely to be used for changing the behaviour for the better.

9.6.8. Humour versus Concern:
In some cases, humorous ways of dealing with feedback are also employed. Humour is a

greatquality. However, when it is used to cover up something and to reduce anxiety caused by
'dissonance, it does not help, and it becomes dysfunctional. Instead, the person may show concern -
and this concern will help him explore further in the direction of improvement of behaviour.

9.6.9. Competition with the Authority versus Listening:
In a T-Group situation, a member who receives negative feedback is likely to deal with it by

competing with the trainer (the symbol of authority), for example, by proposing alternate theories
to challenge the trainer, or by suggesting different wa~s of interpretation, etc. This may be highly
satisfying to him-However, this may be dysfunctional. The member may be, benefited if he listens
to what has been said about him.

9.6.10. Cynicism versus Positive Critical Attitude:
Negative feedback can be brushed aside by a cynical attitude that most people say things

which do not deserve consideration and that, in general, things are pretty bad. On the other hand,
a positive critical attitude helps a person examine what feed-back is given and sort out those parts
which seem to make sense and reject others which do not come up to the criteria hesets to
examine. Such an attitude is helpful.

9.6.11. Intellectualisation versus Sharing Concern:
In a T-Gr.oup situation, or in some other group situations, negative feedback is ignored by a

process of intelHftlualisationtspinning theories in explaining matters when the real need may be to
share the concE?rnthe person has with others and take their help in dealing with the problems he
may be facing.
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9.6.12. Generalisation versus Experimentation:
One form of defensive behaviour todea] with negative feed-back is to qeneralise what has

been said. If a person, for example, receives the feedback in a group that he used words indicating
that he was scolding the other person, and that hi tone was also authoritarian, the, individual
receiving such feed-back may say that this is true in general about people who have been brought
up in the Indian culture and in-the Indian family. Such generalisations may not help.

Instead, if the individual experiments with a different kind of behaviour to see whether he
can change his behaviour, in spite of it being culturally-determined or influenced, he may be
benefited.

9.6.13. Pairing versus Relating to Group:
In aT -Group or some other group, a person receiving feed-back has the tendency to pair

with another person (or other persons) in the groups who also seem to have received such negative
feedbac'k"ard are feeling threatened. This may give a comforting feeling to people being together
under/such "attacks". The confronting and helpful behaviour in such a situation may be to rela.te to
the gfoup by exploring with several members of the group and taklr-: '~eir help instead of pairing
with one or a 'l.. v. This may help in further explorations and experimentation.

The use of confronting behaviour may help a person build relationships for getting further
helpful feedback. The way a person receives and uses feedback will, to some extent, also influence
the way persons olve helpful feedback. The person may plan to test the ideas and, experimenton
a limited bastes and may further seek feedback to know whether his ways of improving himself
are seen as effective. This may set a cycle of self-improvement and increase his interpersonal
effectiveness. If feedback is given in the spirit of helping the other person in building a relationship,
of trust and openness, if it is received in the spirit of learning from the situation to increase
interpersonal effectiveness and to contribute to such relationship of trust and openness, feedback
can be an effective instrument in building linkages of mutuality between persons and amongst.
various members in a group. If however, feedback is not promptly or properly received, it. may
contribute to the disruption of relationships and may undermine the development of the group.
Feedback, therefore, is a powerful instrument and can be used effectively. It depends on the
person who is giving-, it and the person who is receiving it that this instrument can be used for
forging bonds of mutuality.

Udai Pareek Over the past years communication has attracted increasing attention. Many
problems in organisations may arise .because of the inadequate attention given to the organisational
commu-nication process. Organisational communication carl, be defined as the process of the
flow (transmission and reception) of goal-oriented messages between sources, in a pattern, and
through a medium or media.

An additional element (not present in interpersonal commu-nication)in this definition is the
flow pattern of massages. Thus there are seven elements in organisational communication: the
transmitting source; the receiving source (the target); the transmitted message; the receive.d
message; the goal of the message; the medium or media; and theflow pattern (which is called
network). The transmitting and receiving sources are the people sendi~g and recf%jv,ingthe message.
Goals of Organisational Communication Organisational cornmunlcatlon have several goals.
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1) Information Sharing: The main purpose of communication: is to transmit information from
a source to target individuals 01 group. Various types of information are transmitted in the
organisation policies, and rules, and changes and development in the organisation, etc.
There may be need for the fast diffusion of some information in the organisation, e.g.,
.special rewards and awards given, settlement with the union, major change in the
organisation, etc. This may take a long time if the organisation is large.

2) Feedback: There is a need to give feedback to the- employees on their achievements;
to the departments on their

9.7. Mintzberg's Definition of the Role of Communication:

1. In their interpersonal roles, managers act as the figurehead and leader of the organisational
unit interacting with subordinates, customers, suppliers and peers in the organisation.
Mintzberg cites studies indicating that managers spend about 45 percent of their time with
peer about 45 percent with people outside their units, and only about 10 percent with
superiors.

2. In their information roles, managers seek information from peers, subordinates, and other
personal contacts about anything that may affect their jobs and responsibilities. They also
disperse interesting or important information in return. In addition, they" provide suppliers,
peers and relevant groups outside the organisation with the information about their units
as a whole.

3. In their decisional roles, managers implement new projects, handle disturbances, and
allocate resources to their units and departments. Some of the decisions that managers
make are reached in private, but even these are based on information that has been
communicated to them Managers, in turn, have to communicate those decisions to others.

According to Peter Drucker, good communication is the foundation for sound management.
The managerial functions of planning, organising, directing and controlling depend on
communication in an organisation.

9.7.1. Importance of Communication in Change Process:
The salient points emphasising the importance of communication are mentioned below.

(i) Communication helps the management in making understand the employees the objectives,
plans and policies of the enterprise.

(ii) Communication develops understanding between the superiors and the subordinates. It
leads to congenial human relations in the organisation.

(iii) Communication helps in controlling the performance of different individuals and departments
of the enterprise.

(iv) Communication facilities decision-making by providing necessary information in time.
(v) .' Cornrnunicetion provides unity of direction to various activities of the enterprise.
(vi) Communication is an effective device for achieving participation by the workers. Management

can consult-the workers-and receive their grievances, complaints and suggestions.
(vii) Communication facilitates change on the part of employees by modifying their behaviour.
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9.7.2. The Process of Communication:·
In the process of communication a person sends the message and another person 'receives' J

it are tuned together for a particular message. Similarly, the newspaper you read or the TV you'
watch everyday, try to convey some messages to their readers and viewers. They constitute
important media for mass communication. Advances in technology have made it possible ,to
communicate through electronic mail, voice mail, and fax etc. these. All are different forms of
communication through electronic mail, voice mail, and fax etc. these. All are different forms of
communication through the process is essentially the same? In all these, attempts are made to
transmit meaning from one person to another so.that information and ideas can be conveyed.
Communication, in fact, is more than merely imparting meaning. It must also be understood. For
example, in a group if one person speaks a language and other does not know that language, the
person speaking English will not be fully understood. Therefore, communication must include
both the transfer of and the understanding of meaning.

Communication can be through of as a flow or a process. Misunderstanding often
arises when there are blockages in this process. You will now read about the process of
communication in terms of a model and how different kinds of distortions can disrupt this process.
The elements of communication process can be described through the model given in Fig.

The communication model is made up of seven parts; (1) The source, (2) Encoding,
(3) The message, (4) The channel, (5) Decoding, (6) The receiver, and (7) Feedback, we follow
this process without really being aware about the steps involve-'

(1) Source: The message is initiated by the source or "intuitive behaviour" of a person i.e., thoughts,
perceptions and feelings etc. to be communicated. The source is a person who initiates a
message, though he or she may not communicate with the sender of the message.

(2) Encoding: We may say that the source initiates a message by encoding or communication
symbol a thought. The message is encoded by the source. The thoughts and ideas are
transformed into word symbols, body movements, facial expressions or gestures. These may
be affected by the communicator's attitudes, skills knowledge and socio-cultural context. For:
example the writing skills of the authors of the book help in communicating the message to the
students. Since, we hold predisposed ideas on a number of topics; our communications are
affected by our attitudes. Also, our communication is restricted by our knowledge about of a
particular topic. You cannot communicate if you do not know and if you know extensively about
a topic it is quite possible that the receiver might not understand you message.

(3) The Message: The message is the physical form into which the sender encodes the information.
The message is the actual physical product from the source. The message can be in many
forms such as when we speak, speech becomes the message. When we write the written
material is the message. While gesturing our arms, hand movements expressions of the face
like wink, smile grunt, frown, and eyes all are sending messages.

(4) The Channel: The channel is the medium through which the message travels. The source
decides which channel to use. It can be a formal channel, while.communicatmq in a step up
like schools, offices, and other organisations. While cornmunicatinq at personal or social level,
it can be informal channel.
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(5) Decoding: The message is directed to the receiver. However, before the message is received,
the symbols have to be translated in the form so that the receiver understands it. This refers to
decoding of the message. Like the sender (encoding) receiver also is influenced by his/ her
skills, knowledge, attitudes, and the socio-cultural context. All these factors affect the receiver's

.~ ability to receive the.message, in the same way as they affect the ability to receive the message,
in the same way as they affect the ability to send the message.

(6) Feedback: The final link in the communication process is feedback. It is the reaction of the
receiver as intended by tne communication source. For example, when the teacher teaches in
the class, she/he always looks at h·erlhis students to know whether they understand what is
being said or are doing something else. When the students give signals by nodding their head
or in some other way the teacher gets the feedback that students understand. Similarly, you
must have seen that when a poet recites his poetry, he/she desires that there must be clapping
by the audience, which provides a feedback to the poet. Feedback. provides a check on how
successful a person has been in transferring the message and whether an understanding has
been achieved.

9.8. Developing Communication Skills:
Effective communication is a fine art which requires four types of skills (I) speaking

(ii) listen.nq, (iii) writing, and (iv) reading. We shall now analyses these skills and see how, by
improving them, we can achiever =ftectlve communication.

9.8.1. Speaking Skills:
Speaking skills have assumed greater significance; most of our working time is filled with

oral communication. Generally, people at work devote a great deal of their time talking, discussing
debating, giving and taking instructions, interviews and the like. Similarly, at home we can't avoid
speaking and sharing with parents, brothers, sisters or spouses. Since the main purpose behind
speaking is to exchange information and influence others, we have to possess speaking skill to put
forward our ideas effectively. For example, if we speak in language that cannot be understood by
others, out communication will fail to have the desired impact.

There are certain essentials of effective speaking. For example, a person might be agood
orator but if his speech is not understood by those to whom it is addressed, he has wasted his time
and energy. Therefore, one should speak in a language which listeners can understand and relate
to the ideas they can follow-As in writing, clarity is essential to effective speaking. Clarity rlJeans "
simplicity and audibility. Both ensure good listening on the part of the audience.

Since speaking is face-to-face, pleasant voice, expression and mannerism of a speaker
can hold listeners' attention. These qualities are helpful in building goodwill between the employees
and the consumers. Speaking without preparation is like speaking in the air. Studies have shown
that 90 per cent of the fear and problems encountered in the speaking-listening situation may be
attributed to inadequate or faculty preparation. Any topic with a few main points, if presented in an "."
organised manner can make one's speech very effective.

9.8.~. Listening Skills: .
. Good listeRing is an important requirement of effective communication. Poor listening may

create severa·' barriers to communication and may, in fact, defeat the very purpose of
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communication. It is, therefor every important to improve the ability to listen. Newstrom and Davis
have offered the following useful tips for developing listening skills.

1. 'Stop talking'. Generally, most of us we more prone to talking than listening. Generally we
.are more interested in what we want to say than in what we are being told. So we must
stop talking before we listen.

2. 'Make the speaker at ease'. If the talker is not at ease, he would not be able to do his job
satisfactorily. So it.is very important for the listener /Iisteners to make the talker comfortable.

3. 'Exhibit the speaker that you want to listen'. The talker must be given to understand that
the listener/ listeners are eager to listen. Hence it is important not to distract the speaker
by looking atone's watch, reading some book or newspaper or looking away from him.
Moreover, you should give the speaker the impression that you are listening to him to
understand rather than to oppose.

4. 'Emphathize with the speaker. True exchange or information can take place only if we
place ourselves in the position of the speaker. This way we will be able to appreciate his
point of view and build up a climate conducive to communication.

5. 'Remove distractions'. Certain activities like tapping with a pen or pencil, shuffling papers
or passing something along distract the speaker. Such distractions should be avoided.

\

6. 'Be patient'. We should give enough time to the speaker. There are all kinds of speaker.
Some get to the point very quickly, while some take a long time. So we must give the
speaker enough time to come to his point in his own way. We must not be tempted to
interrupt the talker.

7. 'Qo easy on argument and criticism'. Argument and criticism do not lead anywhere. On the
other hand, argument and criticism put the speaker on the defensive and make him angry.

8. 'Hold your temper'. Anger is the worst enemy of communication as it builds walls among
the participants in the' communication event. It hardens their positions and blocks their
minds to other words.

9. 'Ask questions'. Putting questions shows an open mind. It shows that you are getting the
message and also giving the feedback.

10. 'Stop talking'. This is the last as well as the first guideline. All other guidelines of listening
depend on it.

Listening requires a positive attitude, concentration and willingness to extend support and
encouragement to the speaker. Both audience and the speaker equally share the responsibility
for the success or failure of the communication. .)

9.8.3. Writing Skills: ...•
Writing skills are considered. to be the highly emphasi~~d compoD~nt of effective

communication. Most technical executives, salesmen, servicemen': clerks spend considerable
-t
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time of their work writing letter, memos, reports, etc. Yet they often produce poorly written letters
which may cause confusion and produce friction or misunderstanding. Actually what they need to
learn is how to write clearly and precisely. In fact, it is a key factor in effective writing. The following
suggestions can enhance one's ability to write well.

1. Plan before you start writing. It saves time. Organise your thoughts and present your
ideas systematically.

2. Identify the objective or purpose of your communication and see what you say in the body
covers all the information that is relevant.

3. When writing, keep in mind the reader. Customise your message in such a way that it
arouses favourable response in the reader. Be polite, no one likes rude lone.

4. Write the way you speak, i.e., write in warm conversational style. Use simple words and
phrases which arm familiar to the reader.

5. Avoid difficult and outdated language.
6. Write short sentences and paragraphs, as far as possible.
7. Use positive tone even if you have to make negative statements.
8. Make opening and closing interesting an significant as they are important to effective

writing.
9.. Write clearly and precisely.
10. Make a rough draft first. Write first, edit later i.e., never try to be a writer and editor at the

same time. It would restrict your thinking.

And finally, develop writ!: : habit. Practice regularly till you develop the ability to write well
and automatically.

9.8.4. Reading skills:
Reading skills are extremely important as they improve on's ability to communicate

effectively. They are useful for immediate accomplishment like keeping up to date in class, improving
general knowledge, writing letters, papers, reports and asking questions thereby improving writing
ability. In fact, proficiency in reading as a pre-requisite to good writing ability. But reading alone will
not help you unless you develop ability to comprehend what you have read.

Some suggestions for developing reading skills and accomplishing success in reading are
listed below:
1. Objective of reading should be clear in the mind. Normally people read things in which they

are interested.
2. Use the technique of skimming or scanning which means reading for majo~ ideas and not

each word. While scanning the materials, one should continue a silent communication
with the author of the material i.e., responding to the material is one's means of
understanding the author's concepts.

3. Take brief notes along with reading to remember what has been read.
4. One should read critically and then write down his own views related to the concepts.

9.9. Conclusion:
Feedback involves at least two persons are who gives and the other who receive it's the

main function of given feedback it provide data above the persons style as behaviours and iteffect
in others. Interpersonal feedback contributes towards the improvement after commination between
two persons.
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Effective communication is a fine art which requires four types of skills i) speaking ii) listening
iii) writing iv) reading. We shall now analyses these skills and see how by improving them. W~ .
can achiever effective communication.

9.10. Self Assessment Questions:

1. Explain the concept of Feedback mechanism? Discuss the interpersonal feedback?
2. What are the functions of feed back?
3. Explain the process of interpersonal feedback?
4. How feed back mechanism more effective?
5. Explain the commination skills in change process?
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LESSON -10

ORGAN,ISING CHANG-E IN ORGANISATIONS .

OBJECTIVE

After going through this lesson, you will be able to understand

>- Organizing change in organization,
"r Changing organization by redesigning tasks,
>- Desiqninq change in organizations and creating a strateqy.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION

Traditionally and universally it is believed that people resist change due to its displacing
'. effect overtime. However, people move towards its acceptance through negotiations over the

'price' of change.

History has time and again proven than the process of change is inevitable in the
progress of mankind. The ability of the human race to innovate has brought about radical
transformation of society. All the countries of the world are undergoing some kind of change
which is especially true in the context of organizations. At times like this, more than ever, it is
essential that the organizations appreciate the human resource management skills required to
successfully hand the transformation of industry through one of its most critical periods.

10.2 TUNING THE CHANGE MINDSET

'The times they are changing', sang Bob Dylan, and 'more's the pity' perhaps you say.
Perhaps, yOU are a manager in a manufacturing or service Company or a public authority, and
'they' won't let you alone to get on with things. Always something new is coming in, the
organization is restructured, the company gets taken over, or new, government regulations or
deregulations come in and change everything. Change- it's the one aspect of life that never
seems to change. It happens all the time. The only thing is that there seems to be more of it
and it happens mor.eand more quickly. There's never time to catch your breath.

You are then totally fed up with change. 'There is no stability nowadays'. 'You no
sooner get things sorted out and there is a restructuring, a product change or new competitor,
running away with our business'. 'You just get the line running smoothly and reject to a
minimum when in comes some new technology or a new product is introduced and chaos is let
loose'. You sigh for the old days when you knew where you were; yes, things did change then,
but much more steadily.

10.3 Change at the heart of life

It is really meant that change is at the very heart of life. Think about it for a moment,
independent of business as such, and look at the role of change in general. You could say that
life is change. From conception to death we are changing physically every microsecond, and
certainly from the first moment of independent existence we are changing mentally, emotionally
and spiritually. Physically we know that in every seven year period every molecule of our body
has changed, very slowly and gradually, and we"'are certainly not the persons we were.
Similarly we are not the same in our mental, emotional and spiritual senses.

For one thing, in every waking moment, and' probably when we are asleep as well, we
are taking in new impressions and rearranging the old impressions in the lignt!of the new, so
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that there is no such thing as stability. Neither would we want there to be. Several significant
schools of philosophic thought have stressed this.

We are all the time taking into our minds new impressions through the senses. We see
thinqs, we hear things, we touch things, we taste things, and beyond that we have feelings
about the messages our five senses bring to us. They make us sad, happy, impatient, excited,
N(Jrried, angry uplifted, determined, uncertain, jealous, envious; they make us love, hate
sympathise, empathise, co-operate, oppose, fight; and these emotions, being stirred, provide us
with energy and impel us to action.

\

All these impressions and the emotions they stir are recorded in our memories.
Everything we have ever seen, heard, tasted, touched, smelt and the related emotions, are
indelibly written down in our human audio-video-taste-tactile-of factory type machines, in our
brains or at least in our minds, if these are not the same. These data are all getting added to all
the time. As more ingredients come into the mind, so the earlier ones seem just a little different
- they are expanded of perceived in a new light.

Of course, if we had the whole of the tape machine playing at once, we should 'go out of
our minds', and so memory is selective. The whole range of materials is not making its
presence felt consciously all the time. A lot of it is buried,as we sometimes say, 'in the depths
of the unconscious', but it is still there and gets called up by new events, and by being linked
with them it is changed.

We have an exciting picture of the human mind as a flow of impressions, and emotions
and ideas which connect them. The thinking we do about the impressions is part of the change
process, because the bringing of things into new connections presents them in new light -
indeed changes them. .

So if change is the microsecond by microsecond essence of living, our theme of the
nEi.ed for a change mindset should not be difficult· to absorb, because it fits with the very
structure of our minds and of our thinking.

10.4 Categories of Business

Change can be better understood by the following box.
The Nature of Change

II v'
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Change can be defined as to make or become different, give or begin to have a different
form.
Change also means dlssetistection with the old and belief in the new. ,
Change underlines a qualitatively different way of perceiving, thinking and behaving to.
improve over the past and present. .
Change can be seen as Continuous, and intrinsic to an organization or as extrinsic e.. -l

discontinuous. '.'" , .
Change can be patterned and predicted or compiex and unpredictable.
Chang~Jp dual o~bi(1()lar. Continuity without change leads to I
stagnatipn, frustrati9l1 and boredom in individuals and change without continuity leads to l
ambiguity, conflict and degenerative pathology in individuals and organizations. .

i____ --.J
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./ "' he rate of change is faster than our ability to comprehend and cop with it.

Source: K. Harigopal (2001), Management of Change, P.26

10.5 Focus on the organization

Structural change models have been extensively used for organizationai change. The
emphasis is on developing a new structure of the organization, in response to the changing

e environment or the changing priorities of the organization, and to desiqninq relevant systems
(budgetary and information systems). The changes introduced demand new ways of working,
and individuals respond to such demands. Some good accounts are available of such changes.
Some turnaround work done is also in this category.

MBO is a specific example of structural change, using a structured way of helping on
organization plan its time-bound objectives at all levels, and working to achieve the objectives
set Specific ways are adopted to monitor the working of group and individuals on these
objectives.

While the various models have been suggested in this unit. it should be emphasized that
these do not work in isolation, and in practice many approaches are combined.
Experience has shown that structural changes, for example, cannot be sustained without-
relevant process support. Similarly, process facilitation must be followed by relevant structural
changes so that the processes could be institutionalized and sustained.

10.5.1 Changing Organization by Redesigning Tasks

Redesigning tasks is another strategy a manger uses in change. Industrial engineering,
scientific management by F.W. Taylor, improvements and creation of highly specialized jobs
etc. all belong to this category of strategy. Jobs vary in scope and depth; and change efforts
directed at the task (Job) are attempting to alter this cope; and depth. By Job scope we mean
the number of operations performed by the job holder and the frequency of the repetition of the
job cycle. Whereas, relative influence of the job holder over the work environment and the
degree of self-control in planning ana performance of the job determines job depth. The
process of upgrading, enlarging or enriching a job by increasing its depth and scope is called
vertical job loading and also called job enrichment. Task-focused changes include:

(i) High internal work motivation.
(ii) High quality and work performance.
(iii) Job enrichment.
(iv) Scientific management.
(v) Industrial engineering, etc.

10.5.2 Changing Organization by Changing Technoloqy
c :

Computerization is the fashion of the day. in today's orqanization, The increasing
technology and especially computer has profound influence 6r1" the orgar'li~ation and its
employees. For instance, it results in more mechanistic org~~ization st'rt:1cture. Since

.J ,_
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departments tend to be consolidated, span gets reduced, functional departmentation replaces
divisions, resulting in a centralized control. At the lower rungs it results in more routine jobs as
well as more compartmentalized jobs in which workers' interaction is less and infrequent.

Computerization yet, is only one ",~pect of technological change. Other changes include
. introduction of new production technology, new employment procedures, new performance
evaluation programmes etc.

Technology-focused changes comprise of:

(i) Changing Problem-solving and decision-making procedures.
(ii) Introduction of computer to facilitate managerial planning and control.'
(iii) Converting from unit production to mass production technology.

10.5.3 Changing Organization by chanqinq people
\ '

A change in the organization requires a corresponding change in the individual's
personality. Changing personality is a challenging task because the basic personality factors
are usually formed and developed in the early childhood of the employee. However difficult it
might be, it is another strategy of change.

There is no dearth of techniques that can be used to change people in organizations.
According to Robert House "if the development is to be successful it must be geared not only to
the participants' needs and learning abilities but also to the particular requirements and
practices of the organization in which he managers". House contends that the technique used
must appropriately fit the situation. Harrison is of the view that 'surface' techniques
interventions such as management games, lectures, conferences, seminars etc., are helpful for
providing the employees with new skills to do the job and are used in mechanistic or organic
structures. He further emphasizes that the developmental change requires emotional
involvement of the mangers in employees problems. Motivational theories need no reiteration
here. To meet rapidly changing conditions 'in-depth' organizational development interventions
(for example, sensitivity training) are appropriate.

People-focused changes can be made through the following techniques:
(i) Sensitivity training.
(ii) . Transactional analysis.
(iii) Assertiveness training.
(iv) Team building workshops.
(v) Job-training programmes.
(vi) Leadership and supervisory training.
(vii) Management by objectives.

10.6 Designing change in organizations

Transforming an organization to enhance its performance is a daunting challenge faced
by many organizations and the nature of the challenge differs from case to case. The change
approach used by one organization may not have to be effective for another and even the most
successful effort may eventually prove a dismal failure. Tile right strategy for a particular
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industry, a company or for a leader is going to defer. A study done by Mc Kinsey of 25 different
companies proved that each transformation was a unique response to a specific set of problems
and opportunities. Some companies were facing up to future threats; some were on the brink of
collapse. Some had to endure wave after wave of change; others were transformed within 18
months. Despite these differences, there does exist a similarity that suggest that it is possible
ascertain whi.ch strategy will best create and sustain the momentum needed for transformation,
depending on an organization's goals and the raw ingredients at its disposal.

10.7 CREATING A STRATEGY
The first and foremost requirement is to develop a strategy to create and sustain

momentum-one that recognizes what changes is needed and where the energy to drive them
will come from - before launching any initiative. Transformations that focus programmes such
as reengineering or total quality management (TOM) can and fail because they are ill suited to a
company's particular needs and resources.

The leaders can develop a strategy, which can bring about the change with improved
performance and also liberate energy. This liberated energy can be channelised to improve
future performance in the form of a virtuous cycle. After an episode of change, leaders can
focus on a different set of strategy to move the process along. The leaders to accomplish the
task could use following categories of strategies:

10.7.1 Evolutionaryllnstitution Building

The companies which are looking for long-term improvement rather than 'short-term
results can follow this strategy. Since the company right now is not in deep trouble, lea do
not have to resist rapid change or bold actions. Instead, they can reshape their comj.; .y's
values, structures and performance measures so that line mangers can drive the change.

10.7.2 Jolt and Retocus

This strategy aims to force a company to respond to a future threat. It may involve
delivering top management, defining new business unit, and redesigning management
processes. Such an approach is often used to shake up a grid locked power structure. It
realigns power, creates urgency, shapes fears and aspiration, and affects beliefs. The jolt can
be a potent means of improving performance, but it also causes confusion that can delay
results.

10.7.3 Follow the Leaders

Leaders can sometimes personally grab the lever and initiate major changes from the top.
This can help improve financial performance while removing only the most critical bottlenecks.
With this strategy, performance improves rapidly, but more broad-based change is needed alter
if the transformation is to be sustained.
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10 7.4 Multi-front Direct

Here task teams drive the change with a focus on immediate, direct financial
irr.orovernent. The targets of the task-teams are more wide-r::mging. Tile might seek
:)ECiformancegains through cost reduction, asset sales, or sales stimulation. Such programmes
[8 nporarily overwhelm the old organization, which is later realigned to sustain the
in:provements.

10.7.5 Systematic Redesign
In this strategy, task teams drive change across a broad set of economic levers to boost

performance. Here, however, core process redesign and their organizational changes tend to
be planned in parallel with the economic improvements to produce the necessary results.

10.7.6 Unit-level Mobilising
This strategy involves improvement of unit-level operations without the need to redefine

strategy or organizational processes with an objective of achieving major gains in performance.
Change leaders empower task teams to tap into the pent up ideas of middle managers and front
line employees, creating a temporary, structure that ensures implementation.

The choice of the above mentioned strategies would depend upon three factors: how
performance needed improves; the leader aspirations and preference; and the human energy
available to power the transformation. These can help the manager of design an approach that
will work best for his company.

10.8 The Performance Task

To design a successful strategy to change, leaders must start from an understanding of
and why and how performance needs to improve- in other words, the performance imperatives.
Performance imperative would depend upon whether a company faces an immediate threat to
its viabiliSty or simply an opportunity to make improvements or whether there is a challenge on
the horizon for which it needs to prepare itself. If the performance imperatives have been'
identified, then the issue is what needs to be changed, if they are to be achieved. There can be
three levers which can be combined, each having a different impact on the performance of the
company. The levers are: L

10.8.1 Direct Levers

Direct levers bear on the revenues, costs, assets, and financial structure of a business,
and hence on its financial performance. Overhead reductions and asset disposals are
commonplace although some direct levers are industry-specific. To produce business results,
changes must ultimately occur to the direct levers. \Altering attitude or reorganizing a business
may help bring about change, but it won't have the necessary financial impact.

, ,, .
10.8.2 Indirect Levers

The use of indirecttlevers such as organizational structure. performance measure and
business unit strategy influences performance by focusing a company on what is important.
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Decentralizing and forming small business units for example. can bring financial performance
into sharper relief. Companies and business units can redefine their strategies and estabush
targets for performance and set out to build constitutional competencies to sustain end
intensify their efforts. -

10.8.3 Contextual Levers

Contextual levers such as VISion, values and leadership styles challenge an
organization and the individuals within it to create an environment that inspires high
performance. In successful companies, high performance is almost a seamless part of its
culture.' Top management is demanding and uncompromising and management processes
ensure a performance ethic. The problem with contextual levers is that changing them can
consume enormous amounts of energy and create the illusion of progress with little real
improvement. Fearing this, inexperienced leaders sometimes shy away from using them.

10.9 The Leader's Aspirations and Preferences I

./ The aspirations and preferences of the person leading the change determine the way in
which transformations evolve. Leader's aspirations are often the source of energy that
sparks the change .

./ _A leader's preferences are likely to be reflected in the style of the transformations.
Leaders may have their own personal aspirations intertwined with organizational
objectives. A strategy that amplifies, rather than resists a leader's qualities could prove
to be key to combustion. But sustaining the fire may require different fuel.

10.10 The Energy for Transformation

Whatever a company's potential, transformation is doomed to fail unless change leaders
can release and orchestrate the energy within the organization. Understanding how to energies
transformation is a neglected area in the change literature, but one that lies at the heart of
successful change.

The energy and power of the change leaders may not be sufficient enough to change
their companies. What is required is the mustering of huge amounts of efforts from others. This
actually means viewing change from other people's perspectives. Since collective effort is
needed to propel a change through a number of episodes, various sources of energy need to be
aligned. By forming coalitions, a criticai mass of capacity and capabilities can be built up to
transform potential energy into kinetic enerqythat would power change.

Often, spelling out the case for making changes respond to a new competitive situation
falls on deaf ears. But by understanding what motivates people. leaders can identify which key
individuals might be enlisted tohelp drive change. Four forces influence the energy available:

10.10.1 Fears
It is most obvious. If a business survival is in doubt, fear ,~!p.outjob losses wiil prompt

employees to improve their performance. ;~-"
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10.10.2 Aspirations
Fear. is unlikely to propel an organization through several episodes of change.

Aspiration is needed, especially when a company's existence is not at risk. Often the promise
of becoming number one- the best oil producer, the finest paper company, the top-paying bank-
instills a sense of pride and belonging that creates the energy to change.

10.10.3 Belief

Peoples beliefs also affect their willingness to participate I change, colours their
judgments and decisions. If the leader has an unwavering confidence and belief in his company
and people and therefore empowers the organization, he may be able to prompt initiative and
healthy risk-taking among his employees.

A more difficuit challenge is to overcome the limiting beliefs that make people deny or
resist the need for change, however powerful its logic. Inevitably, there will be instances where
people have to be replaced if they are unable to overcome such baseless prejudices.

10.10.4 Capability and Capacity

Even when people are motivated to act, they may not have the capability and the
capacity to do so. Establishing devolved project centers, for example will not work unless
enough managers understand the basis of commercial management. And when it comes to
large-scale transformations, leadership can be a scarce resource. At some point, executives
are likely to exhaust their own capacity, and the programme will run out of stream unless it can
draw on, or build, broader leadership capabilities.

10.11. BREATHING LIFE INTO A CHANGE STRATEGY

Once change leaders have created their strategies it needs to be executed. They need to
look into the forces that will give a change programme the momentum it needs. They have to
make it come alive. Successful change leaders design initiatives explicitly to pull a particular
performance lever those energies those charged with carrying out the change. Such initiatives
fall into four groups.

10.11.1 Executive Rebottling Decisions

Used to make changes that will liberate substantial amounts of energy within an
organization, or provide a major one-time benefit. Levers suited to this approach include top-
level direct levers such as portfolio restructuring, plant rationalization, and strategic pricing and
indirect and contextual levers such' as removing key executives and changing the top
management structures. It is easily overlooked in an era of empowerment, but this approach
tends to be used when the CEO or another top executive is the prime source of the group.

10.11.2 Directlon-settlnq or Redesign Task Teams
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This initiative is appropriate when complex systems of cause-and-effect need to be
understood, 'or when a diagnostic is required to set the direction. They usually require cross-
functional participation and are used to initiate change in complicated systems or to
institutionalise new behaviours such as in-plant skill building. This approach tends to be driven
bydown-the-line champions and relies on both the CEO and management for support.

10.11.3 Mobilising
These are structured efforts that can involve hundreds of people in problem-solving, and

are often used on front-line direct levers such as cost reduction and quality improvement. It is
here that specialized techniques proliferate: break through strategy, front-line problem solving
teams, TOM and so on. These mobilizing initiatives link down-the line champions with a team at
the top.

10.11.4 Communicating and Coaching
These are important complements to more performance focuseci initiatives, although

they can stand alone. Coaching and training have a strong impact on contextual levels. and are
also effective in reshaping performance expectation and vertical pre' +ses

10.12. SUSTAINING MOMENTUM

Buildiru, initiatives correctly will help you achieve the necessary velocity for a
transformation. Yet the dynamics of change have wider implications. What works for the first
few years might not work for the next phase, as change initiatives within the company filter
through the organization and influence energy and performance. Often it is evident that
transformation will be lengthy task, i8vglving more than one episode. A winning formula may
prove elusive, or the transformation may demand changes at every conservable level.
Certainly, the more people involved, the more energy required, and the ore difficult the
challenge. There may sometimes be little room for maneuvering. Unless leaders can
successfully navigate a company's transformation from one episode to the next, the
transformation is likely to run aground. Navigation demands sensitivity; on the part of change
leaders, who need to detect the reverberations of change to adjust their strategy as the
transformation take shape. Successful leaders recognize that the exact course and duration of
a transformation cannot be mapped in advance; complicated plans detailing changes from
beginning to end will be wasted. But processes to monitor and mange the change are vital if
leaders are to sense infection points and move from one episode to the next without faltering.

Transforming a company is not a science: there are no formulae for success. By
viewing a company from three perspectives - how performance needs to change and how fast;
leaders aspirations and preferences; and the sources of energy available to drive the change -
we can gain insight into what strategy will work.

A successful strategy demands effective executive, which would depend upon the type
of initiative chosen that links the source of energy to the right performance levers. One should
be sure to exploit the interdependent dynamics of the initiatives that keep the change moving
ahead.
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Energy should not be wasted by formulating intricate plans that pretend to know just how
the transformation will evolve. It would be more valuable to navigate the processes and
networks that aliow leaders to gauge the unpredictable results of change and reformulate their
strategy particularly if the transformation has to endure several episodes.

10.13. SUMMARY
Change, even when the cope is substantial and the obstacles daunting can be

accomplished successfully provided the manaqernent takes a planned approach that is
comprehensive, systematic and through. Success is particularly dependent on the extent to
which management makes use of discussions with everyone concerned, and of participation.
Success can often be assured when structural changes are made in the organization and an
effective and unified management "team" is developed: Management must pay special
attention to providing a high quality of supervision throughout its transition period and
concluding with its follow-up and consolidation.

For implementing effective change programmes, organizations will have to respond to
change in better-designed ways. Strategies and cultures that welcome, address and
imaginatively manage change will continue to triumph. Successful organization will also require
stealing a march on their competitors,

I

Broadly, there are at least five phases of managerial work which have been suggested in
carrying out any change: (1) analysing and planning change; (2) comrnunicating about the
change, (3) gaining acceptance of.the required changes in behaviour; (4) making the initial
transition from the status quo to the new situation; and (5) consolidating the new conditions and
continuing to follow up in order to institutionalize the change.

Change adept organizations share three key attributes, each associated with a particular
role for the leader, i.e., imagination to innovate, professionalism to performance and openness
to collaborate. The leaders, along with their passion, conviction and confidence can practice a
list of skills to effectively mange change in organizations.

Organizations have to identify strategic levers that can help assist it to move from the
present to the desired state. Those levers can be classified as strategy, structure and systems.
For designing a change organization will have to create a strategy, understand how and how
performance needs to improve, check on the aspirations and performance of the leader,
orchestrate the energy for transformation, unleash people's power to bring changes, build
coalitions, breathelife into a change strategy; and sustain the momentum.

10.14. KEY WORDS

1) Task Significance: Task significance means knowing that the work one does is important to
others in the organization and outside of it

2) Sensitivity training. A form of training based on behavior of persons in groups and, through
undirected group interchange, designed to make these persons more aware of their/ feelings
and the feelings of others toward them.
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3) Transactional analysls. An approach to improving interpersonal effectiveness. Sometimes
used in organizational development efforts, it concentrates on the styles' and content of
communication.

4) Assertiveness training.
Openness/Express honesty the feelings without hurting the feelings of others.

5) Team building: An effort to increase the effectiveness of works teams by improving
interpersonal processes, goal clarification, and role clarification.

6) Leadership and supervisory training.The influence that particular individuals exert upon
the goal achievement of others in an organization context. .

7) Management by objectives :( MBO): MBO requires an employees and a superior to jointly
establish performance goals for the future. Employees are subsequently evaluated on how well
they have attained these aqreed-upon objectives.

10.15 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

1) Discuss the organizing change in organizations?
2) Give a brief note on changing organizations in any organization by redesigning tasks?
3) What are the strategies is required for designing change in org:;~!lizations?
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AUDITING OrRGANI~SATIONALCOMPETENCIES
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• After going through this lesson, students will be able to
• Auditing organizational competencies. Understand
• Importance of value creation in an organization and need for effective organizational
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11.11INTERPRETAT/ON
11.11.1 Interpreting the Initial Statement
11.11.2 Redefining the problem
11.11.3 Understanding the current state
11.11.4 Identifying the forces for and against change
11.11.5 Developing workable solutions

11.12 METHODS
11.13 SUMMARY
11.14 KEY WORDS
11.15 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
11.16 SUGGESTED BOOKS FOR FURTHER READING

11.1 INTRODUCTION

For organizations to succeed in today's competitive and complex environment,
employees at all levels need to develop and demonstrate "the personal capabilities underlying
characteristics and behaviors that drive superior performance at work.

Indian business is rapidly learning to operate in a scenario of competition and
uncertainty. A good management must filter noise and dust continuously. These events do not
affect an industry's fundamentals. The fact about Indian business remains intact, and that is a
reality of companies learning to operate in a competitive environment. The truth is that Indian
companies are now learning fast. The progress in last two years has been significant.· The
companies have now grasped the principles of good management in a competitive uncertain
scenario: cut costs, cut time, stay lean, build organizational capabilities, build competencies and
empower people are some of the items.

These guidelines are called as 'competitive edge'. Companies are now incorporating
. knowledge into their business. The new economy, in fact, is knowledge-intensive. The change
in attitude is widespread right through the corporate ranks. For example, a HR manager does
not.see himself as an industrial relations man. He likes to see himself as a 'business partner',
who provides valuable inputs to help steer the organization on the right path. Similarly, factory
workers no longer just turn the wheels and put oil in the cogs. They are busy in innovative
activities at the shop floor. This is the scenario of business India today, which does not get
affected by minor waves in the business environment.. Gradually, top Indian companies are on
their way to becoming MNCs, so their dependence on the domestic market continues to
decrease.

11.2 AUDITING ORGANISATIONAL COMPETENCIES

Competency has bec9me a common word of all organization. The organizations are
becoming more competency-priven by adopting' different competency based techniques like
Competency based interview lechnique or Competency Mapping for its employees. Directly or
indirectly, the company by adapting a competency-based technique is on a way to create value.
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11.2.1 Value Creation in an Organization

Almost every organization focuses on value creation and adopts various techniques of
value creation. Organizations also focus on the core competency development but then
remains unaware as the core competency as well as the competency of the employees and
work process could be playing a dynarnic role In value creation.

The value creation processes of the organizations can be based on individual
competencies, but the development of capabilities, requests the existence of a network of links
among competencies, within business processes and crossways different processes. The
individual competencies activate the tangible and intangible resources that take part in the value
creation processes. If individual competencies are the starting point to activate cntical
capabilities, on which, in turn, the value creation processes are based, then it becomes crucial
for firms to employ suitable methodologies to support the analysis and development of these
competencies

11.2.2 Importance of Competency in Value creation

Technological trends such as an increasing technological complexity, an explosion of
knowledge creation and shortening Product Life Cycle against the background of Globalisation
are increasingly challenging companies to raise their level of innovativeness. Thus,
innovativeness cannot be left to chance but must be actively planned over the long term and
strategically built up by deve'<oinq competencies.

The various technic.. competencies are being used by organizations as weapon of
competitive advantage. Since the mode of doing business and the nature of orqanization am
undergoing a sea change, the roles in an organization need reassessment. This is 'where lhe
role of core competency comes into existence. .

In the performance of an organization, wnat ultimate!y matters is the qUcl:j(:,:J: U\€

product or service offered. Thus most of the companies' focal point is the qualit5y, net only of
the way the product is manufactured but also as how it has reached to the end user. It is not
only the organizations core competency, which is important but also the employees competency
is significant as it is the employees who playa major role in reaching the product to the end
user. Thus we can refer the concept of 'Competency' and its usability as the indispensable
node of Value creation in organization.

11.3 AUDITING THE ROLE OF MANAGERS IN PLANNING AND
MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL

Mangers in most of the organizations are investing great amounts of time and energy in
planning and managing organizational change. These planned change efforts are intended to
respond to challenges arising from very turbulent and competitive environments in which
organizations of the present day exist. In addition, organizations have also to meet with the
demands of the customers and-other stake holders who are well aware of and well informed of
the developments and quality standards of products and services world-wide, thanks to the
advancements in Information technology and ever growing communication media. The policy
makers and the~t()p management in organizations are also constrained to meet with the

, . () c.
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challenges of change for sustaining current markets if not to 'leap-frog' competition and the
latter requires mandating dramatic and innovative organizational changes.

While the need for change is felt by all organizations that alone does not make change
happen. The success or failure of <:.11 organizational change effort depends crucially on
understanding and realizing "why to cnanqe, how to change, who to change and when to
change". Unfortunately, most often organizations initiate change processes without ad9ressing
these basic questions. . /

.. Asking these basic questions involve organizational auditing, which is to e.a mine the
symptoms, and going beyond the symptoms to arrive at the root cause of org;mizational
problems. It also involves a critical examination of 'how effectively and efficient'y ,e various
systems operate and their interface and work-flow linkages'.

Auditing is a medical term. It is the act of identifying the nature of a problem, especially
an illness. A doctor gibes prescription only after a through understanding of patient's problem,
what in other words is "auditing" of a disease that the patient is suffering from. Similarly, in the
context of organizational change management, organizationai auditing is fundamental in
identifying appropriate changes to be implemented and for effective implementation of the
designed change initiatives.

The organizational auditinq, therefore, is a scientific effort to understand: the entire
organization, to acknowledge its strengths and weaknesses, to examine how competitive it is
and needs to be, to identify gaps between its current performance and competitive it is an
needs to be, to identify gaps/between its current performance and desired perfor.mance as
benchmarked against competitive standards of the industry, and the ways and means of
bridging the performance gaps. The auditing, hence, would not only focus on systems and
subsystems but also on organizational processes such as goal setting, decision making,
communication patterns and styles, intra and inter-group relationships, work-flow patterns and
so on (Beckhard, R.1969).

Organizational auditing, basically, may be viewed as a knowledge gathering process
about the structure. systems, strategy, staff, style, skills and shared values of an organization.
The instruments of auditing have their basis in certain conceptual models and methods drawn
from behavioral sciences.

11.4 AUDITING - GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Most of the calculated management decisions are based on some sort of auditing.
Every manger, irrespective of his level, is in a continuous cycle of auditing-decision-action-
evaluation. so long as his decisions and actions are not impulsive. His m ability to diagnose
directly affects his performance. Top management often takes decisions forwarded' by the
managers at lower levels. The top mangers have often to 'see', not with their eyes but with their
ears. The ears listen to what the other mangers h"9V.ediagnosed. The direct contact with
organizationai reality is minimum at the lonely n~rghts of the _organizational top. Yet
periodically, they are supposed to know clearly' whC!! is happeninq within the ,organization.
Much ?afa,. helpful for auditing, fare screened off b(r'nanagers at'Jwt.l~w~r e?R~lbnS.at their
own discretlon. The upper level may thus be handicapped by less' available Irfformatlon and
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data. Their level is the converging point of divergent views of the lower levels which make their
own diagnoses. How many managements reject or synthesis these views without knowing the
diagnostic bases from which their mangers tend to operate?

Sometimes the management seeks help from external diagnosticians. It this done in the
interest of objectivity? It is to crosscheck its own view? In a recent study of 85 chief executives,
by Bhattacharya, Chattopadhyaa and Sengupta, it was found that about 85 per cent of the chief
executives agreed quite strongly that one of the reasons for using external diagnosticians was
to have objectivity. But when it came to comparing using external diagnosticians was to have
objectivity. But when it came to comparing the management's own views with those of the
outsider, only about 75 per cent agreed quite strongly with the proposition while 29 per cent
quite strongly disagreed'. Putting these two sets of data together, one may get an indication of
the dilemma that prevails in the situation. Neither can the internal auditing be accepted, nor can
it be rejected. One feels that the objectivity lies outside; one has to crosscheck the internal
diagnoses. Yet, how can one agree to crosscheck one's own internal diagnoses since they
often constitute the operating base? The dilemma seems to be "Do I not rust and depend on
my own instruments?" " "

The know ('gno") is the central concept in auditing. The urge to know, to sense what
happens around an individual and integrate the experiences into a pattern, a syndrome, and to
arrive at a distinguishing meaning of these experiences constitutes a basic urge of a variable,
dynamic organism. This cognitive process of diagnosing is characterized by a high degree of
selectivity in se- ;ing. With selectivity, screening takes place.
Differential preferences and specializations emerge. Different schools of thinking develop. The
specializations which are lamely to affect both internal managers and external diagnosticians
provide-neb depth and breadth in differentiation and divergence. But the associated need for
integration and convergence to a single point of action-decision remains more often than not
unattended. The role of the top management is specifically to deal with this duality.

11.5 AUDITING ORGANISATIONAL COMPETENCIES
Auditing involves

• Defining the episode under study by picking up the relevant "symptom"
• Arranging them into a pattern, and
• Distinguishing them from other patterns.

A systematic process Of auditing ahs been widely used in natural sciences, in applied
sciences like forensic science and criminology, medicine agriculture, engineering and in such
other fields. In these spheres, auditing quite often ends when a name can be put to a
distinguishable pattern of the mosaic of symptoms. For example, a criminologist's auditing is
complete when he correlates all the relevant factors of a case and concludes it to be a murder
and not a suicide; a physician or the radiologist concludes that tit is a case of sodalities (and not
myocardial infarction); a psychologist diagnoses the" man as having high achievement
motivation (and that he is not a social deviant). Organisational auditing, essentially, follows the
same process. But since organizational pathology has not been studied in any great detail, it is
impossible at present to integrate symptoms into such precise and definite syndromes.
Moreover- basic sciences have contributed a great deal to understanding cause-effect
relationihi:j:ils in otheri fields of science and technology. Such contributions being limited in
orqanizational sciences, a great deal of heuristic approaches necessarily come into play.
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Because of these limitations, there are different expectations from the role of an
organizational diagnostician; (a) he should diagnose to the point of describing the present·,
ailment; or (b) he should add to tit his prognosis; his estimates of the likely consequence s over'
a period of time; or (c) in addition to auditing and prognosis, he should recommend prescriptions
of active interventions. No firmly established norm has yet been developed regarding the extent
to which the meaning of auditing should be extended. However, it would be pragmatic, if the
process of auditing includes prognosis but not interventions. More importantly, it should trigger
a process of self-searching through a relationship of mutuality between the external
diagnostician and the organisation.

In the study of Bhattacharyya, Chattopadhyay and Sengupta, attention of the chief
executives was drawn to this mutuality. Only some chief executives (12 per cent) said that the
diagnostician "made his own auditing; and announced it to us". But other chief executives saw
different approaches: 7 per cent said, "he should to us his way of looking at the problem"; 12
percent asserted that "he presented a tentative auditing, subject to changing"; 26 percent said
that "he defined parameters of the problem, invited suggestions and evolved the auditing"; and
lastly in the opinion of 43 per cent, "he was able to involve us in jointly arriving at a auditing".
These studies indicate the variability in approaches but also show the dominant trend.
The approaches to organizational auditing vary not only with the nature of relationship between
the diagnostician and the organization, put in a very substantive way depend on: (a) the
preferred domain of auditing, (b) the methodology adopted in diagnosing, and (c) the
assumptions in diagnosing.

11.6. DIAGNOCUBE: THE DOMAIN OF AUDITING. •.. ' . . " ~. . ..'

One of the concomitant aspects of specialization is selectivity in the preferred domain of
work. With the same patient, a homoeopath and an allopath will have different domains of
work; so will there be differences between the approaches of a neurosurgeon, an orthopedic
surgeon and an' ophthalmologist. An organisation, defined as a synergistic aggregate of
systems and subsystems, offers different domains to work upon. The concept of domain as
used here dffers from that given by Van de Ven and FGrry,(1980). According to him "Domain
refers to the specific goals of an organization in terms of the functions it performs, the products
or services it renders, and the target population and market it serves". In this definition the
concept of domain is embedded in the contextual factors. The deflnitlon by which the word
"eomain" has been used in this chapter refers to the areas of substantive activities or
constituents in the content ,of the 'organization.

The domains of organizational auditing can be conceived as, bounded by four
dimensions: (1) systems, (2) components of the systems, (3) the coverage of area, and (4) the

, surrounding external environment.

11.ij.1 ~y~tems: An orqanization Can be considered as a combination of SET - Social-
Economic- Technical systems. The social system, that is the peoples system, consists
of psychological, social, cultural and political SUbsystems arising out of people at work
as individuals, !;Jroupsand multiple qroups in a techno-economic 5%1"g. The economic
system includes procurement, allocation and utilization of all resosrces, finance; cost
marketing and the like, in a perspective setting made up by.the other.Jwo systems-social
and technical. The technical system includes work and technoloqy'jequired to perform

; ,

9
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. the work in a perspective of socio-economic setting. Organisational auditing has often
remained confined to anyone of these systems.

11.6.2 Components of the systems There are components in each system where the
auditing is undertaken: (a) structure, (b) process, and (c) function. Structure refers to all
elements in the organization and their comparatively enduring and lasting relationships
and arrangements which have formal sanctions. Process refers to the manner in which
events are conducted sequentially. Function includes strategic variables, performance
variable, results and achievements and end products.

11.6.3 The coverage of the area The coverage of the domain refers essentially to the area
of the organization opened up for diagnostic investigation. This may be in terms of time,
space, people, events or phenomena occurring within the organization. The coverage
may be classified into three categories: (a) singularity, (b) plurality, and (c) totality of
events in the life span of the organization. For example, a medical diagnostician may be
called in to diagnose a single episode of ailment (singularity), or a number of episodes
and ailments (plurality), or the total health of the patient (totality). A diagnostician
similarly can be called fin; to investigate a single episode of say, a strike, a relationship
in a given department, marketing of a particular product, on decision of a particular
investment, and so on. Plurality of coverage indicates the opening up of the
organization to more than one specific episode for investigation. The range of plurality
will vary. Totality of coverage denotes a auditing based focused on the entire
organisation, or an any phenomenon in its~entirety.

11.6.4 The surrounding external environment: These domains are encircled by the
environment. Organisational auditing can be undertaken on environment relation to any
one of the cells of the domains or without relating it to any specific cell.

Besides environmental investigations, the model thus provides 27 typologies of
organizational auditing. Each typology, represented by each cell, has three dimensions.
Econornlc-structure-Plurality (ESP) will perhaps require the expertise of structure combined with
knowledge of, say, engineering or chemistry. Social-process-diagnostician and is skilled in
working on a single episode.

It is also possible that within each typoloqy there are variant forms and emphases. For'
example, within a social system there are psychological, Sociological, political and cultural sub-
systems, as mentioned before. Therefore, the specialization of the diagnostician can further
narrow down the focus of his diagnostic activity. •

Often the diagnostician operates on more than one cell. But he can discern a distinct
bias in his emphasizing a specific cell, It may be better when diagnosticians are able to use.
more and more cells in combination. This typology is useful to provide the identifications of the
base from which the auditing is made-may be by the manger or by the external diagnostician;
and the other bases that can and should be ,added to it to get a meaningfully comprehensive
picture. .,

, {,.

..lS
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11.7THEORY IN ACTION: THE FRAMEWORK OF ORGANISATIONAL
AUDITING

Beyond the diagnostic domain that the diagnostician selects to work upon., and the
method that he chooses to use, are some of! his basic assumptions regarding man,
organisation, man-in-the-organisation, quality of work life and the interrelationships that are
crucial in organizational life. These assumptions in their turn also influence him to decide on the
domain to work upon and to direct the process of auditing in a substantive manner.

In practice, diagnosticians have been observed to take different stances. The stance
often taken in auditing is to examine the present state of affairs of the organization in relation to
its future goals; and then the strategic variables take the topmost priority. But the controversy
arises in determining the goals of the organization: (a) any organization pursues multiple
objectives and these objectives need not be necessarily congruent; (b) the objectives at a give
phase of development are not the same as at another phase of development of the
organization; and (c) the impact of the environment of different types at different points of time
will have different effects on the orqanizatlonal objectives. Taken together, one may see that
the goal-oriented parameters of auditing are not really static but are in a state of continuous
flux. .

Another approach pursue3d by the diagnostician is essentially normative. The
organization, at the point of time of auditing, is a s if sick and therefore deviant from the normal.
The role of the diagnostician is to find out where the deviations exist and also to estimate the
nature and magnitude of these deviations such that ameliorative, corrective action can be taken
to revert it back to the- normal. This is the stance of the physicians in diagnosing patients'
ailments. When they find that the deterioration is irreversible, they attempt to arrest or retard
the further progress of the disease. Some 'business healers' tend to follow the same principle.

The assumptions about organizational auditing have been influenced by early
conception of organizations as a machine or organism. The fact of. the matter is that an
organization is neither a machine nor an organism. The analogies are valid only up to a certain
level. The mechanistic approach to find the optimal fit of factors leading to a normative
existence, or the organism approach to find adaptation to environment are, therefore, likely to
be functional only up to a point.

Yet another approach, basically influenced by the practice of psychoanalysis, relies on
the diagnostician analysing how he himself is made to feel at different stages of the relationship
between the consultant and the client; and how those perceptions can be used to clarify the
nature of the problems confronting the client (Bains, 1976). There are quite a few practitioners
of this method. In this method also, the organization-organism analogy is quite manifest; the
client is ill; the ailment lies not in malfunctioning at the conscious level, but the cause is rooted
somewhere deep down at the unconscious level the organization. Auditing of that mental block
and the client's deeper realization of it are what is to be aimed at.

One uses concept like "health". But then what is health? A sense of well being. What is
well being? Diverse answers from philosophies are possible. One talks about the guiding
concepts, like dynamic homeostasis, coping ability balance of integration and differentiation,
negative entropy, equifinality, etc. Concepts have been borrowed from sciences like
philosophy, physics, chemistry, thermodynamics, ecology and biology. There is nothing wrong
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in borrowing. Progress of science has been accelerated by such acculturation. But the fact that
so many concepts from the different disciplines are in active use, suggests that more
comprehensive and satisfying explanatr. .s yet to emerge. In its absence, one has to work
with what is currently available and work towards finding a better concept. Accordingly,
approaches to auditing will also be diverse. But some choice can still be exercised.

The process of auditing which has built-in enabling effect, which increases the ability of
the mangers to be better diagnosticians such that they can use the process continually in the
cycle of auditing-decision-action-evaluation. This makes the organization self-reliant, may be
better in the long run. The process of auditing that does not reduce everything into inputs,
outputs and statistics, or into manipulative numbers, may provide a greater depth of vision and
understanding about an organization.

The process of auditing depends entirely on the theoretical construct that the
diagnostician works witb. These constructs help one understand an organization, its mode of
functioning, it's various subsystems, its structure and design and so on. They help in
developinq models focusing on individual, intrapersonal and interpersonal processes, on group
and group processes and on the total organization and its macro processes.

The contemporary models indicate the diversity in approaches. But in most cases the
range extends from external environmental analysis to the anlaysis of organizational
performance. The dia~no~tician .has some .choices; ~ither he can accep.~n~ of the existing
models and conduct his diagnostic exploration accordingly; or he can bUild his own model to
guide his own exploration. But what is extremely useful is to have some model before the
actual auditing is conducted. In the absence of a model, one may possibly be at a loss to
determine what to look for in the organization and what data to collect. Even if data are
amassed, they remain discrete, meaningless and therefore useless.

The process of auditing includes two basic feature, divergence and covner4gence. The
divergence starts from the focal point of a theory. From the theory constructs are evolved; they
lead to operational models; operational models indicate the network of variable to be studied,
variables under study indicate the data to be collected. Up to this point, the operational area
becomes wider and wider. Once the data have been collected, the ~rocess of convergence
starts. The volume of data has to be gradually reduced; analyses condense the data and
ultimately they converge on the primary focal point-the organizational need. 1t1 the process
some help is also rendered to theory building.

11.8 NEED FOR EFFECTIVE ORGANISATIONAL AUDITING

While it is understood that defining the problem itself is solving the problem partly,
effective auditing lies in determining what change initiatives are needed in a given context. A
well carried out auditing guides the development of objectives and strategy for organizational
change and therefore its growth and improvem~nt.

An effective organizational auditing would enable mangers to:

a. Understand the current performance levels of organizational subsystems and
)1 .),.

processc t and how t~.eycould be improved.
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. b. Study the perceptions and social psyche of the individuals and groups in the

organization.
c. Break away from tried and tested practices that may have served well in past but

may not hold good in the current context.
d. Plan strategically for the perceived organizational challenges.
e. Avoid pitfalls that often accompany unsystematic- implementation of change

initiatives, and benefit from experiential learning of managing change.

11.9 ORGANISATIONAL AUDITING: PROCESS, INTERPRETATION
AND METHODS

Organizational auditing is a basic prerequisite to develop strategy for systematic
improvement of an organization. Such an effort focuses on following two aspects (Beckhard,
1969):

1. Firstly, auditing of the various subsystems that make up the total organization.
These subsystems may be .technical and social in nature to include natural "teams"
such as top management, functional departments or diffe'rent levels of management
or workforce etc.

2. Secondly, auditing of the organization processes that may include decision making
processes, communication patterns and styles, relationships between interfacing
groups, management of conflict, planning methods etc.

Unlike conventional research, successful auditing requires skillful gathering and analysis
of data. A diagnostic study can only succeed if it provides its clients with data, interr tions,
and recommendations that are bot6h valid and useful (Judd, Smith, & Kiddler 199'1, yson,
Ackerman, Domsch, & Joynt, 1988, on validity; Lawler, Nadler, & Cammann, 1980, and Turner,
1982, on evaluative criteria). To meet with these standards, the diagnostic practitioner must fill
the requirements of three key facets of auditing - process, interpretation, and method and
achieve congruence among them.

11.9.1 Process

The texture of client-consultant relations poses clear requirements for successful
auditing. To provide genuinely useful findings and recommendations, consultants need to
create and maintain cooperative, constructive relations with clients. Also, they need to
negotiate successfully their relations with focal and other members of the organization,

11.10 PHASES IN AUDITING

Diagnostic studies typically include several distinct phases (Nadler, 1977). As the
following description shows, the diagnostic task, models, and methods shift within and between
phases, as do relations between consultants, clients, and other members of the client
organization:

11.10.1 Scouting: Clients and consultants together explore wh:at needs fa be studied. While
the client presents problems and challenges, the consultant assesses the appropriate tools and
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techniques of research relevant to diagnose/reconnaissance organizational problems and
strengths. Both may agree on the methodology for investigation.

11.10.2 Contracting: Consultants and clients negotiate and agree on the nature of the
auditing and terms and conditions that qualify client-consultant relations.

11.10.3 Study design: The aims, objectives of the study, methods of study, measurement
procedures, sampling, anlaysis, and administrative procedures etc., are planned.

11.10.4 Data Gathering: Data are gathered through primary and secondary measures to
include interviews, personal observations, group discussions, work-shops, questionnaires and
analysis of reports, procedures, rule books and other secondary data.

11.10.5 Analysis: The data are organized and analysed using relevant statistical tools and
techniques and descriptive methodologies such as content analysis, critical incidents etc., and
meaningfully summarized. Consultants (and sometimes clients) interpret them and prepare for
feedback.
11.10.6 Feed back: Consultants present findings to clients and other members of the
organization. Feedback may include explicit recommendations or more general findings to
stimulate discussion, decision making, and where needed a further study.

. In order to ensure effective auditing of an organization, it is suggested to handle the five
processes related issues:

11.10.7 Design: What organizational features are to be studied, what units and individuals to
be included for data gathering, what and how the data are collected and how the design and
methods of the study will be perceived by the members of the organization?

11.10.8 Support and cooperation: What is the support of the top management for the
study, and what resources will the client organization contribute? What are the attitudes of
other members of the organization and of external stakeholders towards the study?

11.10.9 Participation: To what extent the members of the organization are interested and
therefore participate in the study in the various phases of gathering, interpreting, and reacting
data?

11.10-.10 Feedback: When, how, and in what format will the study's feedback be given? Who
will receive the feedback' on the study and what use will they make of it? How the feedback
can be used for any further study?

11.11 INTERPRETATION

The success of a auditing depends greatly on the ways that practitioners handle the
interpretative task of defining the diagnosed problems, issues for study, methods of study,
analyzing results, ahd preparitl9 recommendations.

. ~,2 nr
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While interpreting the gathered data, the following set of questions remain pertinent

11.11.1 Interpreting the Initial Statement of the Problem. How does the client
initially define the problem, needs, and challenges faced by the organization or the unit
where change is planned? How does the client view the desired state of the
organization/unit?

11.11.2 Redefining the Problem: The problem is to be redefined to have workable
solutions developed. What assumptions underlie the preferred state of the organization
need to be made explicit along with defining what constitutes organizational
effectiveness. What aspects of organizational life will be the focal points of the auditing?

11.11.3 Understanding the current State. How is the problem current being dealt
with? How do members of the relevant groups define the problem and suggest solving
it? What organizational resources and strengths are necessary to solve the problem to
improve the organizational effectiveness? Who are mostly affected and in what ways
arnonq individuals, groups, and components of the organization by the redefinition of the
problem and the envisaged approach to solve it? _

11.11.4 Identifying the Forces for and against Change. What internal and
external groups and conditions create pressure for organizational change and what are
the sources of resistance to it? How ready and capable of changing are the people and
groups who are mostly affected by the problem and its possible solutions? What are the
common interests or needs that could become a basis for working together to solve the
problem or resist it? .

11.11.5 Developing Workable Solutions. Which behavioural patterns and
organizational arrangements, if any, can be most easily changed to solve problems and
improve effectiveness cost effective solutions? What interventions are most likely to
produce these desired outcomes?

11.12 METHODS

The methods used to gather and analyze data can also determine the success of a
auditing. To provide valid results, practitioners should employ rigorous methods of enquiry and
anlaysis in keeping with practical constraints imposed by the nature of the assignment.
Rigorous methods (which need not necessarily be quantitative) should be consonant with
accepted standards of scientific inquiry. It is to ensure results that have a high probability of
being valid (Judd et aI., 1991) and replicable by other trained investigators. Non-rigorous
approaches too can yield valid results to a certain degree, but may not be independently
evaluated or replicated. In assessing the validity of their diagnoses, practitioners need to be
especially aware of the risk of false positive that might lead them to recommend
changes/actions that in the first place should not have been recommended and could eventually
be harmful to the client organization (Rossi & Whyte., 1983). - "

"- ,
To achieve reliability (i.e., reproducibility) practitioners can,o,se structured data-gathering

and measurement techniques, such as fixed-choice questionnaires or observations using a
standard coding scheme. Unfortunately, it is very hard to structure techniques for assessing
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many complex but important phenomena such as the degree to which mangers accurately .
interpret environmental developments.

To produce valid and reliable results, investigators often must sort out conflicting
opinions and perspective about the organization to construct an independent assessment. The
quest. for an independent viewpoint and' scientific rigor should not, however, prevent
investigators from treating the plurality of interest and perspectives within the client
organization. The plurality may need to be treated as a significant organizational feature in its
own right (Hennestad, 1988; Ramirez ,& Bartunek, 1989).

Whatever techniques practitioners use in auditing, they should avoid methodological
overkill when they need 'only an estimate of the extent of a particular phenomenon (Freeman &
Rossi, 1984).. For example, if the intent is to group individuals in to slots of either 'satisfied' or
'dissatisfied' with regard to a procedure or solution, there is no need for a finer discrimination as
to the degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction that one might want to do in an academic
research.

Consultants need to consider the implications of their methods both for the consulting'
process and the interpretive issues at hand, in addition to practical and methodological
considerations. Thus a consultant might prefer to use non-rigorous methods, such as
discussion in workshop settings, which could bring out participants involvement and
commitment to the diagnostic study and its findings. Or they might prefer observational
methods to interviews, to minimize the many nitty-gritty concerns that might arise during
interviews.

The methods chosen and the ways that data are presented need to fit the culture of the
client organization. In a high technology firm, for example, people might regard qualitative
research as too impressionistic and unscientific. On the other hand, members of a volunteer
organization might view the use of standardized questionnaires and quantitative analysis as too
academic and impersonal. -

11.13. SUMMARY

Indian business is rapidly learning to operate in a scenario of competition and
uncertainly. The fact about Indian business intact, and that is a reality of organizations learning
to operate in a competitive environment. The truth is that the Indian organizations are learning
fast. The organizations have now grasped the principles of good management in a competitive
un certain scenario: cut costs, cut time, stay lean, build organizational capabilities, build
competencies and empower people are some of the items.

Auditing organizational competencies with a view to strengthening the orqanizations.
Managers in most of the organizations are investing great amounts of time and energy in
planning and managing organizational change. Thus auditing organizational competencies,
basically may be viewed as knowledge gathering process about the structure, systems,
strategy, staff, style, skills anti shared values of an organization.
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11.14. KEY WORDS

1) Competitive Advantage: Competitive advantage for an organization isdependent
on its distinctive capabilities to use the available resources for value creation.

2) Competitive edge:Companies have now grasped the principle's of good
management in a competitive uncertain scenario: cut costs, cui time stay lean, build
organizational capabilities, build competencies and empower people are some of the
items. These guidelines are called as 'competitive edge'.

3) Competency building:The process of building capabilities of employees to improve
their productivity.

4) Competency mapping: The process of identifying the competencies of all 'the
employees of the organization.

11.15 SfLF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

/
1) Explain the different approaches to organizational auditing.
2) Describe the process of organizational auditing.
3) What are the different domains of organizational auditing? Explain.
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12.1 INTRODUCTION

In the business world, the successful organisations have three characteristics:

~ They are more profitable than their counterparts,
y They ~rreqrowinqfaster than their competitors, and .'
,. TheY~t~ recognited as leader of at least some part of their industries.
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And, in the workplace context, what are happy people? They too have three main
characteristics:

~ They feel they have significant control over their own lives,
~ They feel they are respected for the contribution they make, and
~ They feel that they are contributing to something worth doing.

In the last two decades there has been a change in organizations for some very good,
mutually supporting reasons and the one needs to find ways of managing, suited to specific,
strategic circumstances.

In most of those organizations, most of the people haven't been very happy much of the
time. Yet, by way of contrast, it is a common observation that the opposite-successful
organizations and happy people - tend to go together most of time. Many of us would sadly
claim that three were considerably more of those successful organizations run by happy people
when we started working than there are today. So what's gone wrong? What are the reasons?
Are we worse mangers than our parents? Have organizations Changed? Or people? Or both.
The task somehow becomes more difficult, and the technique not kept up.

Most important of all, is there any reason to hope for a renaissance of management that
can create a better world? This is a question where the rule, and not the exception, is
successful organizations run by happy people; where the g' :~~$of orgnaisations inspire passion
and no problems, where leaders coach and counsel ratf;(':;"~han command and control; and
where we know how to sustain these characteristics in the face of intensive competition and
wrenching change, so that future generations do not have to repeat the pain and suffering being
experienced through out the world or organizations today.

There are reasons why we live in difficult times, that there is a discipline - grand
strategy- to bring it about. Grand strategy is therefore about the transformation of management
·itself. Its purpose is to find a superior way of managing the ultimate competitive advantage.

12.2 Management Thinkers

) Great management thinkers articulate that the pen is mightier than the sword and that
the authority of words is so passionate that it can cut through systems, strategies, operations,
and the observation of masses. That is u'e strength of verbal phrasing when words are
expressed with' clarity, vision, and profound perceptions; that is when they evolve into
management thoughts and principles. People with this gift then become what we have phrased,
'Management Gurus'. Worldwide, there are renowned personalities known for their
management concepts, principles, and practices. The likes of such 'management celebrities'
are F W Taylor, Henry Fayol, P F Drucker, Elton Mayo, Tom Peters, Edward De Bono, Philip
Kotler, Peter Senge, Bob Waterman, Stephen Covey, and manymore.

Who are the leading and influential management thinkers? That was the simple
question that inspired the author to think over and ,briefly outline the biograp'9lcal sketches of the
leading and original thinkers of management A lot of hard w~{k was reqy'ired to answer this
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basic question and fin~\IY it
management gurus.

became possible to provide a very brief account of these

'12.3 ALVIN TOFFLER

Most managers cause change, though not always for the better. Yet no one is interested
in change for its own sake but because it produces tangible improvements of some kind. In this
book, there-fore, we are concerned, with positive change; which builds an organization,
develops its employees, and creates new opportunities for further positive change and
development.

12.3.1 Pace of Change

The second factor that has forced a rethink in handling change is the accelerating pace
of change. The impact has become so noticeable that in the 1970s Alvin Toffler dubbed in
'Future Shock' and people have been writing, researching and commenting on it ever since.
What are these changes? They are varied and not easily summarized except with rather
unhelpful headings like political, social demographic, economic forces.

Exhibit-12.1

TechnologicaJ f'<ictors that will influence change

~ Genet, ~.neering'
~ Electronic office
~ Automotive technology
.~ Communications
~ Construction advances
~ Space technology
~ Energy
~ Military ,aerospace technology
~ Transportation
~ Medical technology
~ Robotics
~ New materials
~ Measurement tools
~ Personal computers and networks
~ Artificial intelligence

If we analyse them in more detail, we begin torealize what is happening around us.
Some of the technology factors are shown in exbit-12.1. There are also complex social forces
at work. Exhibit-12.2 shows some 18 aspects of traditional life undergoing shifts likely to affect
the environment in which organizations must exist. The dizzy pace of changes in company
fortunes are more than enough to produceexecutive paranoia and stress. Only a few short
years after quoting their examples' of long terms success stories, the authors of In Search of
Excellence were.explalnlno theiadverse changes in fortunes of many of the oriqinal companies.

DB
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The changes that many organizations have had to face in a decade or so have been

stunningly symbolized by the motor industry and its suppliers, but there are also plenty of
examples in other fields, ranging from computers to mining, from local government to hotels.
Today's manager knows that we are living a period of rapid change, and today's business man
does not need convincing of the necessity for responding to that change. As one European

, consultancy firms has pointed out:

Much that is written is like feeding horror stories to someone who is already living in a
nightmare. It confirrns hisfears and strengthens his resolve to change but offers little practical
help in the way of signposts or guidelines.

'"".
Many mangers, unsure how to respond, become obsessed with structures,

centralizations versus decentralization, quality of work programmes, revamping incentive
systems, new personnel systems and so on. Once it hardly mattered if change was
approached in such a narrow ay as there was scope to recover from any major mistakes. But
for the foreseeable future-the climate is turbulent and stressful, and the price of large scale
failure has become unacceptably high.

Considering the mass of contradictory advice from often highly credible and respectable
sources, it is no wonder that many mangers believe that learning to handle change
constructively only comes from hard won experience (see Box 3). Yet it is possible to make
some sense of what seems to work. A useful starting point is to have a model of organizational
change which you can personally use, a mind map which is not confined to text books and
management courses.

There is no universal model or framework of organizational change, however, and each
manger must arrive at their own by an amalgam of personal values, hunches, attitudes, beliefs
and perceptions. Models are mind set for thinking about something clearly. They stimulate
more creative ways of tackling where, when and how to intervene to make things happen.

I
Traditional Emerging

L
11. Quality of life and quality of work life Expanded quality of life and quality of
I seen primarily in economic terms. working life values with growing emphasis

on personal growth, self realization, fir with
social/ physical environment.

2. Long-term results orientation towards Short-term rewards, hedonistic orientation-
rewards (from savings, promotion, live now, buy now, pay later, enjoy
superannuation, rewards in heaven. immediate satisfaction.
3. Protestant wotkethic- unquestioning Conditional work ethic depending on job
acceptance of hard work, thrift-belief in security, interest challenge, growth
free', capitalistic enterprise. oppo~~nities-belief in controlled markets,

cargo-cult, socialism. J

4. Accepted hierarchy of loyalties and ,. Variable loyalties apd unclear
I responsibility to god, country, family, class respensibility: new hierarchy iq;descending
I group. order may be self, family class group

country, God

Exhibit 12.2 Emerging Social Changes
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5. Sanctity of property owner ship, Shift rights of use and access to resources,
exploitative materialism, little concern for awareness of societal ownership and
environment/ecology. ecological/ environmental impacts.

I 6. Relative community of interests among Growing adversarial social group rivalries
.. ;erdependent producer groups, along and competitions for special treatment,
with rugged competitive individualism along with growing inter dependence and (

collaboration within groups.
7. Declining union membership among Growing white collar and professional
blue collar workers. unionism.

8. Acceptarice of selected drugs (tobacco, Acceptance of drug abuse as normal (hard
alcohol). drugs, drunkenness), decline in tobacco.
9. Respect for authority of position and Growing disrespect for authority of position
hierarchical decisions, trust in government. and government, growing respect for

-, demonstrative expertise and desire for
social consensus, participation in decision-
making.

10. Acceptance of the status quo, Acceptance of dissent, tolerance to non-
conformity to established social norms, conformity of social norms, innovations,
stability and rountines. change, flexibility.

~ 1: Acceptance of rigid moral. and ethical Relativism and more relaxed situation-
. principles of established religions based ethics and morals gap between

------~~~- ..-
religious principles and practice.

12. Acceptance of male dominance and Growing freedom of women, and toward
I double standards. economic, sexual, social equality.

13. Racial cultural intolerance Greater acceptance of multi-racial, multi-
cultural factors as enriching every society.

14. Acceptance of paternalistic, but fair Growing resentment and lack of trust,
government and business, and of market along with increasing demands on
mechanisms. government and business.
15. The individual as the basic unit and Social groups as the basic units which
gbal for social change-all men are equal advance us as individuals- all men are

equal but some are more equal than
others.

16. Concern and resentment toward Apathy, resignation, rationalization for
injustice (e.g. unemployment). injustice (eg unemployed are mainly dole

bludqers), with the emergence of a semi-
permanent class of jobless persons.

17. A relatively even distribution of age Rapidly ageing populations, with shift to
coh.orts in nuclear families no- nuclear families and isolation of oldies.

I 18. Education mainly of young people, More education of young people and
I creating realistic expectancies. - continuing of young people and continuing
I - . education of adults, creating unrealistic
I expectations.L

I +n ..")~ (

!

v~ 1-,,(
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12.3.2 From here to there

The simplest framework for thinking about the change process appears in Chart 2 in
which diagnosis of the need for change leads on to planning and eventually to interventions.
The latter lead to more problems and opportunities producing a new round of diagnosis,
planning and interventions. In various forms this model will be used throughout this book.

We can view change from several angels. The most personal is how we as individuals
must change ourselves, adapt and cope. Another angle, or particular interest to mangers, is
how organizations as a whole change. Excessive usage has turned the phrase 'organizational
change' into a woolly concept, but at its simplest it is about moving a situation in the
organization from

HERE to : , ; THERE.

Exhibit 12.3 Conflicting advice about Change

Analyse the need for change thoroughly Don't bother Organizations are too
complex to justify the efforts

Don't rush into action. Be more reflective Have a bias for action; beware of the
about the likely impact of change paralysis of analysis; action precipitates

change
We know little about the true levers of We know quite a lot research has
chanqe uncovered the essential change process

and how to make it happen
Resistance to change is bad Resistance is functional and should be

welcomed
When you have made a big change, Maintain the momentum; help change on.
evaluate before continuing change to get real results
Go toqreat lengths to tell people what Avoid announcements; make change quitly
changes you want so they become established facts of life.
Reactive management is bad Reactive management is good

, Managers should be highly proactive Managers are too prone to rush into action
! Good managers do not need to use power Effective managers use power
t .

I'relationships to achieve change relationships to foster change
! Stability should follow from a major change Stability is unattainable and undesirable
! effort
! React to the environment to avoid Act on the environment and transform it

organizational obsolescence
Treat the organization as a giant system - Treat the organization as merely loosely
everything depends on everything else linked sub-systems
To manage change, manage the To manage change, promote individualism
interdependencies and personal autonomy
Change is best generated by good team Real change stems from rampant
work individualism and product or service
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champions
Go for evolutionary, step-by-step change Go for radical transformations
Participation reduces the power gap Participation leaves the power gap
between manager and sub ordinates. unchanged; it merely links the needs pf

managers and sub-ordinates.

Change smashes the status quo, altering what happens in the enterprise. There are two
main types of organizational change:

Diagno
Intcrvcn

Plannin

• Strateqic
• Operational (day-to-day).

The first i~ highly distinctive and relates to the future direction of the organization
affecting one or more of the goals shown in Chart 1. Strategic change involves some major
switch in what the orqantzation does and how it does it, and it usually take place over months
or years, rather than days or weeks. '

Operational or day-to-day change, on the other hand, happens constantly. Mangers are'
always either causinq or responding to events which seldom in themselves amount to strategic !

change, althouqha succession of day-to-day events can accumulate into a significant shift.
Another: angle on operational change is that it is mainly opportunity change in which managers ,
take advantage of situations to alter situations. .
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12.4 THOMAS J. PETERS AND ROBERT.H. WATERMAN

Tom Peters (b.1942) is a native of Baltimore. He studied engineering at Cornell, before
heading to the west coast to get his MBA and PhD at Stanford. He saw active service in the
Vietnam War with the US Navy. In the mid-1970she joined McKinsey as a consultant, leaving
in 1981 to set up his own firm, now part of the Tom Peters Group. -

In 1982 appeared In Search of Excellence (written with Robert Waterman, a fellow
McKinsey partner). This became the best-selling management book of the twentieth century.
This was soon followed by the nearly as successful A Passion for Excellence (1985).

The book has achieved a cult following as it tied in with the need in the United States in
the early 1980s, to feel good about being an American again'. It showed that if significant parts
of American industry and business were excellent, others could be too. Its simplistic rhetoric
earned Peters a wrap over the knuckles from the venerable Peter Drunker. He chided Peters
for making "managing sound so incredibly easy. All you have to do is put that book under your
pillow and it will get done".

In Search of Excellence was an American classic, containing really great stories of do-
and-dare about 43 excellent American companies. It was not long on theorizing. It is liberally
spruced with nuggets of home-spun wisdom: "If a window of opportunity appears, don't pull
down the shade".

According to him, excellence in business depends on eight ingredients:

1. Activism, with people who "do it, fix it (and) try it"
2. Excellent companies "learn from the people they serve".
3. They promote entrepreneurship and autonomy
4. Management learns from a "hands-on" approach
5. Workers are valued as they key to achieving productivity
6. Excellent companies stick to their knitting; exploiting their core competencies and not
pursuing wild goose chases
7. They keep their form simple and their staff lean;
8. They know how to be simultaneously tight-fitting and expansive.
Peters has always been in favour of delegation in a company as the manger can't know

everything. If he tries, he'll get snowed under useless details.

A Darwinian approach to the achievement of excellence has to be adopted to achieve
excellence. It is better to do something wrong than do nothing: people should not be terrified of
making mistakes. The next time they try they'll learn from it and do it right, or hopefully better.
So excellence could be gained incrementally, through a series of small steps bonded by a
central message.

He is nota captive to consistency, A lot of the excellent companies praised by him in
Excellence have not stood the test of corporate time and some have disappeared. In today's
world .of shifting industry boundaries, the notion of telling a cpmpany tq stick to its knitting
seems akin to an order for corporate sutcide. But Peters doesn:t mind cha~ging his tune.
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Since he believes now that there are no excellent companies, has modified the
message. It is no longer enough to be excellent: companies have to stand out from the crowd,
companies have to shrink, even deconstruct, they have to innovate, they must make the
workplace more interesting.

Old structures are redundant as they are· obstructing progress. In Liberation
Management (1992), he pronounced the death of middle management with the sentence:
"..,.middle mangers as we have known them are cooked geese."

The individual employee increasingly has to brand himself or herself. He prophesies an
increasing number of women workers. He welcomes this as women are better than men at

.working in teams. .

. He believes that "90 percent of white-collar jobs will be totally reinvented/re conceived in
the next decade" His interest in crafting the new corporate citizen led to the production of a
series of books including. The Brand You 50 (1999) and Projest 50 (1999) .

. Peters is a consummate performer, injecting the same mechanism into his public
appearances as is found in his books. A lecture by Tom Peters is a performance, and a
spectacle. He is never static. Someone at an obvious loose end) once calculated that he walks
seven miles on stage while giving a lecture. He gives about a hundred talks a year throughout
the world. He jokes that that's why he call,edhis first horse, "Frequent Flyer".

Tom Peters and,Robert Waterman were also ipstrumental in the development of the 7Ss
, method of isolating management strengths and w~aknesses, developed with their former

colleague at McKinsey, Richard Pascale.

12.4.1Ability'to get things done

Making things happen is what managing change is all about. Where the various sub
systems are often only connected by fairly tenuous links: effective leadership of change
stresses proactive, transforming skills. The individual manger is motivated by an inner drive.
Peters and Waterman's study of Excellence showed that a bias for action was a common
feature of successful companies. .

To get things done requires a manger to be more than responsive to people and
situations, It demands pragmatic common sense combined with a good knowledge of the
organization's principal aims, In practical terms it means that you as a manger may have to:

•
i •

•

\ .. , •

•

FORMULATE your own goals
EVALUATE your own successes and failures with ruthless and sometimes painful
honesty' ') ,
SEEK constantly to clarify and simplify aims so that the tasks to make them happen
are clearly identified and allocated ,",

{ .
GO beyond your own job bounqarles and take an interest in events throughout the
whole orqanization ,
TESr<C(Dnstantly,whetherproposed action is really achievable and desirable

..1hic ~.:t:t" .
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• KEEP an eye on the 'bottom line' which may be profitability, quality of service,
morale and so on.

.-' ". ,.,,~., .

. 'Robert McNamara, .at one time in control of part of the Ford Motor Company, was
convinced that a certain new model should show a particular level of fuel consumption.
However the results.varied from one test to another.

The man in charge of the tests kept sending McNamara the futures, explaining that there
were always variations in wind conditions, drivers and the cars themselves. McNamara was
insistent. He had graphs and charts and he felt that the numbers imply must behave.

'. '

It was another Ford man who came to the rescue, He suggested to the man in charge
of tests: 'why don't you do the testing and.then when it's done I'll go in a corner and smooththe
numbers a little'. The numbers were smoothed and brought to McNamara who never went near
the actual cars himself. McNamara beamed - the car was shown to be performing according to
his numbers. .

McNamara should have seen for himself what was happening. Since he disliked cars
and was not too keen on meeting the people in the front line who were doing the actual work, he
stayed tied to his desk, trying to control by numbers .

. The importance of staying in close touch by walking around and seeing for yourself
sounds so basic as to be' hardly worth mentioning. Yet'it is often neglected as a' way of

'managing. Getting out and about is given all sorts of names: walking the shop floor, staying in
touch; keeping a management profile, and even MBWA increasingly popular myth Peters and

. Waterman were not the ones to discover it, although in their study of Excellence they drew
attention to its importance, finding that it was a pillar by which the highly successful Hewlett
Packard computer firm operated. Nor is there any secret to it, though many mangers seem
reluctant either to do it or acknowledge its value,

At the tail end of many a large organizational dinosaur employees will often describe the
lack of MBWA: .

• The top brass? We never see them here'
• Our head of department? Never comes near us'
• Now you mention it, I've never even met the person in charge'
• She visits alright, spends most of her time in the office with our supervisor'
• Only time I've met the top boss was when I joined'.

j

These comments are rarer where managing change is valued and managers at all levels
get out and about, staying in touch with what is, or is not happening. No matter how senior you
become there is no substitute for MBWA.

<. ,

In one highly profitable US confectionery firm the head office appointed the managing
director of the UK subsidiary at a salary far above the normal market rate, Before leaving for
England for his new job he received a message from head office: 'Good luck! Ask for help
anytime, but if there's a strike you're fired'. ThabMD soon acquised an obsession with staying in
touch, leaving his desk, plunging into the factory, and visiting all the distribution points, He
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demanded such close contact with trade union representatives that he insisted on meeting them
before they sought him out. By his walkabout approach he anticipated strikes, go slows and
overtimes bans. He was so in touch th2t ~1'3could smell trouble coming.

/

Management by walking about is seeing and talking to employees at all levels, learning
what they are thinking, tapping their ideas and enthusiasm. The larger the organization, the
more important this task becomes, especially or those in the rarified atmosphere of the
boardroom. A rather wider view of MBWA is getting out amongst customers, suppliers,
competitors, politicians, almost anyone outside the hierarchy.

Senior managers can spend their lives driving a desk, answering phone calls, handling
colleagues' questions, ploughing through reading matter and being legitimately busy. Once in
such a groove it requires a special effort to develop time for walkabouts.

Resist the tendency to become almost tOidiiy reliant on talking to 'your immediate peers.
While they have plenty in common with you and are usually sympathetic to your problems, such
a narrow focus is apt to create management stagnation rather than the drive to promote change
or learn whether agreed changes are actually happening.

How much in touch do you have to be? This is a dilemma as you ascend the corporate
tree. Spend too little time walking about and you may be unpleasantly surprised by events.
Spend too much time and you risk being forgotten by those at the centre. Staying in touch with
all parts of your organization develops your authority and prestige and being well informed
makes you valuable:

The bigger your job the more important it is to meet all levels of employees at their work
place.

12.5 KANTER, ROSABETH M

Rosabeth Moss Kanter holds the Ernest L. Arbuck!e Professorship at Harvard Business
School, where she specializes in strateqy innovation, and leadership 'for change. Her strategic
and practical insights have guided leaders of large and small organizations worldwide for over
25 years, through teaching, writing, and direct consultation to major corporations and
governments. The former Editor of Harvard Business Review (1989-1992), Professor Kanter
has been named on lists of the "50 most powerful women in the world" (Times of London), and
the "50 most influential business thinkers in the world" (Accenture and Thinkers 50 research).
In '2001, she received the Academy of Management's Distinguished Career Award for her
scholarly contributions to management knowledge, and in 2002 was named "Intelligent
Community visionary of the Year" by the World Teleport Association. Her current work
continues her focus on the transformation of major institutions, such as global corporations,
health care delivery systems, and other organizations seeking innovative new models.

Professor Kantar is the author or co-author of 16 books, which have been translated into
17 languages. Her latest book, Confidence: How Winning Streaks & Losing Streaks Begin &
End ( a New York Times business and #1 Business Week bestseller), describes the culture and
dynamics of high-performance organizations as compared with those on the decline, and shows
how to lead turnarounds, whether in businesses, hospitals, schools, sports teams, community

"
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organizations, or countries. Her classic prize winning book, Men & Women of the corporation
(C. Wright Mills award winner for the year's best book on social issues) offered insight to
countless individuals and organizations about corporate careers and the individual and
organizational factors that promote success; a spin-off video, A Tale of '0': On Being Different,
is among the world's most widely-used diversity tools; and a related book, Work & Family in the
. United States,' set a policy agenda (in 2001, a coalition of university centres created the
Rosabeth Moss Kanter Award in her honour for the best research on work/family issues).
Another award-winning book, when Giants Learn to Dance, showed many companies worldwide
how to master the new terms of competition at the dawn of the global .information age. World
Class: Thriving Locally in the Global Economy identified the rise of new business networks and
anlaysed the benefits and tensions of globalisation; it has guided public officials and civic
leaders in developing strategies and skills for the economy of the future.

She has received 22 honorary doctoral degrees, as well as numerous leadership awards
and prizes for her books and articles; for example, her book The Change Masters was named
one of the most influential business books of the zo" century (Financial times).Through Good
measure Inc., the consulting group she co-founded, she has partnered with IBM to bring her
leadership tools, originally developed for businesses, to public education as part of IBM's
award-winning reinventing Education initiative. She is an adviser to the CEOsof iarge and
small companies. has served on numerous business and non-profit boards and national or
regional commissions. and speaks widely, often sharing the platform with Presidents. Prime
Ministers and CEOs at national and international events, such as the World Economic forum in
Davos, Switzerland. Before joining the Harvard Business Schools faculty, she held tenured
professorships at Yale University and Brandeis University and was a Fellow at Harvard Law
School, simultaneously holding a Guggenheim Fellowship.

Her latest initiative involves the development and creation of an innovative insi.. for
advanced leadership, to ensure that successful leaders at the top of their professions can apply
their skills not only in managing their own enterprises. but also in helping solve the most
challenging national and global problems.

12.5.1 IDENTIFIABLE PHASES OR STAGES OF ACHIEVING CULTURE CHANGE

In a report on his observation of more then 100 attempts at organizational change,
Kotter (1995) concludes that most of -the failures are due to organisations' skipping or making
mistakes at one of the eight necessary steps in the process.

• Establishing a sense of urgency. _

• Forming a powerful guiding coalition.

• Creating a vision

• Communicating the vision

• Empowering others to act on the vision

• Planning and creating short-term wins
,

• Consolidating improvement and producing still more change.

/
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• Institutionalizing new approaches.

12.5.2 CULTURAL ATTRIBUTES OF CHANGE

Orgnisations are cultures: they can be studied and manipulated as such. Just as
individuals can adapt to their social surroundings, altering their appearance, beliefs and
behaviour.s, so too can organizations (Kanter et ai, 1992), However, it's worth emphasizing tile
importance of 'culture' as it relates to the creative management of change, Every enterprise,
public or private, will possess a unique cultural blueprint, which dictate4s how it interacts with its
environment and manages its people. Understanding the relationships between the cultural
web and changing environment greatly assist the organization tornanaqe change (Johnson &
Scholes, 1997).

12.6 SUMMARY

Great management thinkers articulate that the peri is mightier than the sword and that
the authority of words is so passionate that can cut through systems, strategies, operations and
the observation of masses. '

Alvin Toffler (1970s) explairredpace of change in future shock and people have been
writing, researching and commenting on it ever since. These changes' summarized as
technological factors that will influence change, emersions social changes and conflicting advise
about change,.

Thomas J peters and Robert H waterman were also instrumented in the development of
75 method of isolating management strengths and weakness, developed writer their former
colleague at Richard Pascale. Peters & Waterman study of excellence show that a bias for
action was a common feature of successful companies.

Kanter, Rosabeth Moss specialized in strategy innovation and leadership for change.
Her strategic and practical insights have guided leaders oflarqe and small organisations world
wide for over 25 years, through teaching, writing and direct consultation to major corporations
and government. Her current work continues focus on the transformation of major institutions,

.such' as global corporations, health care delivery systems and other organizations, seeking
innovative new models. Her latest initiative involves the development and creation of
innovative institute for advanced leadership, to ensure that successful leaders at the top of their
professions can apply their skills in not only managing their own enterprises but-also in helping
to solve the most challenging national and global problems. J .•

12.7 KEY WORDS

1. Excellence - organizational excellence: Excellence means surpassing or outstanding
achievement. Excellence is important to the society because it sets an example, a standard
of behavior that is socially useful. . Human excellence is manifested not just through
individual efforts. Team effort is often needed, especially in organizational settings, to
ensure surpassing or outstanding achievement. In settings such as sizeable orqanizatlons;
where specialization i~ extensive, excellent team work is vital for human excellence.
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2. Leadership: The influence that particular individuals exert upon the goal achievement of

others in an organization context.

3. Productivity: The output ratio within a time period with due consideration for quality.
I

4. Competency: Ability to perform exceptionally when and increase the stock of targeted
resources within in the firm.

5. Core Competence: Activities that the firm performs especially well when compared to its
competitors and through which the firn: adds value to its goods and services over a long
period of time.

12.8 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

1) Discuss the contributions of Alvin Toffler's?

2) Examine the contributions of THOMAS J. PETERS AND ROBERT.H. WATERMAN

3) Give a brief note on contributions of kantar, ROSABETH M

4) Discuss the role of management thinkers to understand the changes in organizations?
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LESSON -13

EMPOWRING PEOPLE TO HANDLE CHANGE IN
ORGANISATIONS

13.0 OBJECTIVE

After going through this lesson, students are able to understand

)0> Empowering people to handle change in orqanizations
)0> Definition, meaning of empowerment.
)0> The actions that empower employees and barriers to empowerment
)0> Organizational development is the road to empowerment.

STRUCTURE.
13.1 INTRODUCTION
13.2 EMPOWERMENT

13.2.1 Definition
13.2.2 Meaning
13.2.3 Actions that Empower Employees
13.2.4 Barriers to Empowerment

13.3 Organizational Development the Road to Empowerment
13.3.1 00 VALUES
13.3.2 00 INTERVENTIONS

13.4 COACHING A VITAL SKILL FOR HANDLING CHANGE
13.5 EMPOWERING PEOPLE TO HANDLE CHANGE IN THE NEW PEOPLE ECONOMY

13.5.1 KNOWLEDGE IS COMPETITIVE EDGE
13.5.2 NEW PEOPLE MANAGEMENT
13.5.3 CHANGE MANAGEMENT AND NPM

13.6 SUMMARY

13.7 KEY WORDS

13.8 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

13.9 SUGGESTED BOOKS FOR FURTHER READING

13.1 INTRODUCTION

Chrysler Corp. has been empowering its people and achieving some spectacular results.
Catherine Diethorn of Chrysler Financial designed a self-calculating branch cash system on her
personal computer at home that saves the company $525,000 annually. John Rousseau and
James Groves, who work at a Chrysler stamping plant in Michigan, created a sound deadener
used on car and truck doors that saves the company $2 million a year. A twelve-person cross-
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functional paint analysis team came up with ideas to improve vehicle paint quality that are
saving Chrysler a staggering $15 million a years.-,

Johnsonville Foods, a family-owned sausage company in WiscOnsin, is proving that
empowerment can work in small organizations, too. Johnsonville workers hire and fire one
another, buy the company's equipment, and act as their own bosses. Volunteers from the shop
floor write the manufacturing budget. Another group of workers designs the manufacturing line.
And empowering employees has positively affected the company's performance. In one recent

. six-year period. Johnsonville doubled its return on assets, experienced a fifteen-percent annual
rise in sales, and kept its pay-roll increase to only about half the growth in sales.

Even the public sector is jumping on the empowerment bandwagon. The state of
Kentucky, for example, is' putting into place an innovative incentive-pay system keyed to how
well each school's students perform. The program involves a dramatic shift of power to
teachers. School boards and principals become merely advisors as teacher-dominated

. governing councils in each school are given the authority to override a wide range of state and
union rules. Disappointed with the traditionally way schools have been run, reformers hope that
empowering teachers will produce better ideas in every area of ed" +tlon, trom curriculum to
teaching rn. [0 ods. The Kentucky plan provides bonuses of up to tntsen percent to the entire
staff if its school improves- and to no one if it doesn't.

Organizations like Chrysler, Johnsonville Foods, and the state of Kentucky have joined
other prominent companies -AT & T, Colgate Palmolive, PPG Industries, General Dynamics,
Delta Airlines, F--JderalExpress, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Motorola, Wal-Mart - in recently moving
to empower their employees. The impetus for this movement is clearly illustrated by AT&T's
experience. Downsizing has meant that the peopie whoa re left often have to take over the task
of others. One AT&T manager had to assume managerial responsibilities for three areas that
had previously been handled by three people. This manager had to empower her people
"because you can't know every data system and every policy. It's been a letting-go process and
a stretching". Empowerment allows organizations like AT&T to become more.efficient and more
effective - to do more with less.

In the following pages, we'll provide a detailed definition of empowerment, show the kind. \

of changes management needs to make if it wants to successfully empower its people, and
consider some of the barriers to the effective introduction of empowerment.

13.2 Empowerment

People experience a feeling of helplessness when they lack the power to control their
destiny. This is as true of organizations as it is of society. Some employees feel that their
performance in the job is dependent on others in the organization and their own efforts have
little impact on their performance. Such helplessness on the part of the employees leads to a
lowering of their self-efficacy. Self-efficacy refers to the conviction in an employee that he has
the ability to successfully perform his job and make meaningful contributions towards the growth
and success of the orqanizatlon. There are many reasons for an employee to experience low
self-efficacy. The factors may be associated with the workplace or with organizational changes ..
Factors associated with the workplace include problems relating to working under an
authoritarian leader, lack of varietyjn the job, ambiguity with regard to the employee's role in the
organization, lack of freedom in thejob, and faulty reward schemes in the organization- all these
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"could contribute to lowering the employee's self-efficacy. A lowering of self-efficacy may also
occurdurirg major organizational changes such as mergers, restructuring and downsizing.
,\. .

Mahagers in organizations should make concerted efforts to enhance the self-efficacy
levels of employees. Employees with low self-efficacy lack motivation and focus on their
weaknesses rather than their strengths. As a result, they lack confidence in their abilities to
.accomplish complex and difficult tasks and are reluctant to take on challenges and additional
responsibilities. Enhancing the self-efficacy levels of employees makes it possible for
employees to achieve more for themselves and the organization. Empowerment is one way to
ralseselt-ettlcacy levels of employees.

" 0 'Empowerment, thus, is the process of identifying and removing the causes for low self-
o ~ffjcacyjn employees: 'It helps employees to face work-related problems with confidence.

'-. '-j , <

13.2.1 Definition

We empower people by involving them in their work through a process of inclusion.
Empowerment, then, is a process that increases employee's intrinsic task motivation. What
does management need. to do to increase intrinsic motivation? Take actions that positively
affect impact, competence, meaningfulness, and choice. Let's briefly define what's meant by
these terrns..

Impact. An employee's task has impact if it is perceived as "making a difference" in
terms of accomplishing the purposes of the task,

Competence. If a person can perform task activities skillfully when he or she tries, then
the task positively affects competence.

Meaningfulness. If you view the task you're doing as worthwhile-if you care about what
you do-it provides meaningfulness,

Choice, A task provides choice if it allows the employee self-determination in performing
task activities.

These four dimensions might remind you of our discussion of task characteristics
theories, specifically the job characteristics model. If they did, you're on the right track. Impact
is analogous to knowledge of results. In the JCM, feedback creates this psychological state. In
the JCM, skill variety, task identity, and task significance lead to the psychological state of
meaningfulness. Finally, choice is analogous to autonomy in the JCM. So the only real
difference between the concept of empowering people and designing jobs that score hig~ on the
JCM's core dimensions is that empowerment requires that people believe they are able to .
perform activities competently, As you'll see, empowerment is' an .excetlent concept for.,
integrating many of the contemporary practices introduced in this book.

13.2.2 Meaning

The term empowerment means giving employees power and authority to make ,decisions
on their own. When people are allowed to work with minimal interference from their superiors
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and are given the authority and responsibility to make decisions, they are said to be empower.
Employees can be empowered by ensuring their participation in decision-making. Particlpation
is defined as the mental land emotional involvement of people in the activities of the group,
which encourages them take responsibility for and contribute to the achievement of group goals.

Participation proves advantageous for the organization in many ways. It improves the
quality and quantity of output ' It also improves the motivation levels of employees, decreases
the rate of attrition and absenteeism, and improves communication within the organization.

, ,

Other lesser tangible benefits are decreases in the number of conflicts. Certain prerequisites
are essential for participation; for instance adequate time should be allowed for participation,
and the potential benefits of participation should be greater than the costs involved. For
participating effectively, the emplioy6ees must also have the relevant abilities and skills, and
should be interested in that particular area of other and they should not perceive the process as
a threat to their position or status. The degree of participation also depends on the area of job
freedom for that particular department.

13.2.3 Actions that Empower Employees

Empowerment D,imensions
Actions Impact Competence Meaningfulness Choice

Delegate authority x

Use participative x
decision making

Encouraqe self-management x x
Enrich jobs x x x'

Create self-managed
"Work teams x x x

Create tasks that "'
Provide intrinsic
Feedback x

Install upward performance
Appraisals x

Lessen formalization x

Create a supportive
Culture x x x

, Encouraqe goal
" ~{>- .Setting x ';",18
'3·lf~·
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Educate and train
Employees x

13.2.4 Barriers to Empowerment

Despite the recent popularity of empowerment, some notes of caution need to be
sounded. There are potential barriers to empowerment that can doom any program. Some of
these barriers are fairly easily removed, while others present long-term, or even impossible,
obstacles to empowerment's success.

\

There are organizations where empowerment's goal of inclusion is incongruent with the
culture. These .are culture in which employees lack commitment, members fail to share the
organization's goals, or employees are fearful of retribution if they take the initiative. A recent
survey, for example, found that workers are often reluctant tot take the initiative unless they
have a union to protect them. Management, of course, can change its organizational culture to
be more supportive of empowerment, but this is typically a long-term proposition.

Fear of retribution can be a problem for management, too. It is unreasonable to expect
managers to distribute power to others if they can expect to be punished when those others
rnak; mistakes. Managers will not delegate authority if they must retain full responsibility for
decisions made in their units. The practice of firing the coach when the team loses can be
changed but where it exists -l has an entrenched history, mangers will fight the process of
empowering their people.

Some organizations have, intentionally or otherwise, hired employees with a low need
for autonomy. .They then reinforce this need by providing directive or autocratic leadership.
Employees who want the security 'of having some-one tell them what to do and when to do it will
resist empowerment. Training and education can often be effective in overcoming this obstacle,
however.

Certain managerial personalities can be handicap to implementing an empowerment
program. For example, mangers with a high power need are likely to be reluctant to give up the
control they have worked hard to others may not. Managers in the latter group will probably
need to be replaced if empowerment is to work.

Finaily, we suggest that some national cultures are incompatible with the empowerment
philosophy. We might hypothesize those national cultures that are high in power distance, that
view people as evil, or hold hierarchy in high regard are unlikely to readily embrace
empowerment.

13.3 Organizational Development the Road to Empowerment

Organizational development (OD) is not an easily definable single concept. Rather, it is a
term used to encompass a collection of planned-change interventions, built on humanistic-
democratic values that seek to improve organizational effectiveness and employee well-being.
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13.3.1 00 Values

The 00 paradigm values human and organizational growth, collaborative and
participative processes, and a spirit of inquiry. The change agent may be directive in 00;
however, there is a strOng emphasis on collaboration. Concepts such as power, authority,
control, conflict, and coercion are held in relatively low esteem among OD change agents. The
following briefly identifies the underlying values in most 00 efforts:

1. Respect for people. Individuals are perceived as being responsible, conscientious, and
caring. They should be treated with dignity and respect.

2. Trust and Support. The effective and healthy organization is characterized by trust,
authenticity, openness, and a supportive climate.

3. Power equalization. Effective organizations de-emphasize hierarchical authority and
control.

4. Conformation. Problems shouldn't be swept under the rug. They should be openly
confronted.

5. Participation. The more that people who will be affected by a change are involved in the
decisions surrounding that change, the more they will be committed to implementing
those decisions. .

13.3.2 00 Interventions

OD can be thought of as a road to ernpowerm=nt. By that we mean that OD
. interventions can provide the change vehicle for making peoj..e more accepting and comfortable

with empowerment. In the following pages, we'll present five interventions that change agents
might consider using to help create the cli8mate of trust, openness, and support needed to
make empowerment work.

13.4 Coaching - a Vital Skill for Leaders:

The new breed of leaders recognizes that though autocracy no longer. works, yet
employee empowerment alone is not enough. The skills of coaching have lately been
rediscovered by more effective organizations and teams. You cannot be a leader without a
following, and you have to delegate appropriately .. The leader is best placed to enhance the
performance and learning abilities, on the job, of colleagues. Coaching aims to enhance these
abilities. "It involves providing feedback, but it also uses other techniques such as motivation,
effective questioning and consciously matching your management style to the coacher's
readiness to undertake a particular task"

Self-leadership is an extensive set of strategies focused on the behaviours, thoughts,
and feelings that we use to exert influence over ourselves. In the new economy, given the rapid
change, complexity, high-tech autonomous work roles and employee empowerment in the
knowledge-based enterprises, the new orqanlzational structures are typically run by people who
demand a different kind of culture than the old command-and-control format. Today, people are
better educated and demand from their jobs more entrusted responsibilities and opportunities
for personal growth, not just a paycheck. Talented and empowered employees are the prime
ingredient of Organizational success and they need to be able to,!ead thems,elves
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13.5 EMPOWERING PEOPLE TO HANDLE CHANGE IN THE NEW
PEOPLE ECONOMY

If thought generates knowledge; the credo of tomorrow's corporation is clear. But
knowledge of today's - and tomorrow's - business is not the understanding of the unchanging.
It is, actually, a combination of know-what, know-why, and know-how, as embedded in the
consciousness of the only entity capable of producing and processing it - people.

As the driving force" behind the new economy, knowledge is powering corporations
towards ways of doing business that they never thought possible. And as the most important
determinant of the distinctive way in which every organization operates, it has become a factor
of production today. Asserts management guru Peter F. Drucker "Knowledge is the only
meaningful resource today".

13.5.1 KNOWLEDGE IS COMPETITIVE EDGE

Significantly, people are also the only resource that corporates cannot move freely
across boundaries. What they're doing, therefore -as Japanese' management guru Kenichi
Ohrnae points out -e- is to leverage their access to information, capital,and technology to break
the old concepts of 'national business, and set up operations anywhere in the world that it wants
to.

The more hi-tech dorn.nates the shopfloor, the more crucial today is the role of people in
manufacturing. Contemporary manufacturing practices are assigning entire tasks of teams of
workers on the shopfloor, leaving them free to share precise responsibilities among themselves.
Thus, the unique contribution of team member is crucial to the performance of that team.

13.5.2 NEW PEOPLE MANAGEMENT

Uniting the organisation's direction with that of its employees, a new' human resource
management is triggering a fusion of the knowledge pools of the individual and of the

. organization, culminating in the combined triumph of both .. Global. competiti9veness can be
achieved not through the best technologies and plants, but by effectively motivating employees
to perform at global standards. A new approach to managing people becomes absolutely
critical. As a result, the .human resource function has acquired a new and crucial responsibility,
ensuring that corporate and individual objectives are moulded into one, . .'

CEOs can achieve that goal only by integrating human resource planning,
implementation, and validation firmly w.iththeir strategic activities, thus giving birth tot the new
people management (NPM). Its principal mandate: develop and execute policies, programmes
and practices that align all human activity to corporate objectives, The' major paraqlqrn shift
.taking plate in the management of human resources is the progressive inteqratlon of
conceptual values with operational values.
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13.5.3 CHANGE MANAGEMENT AND NEW PEOPLE MANGEMENT

To reinvent themselves in order to cope with the post-liberalisation competition, Indian
corporations started in the wrong place: transforming organizational practices and processes
without changing first the mindset of the people who would mange them. From reengineering to
time-based management, from total quality management to cellular manufacturing, no attempt
to bridge the gap with global standards fin quality, costs, product-cycle time, or technology can
succeed without managing people effectively.

For, all of them can only be actuated by linking the top management's vision for change
to the frontline workers who will be its instruments. And it is the function of the NPM to establish
a powerful coalition within the company by commLinicating that vision.

13.4 SUMMARY
,

People experience a feeling of helplessness when they lack the power to control their
destiny. This is as true of organizations as it is of society. We empower people by involving
them in their work through a process of inclusion. Empowerment, then,is a process that
increases employee's intrinsic task motivation. Employees can be empowered by ensuring their
'participation', in decision-making. Participation is defined as the mental iand emotional
involvement of people in the .activities of the group, which encourages them take responsibility

. for and contribute to the achievement of group goals. Participation proves advantageous for the
organization in many ways. It improves the quality and quantity of output. It also improves the
motivation levels of employees, decreases the rate of attrition and absenteeism, and improves
communication within the organization.

To reinvent themselves in order to cope with the post-liberalisation competition, Indian
corporations started in the wrong place: transforming organizational practices and processes
without changing first the mindset of the people who would mange them. .Frorn reenqineennq to
time-based management, from total quality management to cellular manufacturing, no attempt
to bridge the gap with global standards fin quality, costs, product-cycle time, or technology can
succeed without managing people effectively. ' .

13.5 KEY WORDS'

1. Coaching: Coaching is a kind of daily training and feedback given to employees by
immediate supervisors. It involves a continuous process of learning by doing.
2. Skill: Ability to do something expertly and well.
3. Empowerment: The act of delegating power and authority to a subordinate sotthatthe
goals of-the manger can be accomplished.
4. 'Grganizational development: A collection of planned change 'interventions, -built on
humanistic democratic values that seek to improve organizational effectiveness and employee
wellbeing.
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13.6 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

1) Define empowerment and explain its barriers?
2) Discuss the OD as the road to empowering people to handle change in organsiations?
3) Explain empowering people to handle change in new people economy?

13.7 SUGGESTED BOOKS FOR FURTHER READING

1) Jayantee Saha, Management and Organizational Behaviour, Excel Books, New Delhi,
2006. .

2) Kavita Singh, Organisational Change and development, Excell books, New Delhi, 2005.
3) Andrew Leagh Effective Change: Twenty ways to make it happen, University Press,

Hyderabad, 1996.

Dr. NAGARAJU. BATTU



Lesson - 14

Organisational Development: Definitions,
Meaning, Characteristics, Objectives and Values

1.0 Objective:

);> After reading this introductory lesson on organisational Development (00) students are.
);> Able to make ware about the Definitions, and Meaning of 0.0.
~ Understanding the characteristics of 00 .
.,. Know the objectives and values of 0.0.

Structure of the Lesson:

14.1 Introduction
14.2 Definitions of Organisational Development (00)
14.3 Characteristics of 0.0.
14.4 Meaning
14.5 0.0. Objectives
14.6 0.0. Values
14.7 Concluslon
14.8 Self Assessment Questions
14.9 Glossary
14.10 References

14.1. Introduction:

Organization development (00) deals with organizational aspects of the behavioural
sciences and may be known as, or associated with, human resource development, organization
behaviour, organization psychology, and organization renewal. 00 also tends to overlap such
fields as employee relations, sociology, anthropology, management, training, education, human
relations, clinical psychology, and probably every other social and behavioural sciences.

Definitions of 00 are many varied. A particularly useful one is : Any planned activity
directed toward helping the members of an organization to interact more effectively in pursuit of
the organization's goals. One practitioners _insist that other previsions be stipulated, such as :
must be ail organization-wide effort; must be directed toward more participative management;
must provide for integrating the individuals goals with the' organizatmn's must be considered on
ongoing process- not an activity. The real difference between 00 activities and those technologically,
economically, or administratively imposed is that 00 is intehtlonally ba1s'9dona scientific awareness
of human behaviour and organization dynamics.
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The Promise of 00. The great promise of 00 lies in its ability to n merge the interests of
individuals and organization and make both more successful. Much personal unhappiness can be
traced to feelings of being inadequately integrated in organizations- particularly in work
organizations. Similarly much organizational inefficiency can be traced to member disinterest in,
or even hostility to, the organization. In the past, organizations have been successful due largely
to the intuitive talent of leaders or the fortuitous combinations of the many contributing factors. In
the future, organizations will owe more of their success to those who aptly use 00 concepts and
techniques 00 will not overcome such deficiencies as outdated technology, inadequate financing,
or hostile and overwhelming external forces, it will enable organizations to cope more effectively
with these negative influences. 00 does this by releasing the power of people to work willingly
together for the common good.

14.2. Definitions of Organization Development:

The literature contains numerous definitions of organization development. w~ examine
several here and present one of our own. A good way to gain an appreciation for what 00 is all
about is to see how various authors have described the field over the years. No single accepted
definitions of 00 exists, but there is general agreement on the nature of the field and its major
characteristics.

Some early definitions of organization development follow.

Organization development is an effort (1) planned, (2) organization-wide, and (3) managed
from the top, to (4) increase organization effectiveness and health through (5) planned interventions
in the organization's "processes", using behavioural-science knowledge. -

Organization development (00) is a response to change, a complex educational strategy
intended to change the beliefs, attitudes, values, and structure of organizations so that they can
better adapt to new technologies, markets, and challenges, and the dizzying rate of change itself.

00 can be defined as a planned and sustained effort to apply behavioural science for
system improvement, using reflexive, self-analytic methods.

Organization development is a process of planned change-change of an organization's
culture from one which avoids an examination of social processes (especially decision making,
planning and communication) to one which institutionalizes and legitimizes this examination.

As you can see, these definitions contain a great deal of overlap (that's encouraging), and
several unique insights (that's enlightening)AII authors agree that 00 is a field of applied behavioural
science related to planned change. Likewise, they agree that the target of change is the total
organization or system. The goals of 00 are increased organizational effectiveness and individuals
development. )t· "

Schmuck and Miles provide an- important insight into the 00 process with the words
"reflexive, self-analytic methods", In 00, organization members systematically critique how they. ,
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are doing in order to learn how to do better. Burke and Hornstein's idea of "Legitimizing" an:
"examination of social processes" speaks to the same issue of becoming more self-analytical.

Several definitions emphasize the importance of organization processes. Vail depicts OD
as a "process for improving processes" a keen, accurate observation. Likewise, several definitions
emphasize the crucial role of organization culture. Organization culture and processes are high-
priority targets in most 00 programs. .

Achieving congruence among the components of the organization such as strategy,
structure, culture, and processes is emphasized by Beer and by Cummings and Worley. Cummings
and Widely suggest getting the components right (planned development), and keeping hem right'
(reinforcement). Porras and Robertson suggest that 00 is a "package" of theories, values, strategies
and techniques. This package is what gives 00 its distinct character compared to other
improvement strategies.

Bennis calls 00 both a response to chanqe and an educational strategy intended to
change beliefs, attitudes, values, and organization structure- all directed toward making the
organization better able to respond to changing environmental demands. His definitions is as
relevant today as when it was first written. Porras and Robertson state that the aim of 00 is to
alter people's behaviours by changing organizational work settings. Beer's definition is the only
one a mention "developing the organization's self-renewing capacity"- a central goal in all 00
programs - but the desirability of creating self-renewing, "learning organizations" is found in the
writings of all these authors. --

These definitions collectively convey a sense of what organization development is and
does. They describe in broad outline the nature anc methods of 00. There is no set definition of
00, and no agreement on the boundaries of the field, that is, what practices should be included
and excluded. But these are no serious constraints given the fact that the field is still evolving, and
the fact that the field is still evolving, and the fact that there is a central core of understanding
about the field, as shown in the preceding definitions.

Now let's turn to our definition of organization development. yve do not propose it as the
"right" definition, but as one that includes characteristics we think are important for the present
and future of the field. Organization development is a long-term effort, led and supported by top
management, to improve an organization's visioning, empowerment, learning, and problem-solving
processes, through an- ongoing, collaborative management of organization culture-with special
emphasis on the culture of intact work teams and other team configurations-utilizing the consultant,
facilitator role and the theory and technology of applied behavioural science, including action
research. This is a lengthy definition, but it includes a number of components we consider essential.

I

We will explain this definition in some d~tCjil.

By long-term effort we mean that organizational change and development take time-several
years in most cases. Ralph Kllrnann's book, Beyond the Quick Fix, tells the story correctly: There
is no "quick fix" when it comes to lasting organizational improvement. In fact, it is more accurate to
describe "improvement" as a never-ending journey of continuous change. A program or initiative
moves the organization to a higher plateau, then another initiative moves it to yet a higher plateau
of effectiveness.
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The phrase led and supported by top management states a virtual imperative: Top
management must lead and actively encourage the change effort. Organizational charge is hard,
serious business; it includes pain and c, ':ack as well as successes, Top management must
initiate the improvement "journey" and be committed to seeing it through to completion. Most 00
programs that fail do so because top management was ambivalent, lost its commitment, or became
distracted with other duties.

By visioning processes we mean those processes through which organization members
develop a viable, coherent, and shared picture of the nature of the products and services offered
by the organization, how those goods will be produced and delivered to customers, and what the
organization and its members can expect from each other. Visioning meanscreating a picture of
the desired future that includes salient features of the human side of the organization and then
working together to make that picture a reality.

By empowerment processes we mean those leadership behaviours and human resource
practices that enable organization members to develop and utilize their talents as fully as possible
toward the goals of individual growth and organizational success. Involving large numbers of
people to help build the vision of tomorrow, develop the strategy for getting there, and making it
happen is what we mean by empowerment. For empowerment to become a fact of life, it must be
built into the very fabric of the organization- its strategy, structure, processes, and culture.

By learning processes we mean those interacting, listening, and self-examining processes
that facilitate individual, team, and organizational learning. Peter Senge describes learning
organization as " ... organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create the
results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective
aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning how to learn together". As Charis,
Argyris advises people and organization must avoid the top of "defensive routines" ""those habitual
reactions to situations that prevent embarrassment and threat, but that also prevent learning.

Problern-solvlnq processes refer to the ways organization members diagnose situations,
solve problems, make decisions, and take actions in relation to problems, opportunities, and
challenges in the organization's environment and its internal functioning. Recall that Michael Beer's
definition called for "developing new and creative organizational solutions". We believe such
solutions are enhanced by tapping deeply into the creativity, commitment, vitality, and common
purposes of all members of the organization, in contrast to having only a select few be involved in
problem solving. We further believe that having a compelling vision of a desired future that is
widely shared and endorsed creates the best climate for effective problem solving by all the
organization's members. Empowerment means involving people in problems and decisions and
letting them be responsible for results.

By ongoing collaborative management of the organization's culture we mean, first that one
.of the most important things to manage in organizations is the culture, the prevailing pattern of
values, attitudes, beliefs, assumptions, expectations, activities, interactions, norms, sentiments,
and artifacts. And second, managing the culture should be a collaborative business .L widespread
participation in creanr.q and managing a culture that satisfies the wants and needs of individuals
at the same time that it fosters the organization's purposes is the best way to do this, Collaborative
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management of the culture means that everyone not just a few, has a stake in making the
organization work. Just as visioning, empowerment, learning, and problem-solving processes are
'opportunities for collaboration in organization development, so is managing the culture.

By including culture so prominently in our definition, we affirm our belief that culture is the
bedrock of behaviour in organizations. There is reciprocal influence between culture, strategy,
structure, and processes; each is important and each influences the others. But culture is of
primary importance. Edgar Schein clarifies the nature and power of culture inhis definition: "Culture
can now be defined as (a) a pattern of basic assumptions, (b) invented, discovered, or developed
by a given group (c) as it learnt to cope with its problems of external adaptation and internal
integration (d) that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore (e) is to be
taught to new members as the (f) correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those
problems". So culture consists of basis assumptions, values and norms of behaviours that are
viewed as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel-that is why culture change is necessary for
true organizational improvement.

Our definition places roughiy equal weight on culture and processes, in the belief that bot;h
are central in 00 programs. Processes are how things get done, and we highlight the importance
of visioning, empowerment, learning and problem-solving processes. Processes are relatively
easy to change, so this is where 00 programs often begin stop doing things one way and start
doing them a different way. But change becomes permanent when the culture changes and the
newways are accepted as the "right" ways. We believe that when the culture promotes collaboration,
empowerment, and continuous learning the organization is bound to succeed.

By intact work teams and other team configurations we recognize the centrality of teams
for accomplishing work in organizations. We think teams are the basic building blocks of
organizations. When teams function well, individuals and the total organization function well. Team
culture can be collaboratively managed to ensure effectiveness.

Intact work teams consisting of superior and subordinates with a specific job to perform
are the most prevalent form of teams in organizations. Team building and role and goal clarification
interventions are standard activities in 00 programs directed toward intact work teams. But in
many organizations today, intact work teams do not have a boss in the traditional sense- the
teams manage themselves: These self-directed teams assume complete responsibility for pianning
and executing work assignments. In addition to team building and role and goal clarification,
members have to be trained in additional competencies such as planning, quality control, and
using management information. Over time, performance appraisals, hiring, firing, and training
become tasks controlled by self-directed teams. The results are usually highly gratifying both for
the team members and for the organization.

In today's organizations there is also increased use of ad-hoc teams that assemble, perform
a specific task, and disband when the task is completed. The current method for getting complex
tasks done in organizations is to assemble a cross-functional team comprised of members from
all the functional specialties required to get the job done such as design, engineering, manufacturing,
and procurement. The old.method was to have tunctionatspecialists work in the problem in serial
or sequential fashion. When one function was finished with its part of the project, it "threw the
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results over the wall" to the next functional unit in sequence. This method resulted in loss of synergy,
wasted time, much rework, and considerable antagonism between the separate functional
specialists.

In Liberation Management, Tom Peters predicts that the work of tomorrow (most of-which
will be "brain work") will be done by ad hoc teams brought together to accomplish a task, and then
disbanded with the people going on to new tasks ..Multifunctional projectization and horizontal .
systems are the terms he uses to describe these teams and their work. Temporary, multifunctional,
constantly shifting teams will be the dominant configuration for getting work done, accordinq to'
Peters. The thesis of Liberation Management is that contemporary bureaucratic structures with
their functional specialties and rigid hierarchies are all wrong for the demands of today's fast-
paced marketplace. He writes. t

But I've come to realize that, in this madcap world, turned-on and theoretically empowered
people ... will never amount to a hill of beans in the vertically oriented, staff-driven, thick-headquarters
corporate structures that still do most of the world's business Empower until you're blue in the
face. Call in the best consultants and create the best strategies. It'll make no difference unless the
arteries are unclogged (the "structure" part), then radically rewired (the "systems" part).

The skills required to work effectively in teams will be at a premium in such a world.

The phrase utilizing the consultant-facilitator role conveys our belief that leaders can benefit
from seeking the- assistance of professional help in planning and implementing 00 initiatives. In
the early phases, at least, it is desirable to have the services of a third-party consultant-facilitator.
He third party role is very powerful. That person is typically seen as bringing objectively, neutrality,
and expertise to the situation. The third party also is not captive to the culture of the unit undertaking
the programme. This does not mean that the third party cannot be a member of the organization;
rather, it means that he or she should not be a member of the particular unit that is initiating the
OD effort.

Part of an effective 00 effort is a growing awareness of the significance of the consultant-
facilitator role and a growing capability of many organizational members to perform that role,
whether on an ad hoc or a more formalized basis. Numerous members should be encouraged to
increase their consultation skills and use these kills in various ways such as helping to run more
effective meeting or provide counsel to peers. We are thus calling attention to the facilitator role in
organizations as well as facilitator persons.

By the theory and technology of applied behavioural science we mean insight from the
sciences dedicated to understanding people in organizations, how they function, and how they
can function better. 00 applies knowledge and theory, Therefore, in addition to the behavioural
sciences such as psychology, social psycholoqy, soclofoqy, and so on mentioned earlier, applied
disciplines such as adult education, p~y.thotherapy, social work, economics and political science
have contributions to make:~p the pracV¢e of 00. Porras and Robertson state.

Organizational development (00) is the practical application of the science of organizations.
Drawing from several disciplines for its models, strategies, and techniques, 00 focuses on the
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planned change of human systems and contributes to organization science through the knowledge
gained from its study of complex change dynamics.

And finally, by action research we mean the participative model of collaborative and iterative
diagnosis and action taking in which the leader, organization members, and 00 practitioner work
together to define and resolve problems and opportunities. Because of the extensive applicability
of this model in 00, another definition of organization development could be organization
improvement through participant action research.

14.3. Characteristics of Orqanlsatlcnal Development:

This definition contains the elements we believe are important for 00. To summarize, here
are the primary distinguishing characteristics of organization development.

1. 00 focuses on culture and processes.
2. Specifically, 00 encourages collaboration between organization leaders and members in

managing culture and processes.
3. Teams of all kinds are particularly important for task accomplishment and are targets for

00 activities.
4. 00 focuses on the human and social side of the organization primarily, and in so doinq

also intervenes in the technological and structural sides.
5. Participation and involvement in problem solving and decision making by all levels of the

organization are hallmarks of 00.
6. 00 focuses on total system change and views organizations as complex social systems.
7. 00 practitioners are facilitators, collaborators, and co-learners with the client system.
8. An overarching goal is to make the client system able to solve its problems on its own by

teaching the skills and knowledge of continuous learning through self-analytical methods.
00 views organization improvements as an ongoing process in the context of a constantly
changing environment. .

9. 00 relies on an action r:esearch model with extensive participation by client system
members.

10. 00 takes a development view that seeks the betterment of both individuals and the
organization. Attempting to crate "win-win" solutions is standard practice in 00 programs.

These characteristics of organization development depart sub-stantially from traditional
consultation modes. Schein identifies the three following basic models of consultation- the first
two are not 00, the third model is a good description of 00".

,',
In the "purchase of expertise mode!" a leader or unit identifies a need for information or

expertise, which the organization cannot supply, and hires a consultant to meet that need. Examples
.'include hirinq a consultant to ("1)survey consumers or employees ab,?~t some matter (2) find out
how other organizations organize certain units, or (3) search out such ihformation as the marketing
strategy of a competitor. The consultant then makes recommendations.
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In the "doctor-patient model" a leader or group detects symptoms of ill health in a unit or
more broadly in the organization, and employs a consultant to diagnose what is causing the
problem or problems. The consultant, like a physician, then prescribes a course of action to remedy
the ailment.

In the "process consultation model" the consultant works with the leader and group to
diagnose strengths and weaknesses and to develop action plans. Furthermore, in this model the
consultant assists the client organization to become more effective in diagnosing and solvinq
problems.

The first two models depict traditional manag¢nent consulting; the third model is more
typical of 00 consulting. In 00 the clients are assiste<Yfn the ",!~y§ they go about solving problems.
The consultant suggests general processes and procedures for addressing problems of concern.
The consultant helps the clients to generate valid data and learn from them. In shert, the OD
consultant is an expert on process-how to structure effectjve problem solving and decision making.

In a nutshell these definitions clarify the distinctive features of the field of OD and suggest
why it is such a powerful change strategy. The participative, collaborative, problem-focussed nature
of DO marshals the experience and expertise of organization members as theywork on their most
important problems and opportunities. in ways designed to lead to successful outcomes. Where
these ideas came from is presented in the next Chapter on the history of 00.

14.4. Meaning:

Organization development (00) is a planned, systematic process of organizational change
based on science research and theory. The goal of OD is to create adaptive organisations which
are capable of repeatedly transforming and reinventing themselves so as to remain effective.
Organisational development as afield of behavioural sciences is a collection of techniques with a
certain philosophy and a common body of knowledge. The figure 17.6 statements will indicate
how OD approaches differ from other approaches to organisational change.

zr.-
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Figure 14.1 : How 00 approaches differs from other approaches

00 seeks to create self-directed changes through people commitment

00 involves considering the entire organisation in the change effort

00 typically considers and looks into solving immediate as well as the
long term development of th; organisation

While,analysing problems, 00 places more emphasis on a collaborative process
of data collection, diagnosis and taking actions before arriving at solutions

00 doubly emphasizes on organisational effectiveness and human
fulfillment through the work experience.
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14.5 00 Objectives:

As pointed out by Margulies and Raja, :'OD Technology is aimed at developing new
organizational learning and new ways of coping and dealing with problems". The primary focus is
on improving productivity, morale and satisfaction of employees in an organisation. It is not a
difficult exercise to catalogue the other important objectives of 00:

1. To increase the level of trust and mutual emotional support among all organizational
members.

2. To increase the incidence of confrontation of organizational problems both within groups
and among groups in contrast to 'sweeping problems under the rug.

3. To create an environment in which authority of assigned role is augmented by authority
based on knowledge and skill.

4. To increase the openness of communications, laterally, vertically and diaqonatly
5. To increase the level of enthusiasm and personal satisfact': '": in the organization.
6. To fino synergistic solutions-to problems with greater frequency.
7. To increase the level of self and group responsibility in planning and implementation.

00 change efforts place a premium on humanistic values and goals consistent with these
values. In fact 00 is a way of looking at the whole human side of organizational life. The emphasis
of 00 on human dimensions of organization is reflected in the following cardinal list of humanistic

. values. .

Thus, 00 develops a view of people in organization, that is radically different from the
traditional approaches about organizations. Tannenbaum and Davis have identified a new set of
values, though not completely accepted, that 00 tries to bring about ultimately.

1. Providing opportunities for people to function as human being rather than as resources in
production process.

2. Providing opportunities for each organization members, as well as for the organization,
itself, to develop to his full potential.

3. Seeking to increase the effectiveness of organization in terms of all of its goals.
4. Attempting to create an environment in which it is possible to find exciting and challenging

work.
5. Providing opportunities for people in organizations to influence the way in which they relate

to work, the organization, and the environment.
6. Treating each human beings as a p~'rson with a complex set of needs, all of which are

important in his work and in his life.
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Table 14.1 the transition of employees values through OD

Away form Toward
A view of people as essentially bad. A view of people as basically good
Negative valuation of people Confirming as human beings
Resisting individual differences Accepting and utilizing individual differences
Walking off personal feelings Expressing feelings
Maskmanship and qarne playinq Authentic behaviour
Distrust Trust
Avdidingfacing others with relevant data Making appropriate confrontation
Avoiding risk taking Willing to risk
Emphasis on competition. Emphasis on collaboration

(Source: Adapted from R. Tannenbaum and S.A. Davis, Values, Man and organizations", Industrial
Management Review, Winter, 1969, pp. 67-86) .

.14.7-.Concluston:

Most of the controversial work in the field of organizational change fall under the rubric of
00. Organization development offers some very attractive methodologies and philosophies to
practicing manager and academician alike. 00 has its devotees, its financial adherents, and also
its detractors. He entire field of 00 is undoubtedly rife with substantial controversy. There can be,
however, little doubt that many current practices of 00 are sound, having withstood scientific
inquiry and produced demonstrable positive results. At the same time there are practices having
polarized opinions of both managers and the members of academic community. But as field of
inquiry and professional practice, 00 remains committed to the humanistic values inherent in its
origin.

00 is a systematic and practical approach to launching and diffusing change in organization
aD is a complex educational strategy which aims to bring about a better fit between the human
beings who work in and expect things from organizations and environment with its insistence on
adapting to changing times.

14.8. Self Assessment Questions:

1. Define organisational Development?
2. What is meant by Of)? Explain the characteristics of aD?
3. What are the objectives of O.D?
4. Vvhatare the values Organisational Development?
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Lesson - 15

The Organization Development Process!

15.0. Objective:

After studying this lesson students are enable to understand the organisation developme ..t
process. Assumption underlying organisational development, skills useful in organisational
development, process consultation and meaning the 00 process.

Structure of the Lesson:

15.1. Introduction
15.2. The organisation development process

15.2.1 Initial diagnosis
15.2.2 Data Collection
15.2.3 Data feedback and confrontation
15.2.4 Action r' ''19 and problem solving
15.2.5 Use of lr..». .entlons
15.2.6 Evaluation and follow up

15.3. Assumption underlying organisational development
15.4. Skills useful in organisational Development
15.5. Process consultation

15.5.1 Individuals
15,5.2 Groups
15.5.3 Organisation

15.6, Feedback
15.7. Managing the 00 Process

15.7,1. Diagnosis
15.7.2. Importance of Diagnostic activities is emphasized by backward
15.7.3. The six Box model
15.7.4. Third wave consulting

15.8. Conclusion
15.9. Model Questions
15.10. References
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15.1. Introduction:
00 is a complex process. It may take a year or more to design and implement, and the

process may continue indefinitely. 00 tries to move the organization from where it is now (requiring
diaqnosis) to where it should be (by action interventions). Even then the process continues, as it
is desirable to evaluate the outcomes and maintain the momentum.

15.2. Organisation Development Process:
.Although there are many different approaches to 00, a typical complete program includes

most of the following steps. . . .

15.2.1. Initial diagnosis:
The consultant meets with top management to determine the nature of the firm's problems,

to develop the 00 approaches most likely to be successful, and to ensure the full support of top
management. During this step the consultant may seek inputs by means of interviews with various
persons in the organization.

15.2.2. Data collection: ,
Surveys may be made to determine organizational climate and behavioral problems. The

consultants usually meets with groups away from work to develop information from questions
such as these:

a. What kinds of conditions contribute most to your job effectiveness?
b. What kinds of conditions interfere with your job effectiveness?
c. What would you most like to Cha~ge in the way this organization operates?

15.2.3. Data feedback and confrontation:
Work groups are assigned to review the data collected, to mediate among themselves

areas of disagreement, and to establish priorities for change.

15.2.4. Action planning and problem solving:
Groups use the data to develop specific recommendations for change. Discussion focuses

on actual problems in their organization. Plans are specific, including who is responsible and
when the action should be completed.,

15.2.5. Use of interventions:
Once the ac.on planing is completed, the consultant helps the participants select and use

appropriate 00 interventions. Depending on the nature of the key problems, the interventions
may focus on individuals, teams, interdepartmental relations, or the total organization.

15.2.6. Evaluation and follow-up:
The consultant helps. the organization evaluate the results of its 00 efforts and develop

additional programs inareas where additional results are needed.
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For example, in one organization, the consultant asked managers to provide tapes of

committee meetings that they chaired subsequent to the program. The consultant analyzed these
tapes and used them to discuss with mangers how well each was applying what was learned in
the 00 program.

Since the steps in 00 are part of a whole process, all of them need to be applied ita firm
expects to gain the full benefits of 00. A firm that applies only two or three steps, such as diagnosis
and team building, is likely to be disappointed with the results; however, the whole process can
produce quite favorable results.

Mobil Oil has implemented numerous 00 programs, and it reports these results:
• Improved supervisor>- employee communication.
• Streamlined paperwork requirements.
• More systematic problem analysis and problem solving.
• Better interdepartmental relationships.

The company concluded that the most critical step in 00 is the first one-obtaining permission,
active support, and total involvement from top management.

15.3. Assumptions Underlying Organization Development:
00 consultants and chanqe agents, whether internal or external, make a set of assumptions

that guide their actions. Sometimes these assumptions are implicit and need to be exposed. It is
important for any change agent to identify those assumptions so that they will be aware of their
impact on the choice of methods and skills: They also need to share the assumptionswith managers
and employees so that those groups will clearly understand the basis for the 00 program.

A wide range of assumptions can be made, but certain ones are relatively common at the
individual, group, and organizational level. 00 advocates typically hold a highly positive view point
regarding the capabititles, unused potential, and interests of all individuals. This stems from the
humanistic values that are implicit in 00 theory. Groups and teams are seen as vital building
blocks of organizations, but since they are powerful and complex, they are not always easy to
change. Organizations are viewed as rigid bureaucracies that will likely stifle employee development
and growth, but possibilities are seen for positive conflict and goal compatibility.

Managers and employees should probe the hidden assumptions of 00 specialists, question
their legitimacy, and decide whether they can accept them. 00 consultants must be ready to
share their assumptions, withstand inappropriate challenges to them, and revise them where
necessary. Only when these vents happen can a high-trust working relationship develop among
the parties to an organization development effort.

15.4. 'Skills Use(~~ in Or(9~nization.Development:
A highly skilled ,QD practitioner needs to develop a broad range of skills useful in guiding

organizations change efforts, including consultation skills (diagnosis, contracting, designing
change), interpersonal skills (such as trust building, coaching, and listening, which was discussed),
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research skills (planning and conducting a study and evaluating results), and presentational br\ills
(public speaking and report preparation).Among the skills, two additional and closely related ones
stand out as critical to success - process consultation.

15.5. Process Consultation:
In contrast to experts (Who share sophisticated technical information) and problem solvers

(who define problems and suggest solutions), OD accents yet another role. Process consultation
is a set of activities that help others focus on what is currently happening around them. In effect,
the process consultant holds up a mirror and helps other persons see themselves in action. The
intent of process consultant is straightforward: to help someone perceive, understand, the react
constructively to current behavioral events. The process consultant gets employees to examine
the intended versus the actual roles of themselves and others within groups, the ways in which
groups discuss and solve problems, the use and abuse of power and authority, and explicit and
implicit communication patterns.

Process consultants are helpers, drawing upon several key skills. They observe individuals
and groups, recording conversational patterns and nonverbal behaviors. They ask probing questions
designed to help others identify problems. They resist "owing" another's problems or giving expert
advice. If necessary, they confront individuals by asking them to examine their behavior and its
consequences or to explore new alternatives. All the while, the process consultants is attempting
to help other people learn to help themselves. In other words, the process consultant always tries
to create independence in others so that they can more effectively think and act for themselves.

15.5.1. Individuals:
. + People want to grow and mature.
• Employees have much to offer (e.g., energy and creativity) that is not now being Used at work.
• Most employees desire the opportunity contribute (they desire, seek, and appreciate

empowerment) .

.15.5.2. Groups:
+ Groups and teams are critical to organizational success.
+ Groups have powerful influences on individual behavior.
• The complex roles to be played in groups require skill development.

,15.5.3. Organization:
• Excessive controls, policies and rules are detrimental.

'+ Conflict can be functional properly channeled.
.• Individual and organizational goals can be compatible.

Meg, an 00 consultant, attended a staff meeting of a commurity service orqarrization.
She listened intently for the first half hour, often biting her torvgue to rem d herself notto engage

:.in discussing the subject before the group. Soon the conversation strayed to severalunrelated
·',1,:.· .',0 ..

~~~'

,.
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topics. Sarah soon turned to meg and asked, "Should we stay more closely focused on the main
topic?" Without answering year or no, Meg used Sarah's question as an opportunity to highlight a
group member" sensitivity to a process issue. In this way she hoped to encourage Sarah and
others to be even more attentive to the group's processed in the future. Meg was acting as a
process consultant at this moment.

15.6. Feed Back:
00 relies heavily on feedback to participants so that they have useful data on which to

base decisions. Feedback encourages them to understand how they are seen by others and to
take self-correcting action.

An example is a feedback exercise in one 00 program. Participants are separated into
two groups representing two different departments in the organization. Both groups are asked to
develop answers to the following questions:
o What characteristics best describe our group?
o What characteristics best describe the other group?

, ,

o How will the other group describe us ?

After the Sf .iarate groups have prepared their answers, they assemble and present their
answers to the other groups. They give concrete feedback about impressions each group has of
the other, and there usually are major misunderstandings. In this presentation no arguments are
allowed. Questions are accepted only to clarify what the other group is saying.

The groups again are separated to discuss two other questions:
o How did these misunderstanding occur?
o What can we do to correct them?

With this new feedback, the groups met to develop specific plans of action for solving their
misunderstandings. In each instance feedback about themselves is the basis for their next activities.

15.7. Managing the OD Process:
In this chapter we examine what leaders, organization members, and 00 practitioners do

as they implement and manage organization development programs. By now you know that
diagnosis forms a foundation for intervening, and that intervening involves implementing various
chahge-inducing action programs. Thinking about how to manage this process is the focus of the
present discussion. First we take an in-depth look at diagnosis from several different perspectives
or approaches. This is followed by an examination of the considerations that go into selecting and
implementing interventions. Finally, guidelines for the overall management of 00 programs are
presented and explained.
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15.7.1. Diagnosis:
There are three basic components of all 00 programs: diagnosis, action, and program

management. The diagnostic component represents a continuous collection of data about the
total system or its subunits, and about system processes, culture, and other targets of interest.
The action component consists of all the activities and interventions designed' to improve the
organization's functioning. The program management component encompasses all activities
designed to ensure the success of the program, such as developing the overall OD strategy,
monitoring events along the way, and dealing with the complexities and surprises inherent in all
programs. Figure 6.1 shows what we mean when we describe the OD process in terms of
diagnosis, action, and program management components.

The first step is to diagnose the state of the system regarding the client's focus of interest-
whether the total system or some part of the whole. What are its strengths? What are its problem
areas? What are the unrealized opportunities that are being pursued? Is there a discrepancy
between the vision of the desired future and the current situation? From the diagnosis comes
identification of strengths, opportunities, and problem areas. Action plans are developed in step 2
to correct problems. Seize opportunities, and to maintain areas of strength. These action plans
are OD interventions specifically tailored to address issues at the individual, group, intergroup, or
organizational levels, as well as address issues related to select processes, such as communication
or decision making: Step 3 consists of fact ..Jinding concerning the results of the action taken. Did
the actions have finding concerning the results of the actions taken. Did the actions have the
desired effect? Is the,problem solved Of the opportunity achievec? If the answer is yes, organization
members move on to new the Q:itferert problems and opportunities; if the answer is no, the members
initiate new action plans and interventions to resolve the issue (step 4). Often when problems
remain unsolved after an initial attack on them, step 3 and 4 entail redefining and reconceptualizing
the problem areas. Step 5,6,7 and so on may be required some problems and opportunities, but
further steps are just iterations of the basic sequence of diaqnosis-action-evaluation-action. Again,
this proces~ looks loqical and linear in Figure 6-1, but in practice it is more complicated.

During the entire sequence, ati-entio,n is also directed to managing the OD process itself.
Energy and effort are expended to ensure that the. program is supported by the organization
members, that the program is relevant to the orqantzation's priority concerns, and that the program,
is making discernible progress. ManaginQ the OD program is a-constant concern and a continuous
activity.

Diagnosing the System, Its Subunits, and Processes:
Organization development is at heart an action program based on valid information about

the status quo, current problems and oppor-tunities, and effects of actions as they relate to goal
achievement. An OD program thus starts with diagnosis and continuously employs data col-Iecting
and data analy~ing throughout. The requirement for dia,gnos.tic activities-activ.ities designed to
provide an accurate account of things as they. r~ally are-stems from two needs:' the first is to know
the state of things or "what is"; the second is,tq know the effects or consequences of actions.

1.5.7.~.The importance of diag.nosti-c activities is em:Rl}~si~ed bylBeckhard as follows:

\2
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The development of a strategy for systematic improvement of an or-ganization demands

an examination of the present state of things. Such an analysis usually looks at two broad areas.
One is a diagno-sis of the various subsystems that make up the total organization. These
subsystems may be natural "teams" such as top management, the production department, or a
research group; or they may be lev-els such as top management, middle management, or the:·
work force. .

The second area of diagnosis is the organization processes that are occurring. These
include decision-making processes,' communications patterns and styles, relationships between
interfacing groups, the management of conflict, the setting of goals, and planning methods.

,..
I ,',
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TABLE 6-1 Diagnosing Organizational Subsystems

DIAGNOSTIC FOCUS OR TARGET EXPLANAITON AND IDENTJFYING EXAMPLES

The total organization (having a common
"charter" or mission and a common
power structure)

Large subsystems that are by nature
complex and heteroqeneous,

Small subsystems that are simple and
relatively homogeneous

The total system is the entity assessed and analysed .
The diagnosis might also include, if relevant, extra .
system (environmental) orqanizations, groups, or
forces, such as customers, suppliers, and
governmental regulations. Examples are a
manufacturing firm, a hospital, a school system,

a department store chain, or a church denomination.

This target group stems form making different
"slices" of the organization, such as by hierarchical
level, function, and geographical location. Two
criteria help to identify this set of subsystems; first
they are viewed as a subsystems by themselves or
others: and second, they are heterogeneous in
makeup, that is, the members have some things in
common, but many differences form each other,
too. Examples would be the middle-management
group, consisting of managers from observe groups,

the personnel department members of an organization
that has widely dispersed operations with a
personnel group at each location: everyone in 1 plant
in a company that has 10 plants; a division made up
several different business.

These are typically formal work groups or teams
that have frequent face-to-face interaction. They
may be permanent groups, temporary task forces
or newly constituted groups (e.g., the group charged
with the "start-up" of a new operation, or the group
formed by an acquisition or merger). Examples are the
top management team, any manager and his or her
key subordinates, committees of a permanent or
temporary nature, task force teams, the work force
in an office, the teachers in a single school, etc.
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i TYPICAL INFORMATION SOUGHT COMMON METHODS OF DIAGNOSIS
/

What are the norms ("cultlJral oughts") what
is the organization's culture? What are the
attitudes, opinions, and feelings of system
members toward various "cognitive objects"

such as compensation, organization goals,
supervision, and top management? What

is the organization climate - open vs. closed
authoritarian vs. democratic, repressive vs.
developmental, trusting vs. suspicious,
cooperative vs. competitive? How well do key
organizational processes, such as decision
making and goal setting, function? What
kind and how effective are the organization's
"sensing mechanisms" to monitor internal and
external demands? Are organization goals
understood and accepted?

All of the above, plus: How does this subsystem
view the whole and vice versa? How do the
members of this subsystem get along together?
What are the unique demands of this subsystem?
Are organization structures and processes related
to the unique demands? Are there "high" and "low"

subunits within the subsystem in terms of '
performance? Why? What are the major problems

confronting this subsystem and it subunits? Are
the subsystem's goals compatible with organization

.goars does the heterogeneity of the role demands
and functional identity get in the way of effective
subsystem performance?

The questions on culture, climate attitudes and
feelings are relevant here, plus: what are the major
problems of the team? how can team effectiveness
be improved? What do people do that gents in the

way of people do that gets in the way of others? 5.te
member/leader relations those that are desired?

Do individuals know how their jobs relate to group
and organizational goals? Are the g'roup's working
processes, i.e., tJ;q way they get things done as
group, effective? Is good use made of group and
individual resources?

Questionnaire surveys are most popular
with a large organization. Interviews,
both group and individual are useful for ~
getting detailed information, especially
if based on effective sampling techniques.

A panel of representative members who
are surveyed or interviewed periodically
is useful to chart changes over time.
Examination of organizational "potsherds"
- rules, reg~ations, polices, symbols
of office and/or status, etc., yields
insight into the organization's.
culture. Diagnostic meetings held at

various levels within the organization
yield a great amount of information'
in a short time period.

If the subsystems are large or widely
dispersed, questionnaire and survey
techniques are recommended. Interviews
and observations may be used to provide

additional supporting or hypothesis- .....
testing information. Organization records,

reports and information are good sources
of information abut performance and
problems.

Typical methods include the following:
individual interviews followed by a group
meeting to review the interview data:

questionnaires: observation of staff
meetings and other day-to-day operations:
and a formal : and a formal group meeting

of self-diagnosis. .. <r:
~ . .:: / l-~

,:'
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Small, total organizations that are
relatively simple and homogeneous

An example would be a local professional
organization or small company. Typical problems
as seen byofficer might be declining membership
low attendance, difficulty in manning special task
forces, or poor quality and declining profits.

In!terfaceor intergroup subsystems These consist of subsets of the total system that
system that contain members of two subsystems,
such as a matrix organizational structure
requiring an individual or a group to have two
reporting lines. But more often this target consists
of members of one subsystem having common
problems and resppnsibilities with members of

another SUbsystem. We mean to include subsys-
-tems with common problems and responsibilities

such as production and maintenance over laps, I
)

marketing and production overlaps. -

Dyads and/or triads Superior/ subordinate pairs, interdependent
peers, linking pins-i.e., persons who have multiple
group memberships-all these are subsystems
worthy of analysis.

ndividuals

-, -, ,

BetW~en!':'"organization systems
constituting a suprasystem-this Is the
arena o(TJa~organizational 00.

..: 1·

Any individual within the organization, such as
president, division heads, key occupants of
positions in a work flow process, e.g., quality

control, R&O. In school systems, this would be
students, teachers, or administrators,

A role is a set of behaviors enacted by a person as
a result of occupying a certain position within the
organization. All persons in the organization have
roles requiring certain behaviors, such as
secretaries, production supervisors, accounts,
scientists, custodians.

i.'

< •

An example might be t6e system of Iaw and
order in region,;ircluding 10c~l,country, state,

federal police or iny:estigative ~l2denforcement -
agencies, courtsprlsons, parole agencies,
prosecuting officers and grand juries. Most such
suprasystems are so complex that change efforts I
tend to focus on a pair or a trio of subparts.
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HoW do the officers and the members See.
the organization and its goals? What do ;.

they like and dislike about it? What do. ._
they want it to be like? What is the
competition like? What siqnificantexternal.

forces are impacting external forces are
impacting on the organization?

.How does each subsystem see the. other?
What problems do the two groups have
in working together? In what ways do the

SUbsystems get in each other's way? How
can they.coliaborate to improve the ..performance
of both groups? Are goals, sub goals, areas
of authority and responsibility clear? what )$
the nature of the climate between the groups?
What do the members want it to he? ~

What is the quality of the relationsnip? Do ...
the parties have eth necessary skills for task
accomplishment? Are they effective as a
.subsystem? D;es the addition of a third party

.. facilitate or inhibit their progress? Are they,
supportive of each other? , .

Do people perform according to the organization's
expectations? How do they view their place and
performance? Do certain kinds of 'problems
typically arise? Do people meet standards and
norms of the organization? Do they need particular
knowledge, skills ,or ability? What career
development opportunities do they have/want
/need? What pain are they experiencing?

Should the role behaviors be added to,
subtracted from, or changed/ is the role
defined adequately? What is the "fit" between
the person and role? Should the role
performer be given special skills and

knowledge? Is this right person for this role?

How do the key people in one segment of the
suprasystem view the whole and the subparts/
are there frictions or incongruities between
subparts? Are there high-performing and low
p~orming subunits? Why?

Questionnaires or interviews are
frequently used. Descriptive adjective
questionnaires can be bused to obtain
a quick reading on the culture, "tone",
and health of the organization. Diagnostic
group meetings can be useful.
Organizational records can be examined.. . ,

· Confrontation meetings between both .
groups are often the method for data
gathering and planning corrective actions.

Organization mirroring meetings are used
when three. or more groups are involved.
Interviews of each subsystem followed
· by a "sharing the data" meeting or
observation of interactions can be used.

Separate interviews followed by a meeting
of the parties to.view any discrepancies
· in the interview data are often used.
Checking their perceptions of each other
through confrontation situations may be i

useful. Observation is an important way to
assess the dynamic quality of th,e interaction

Interviews, information derived from .
diagnostic work team meetings, or problema
identified by the human resources

department are sources of information.
Self-assessment growing out of team or
subsystem intervention is another source.

Usually information comes form
observations, interviews, role analysis

technique, a team approach to
"management by objectives'. Career
planning activities yield this information
as an out put.

Organizational mirroring, or developing
lists of how each group sees each other,
is a common method of joint diagnosis.

Questionnaires and interviews are
useful in extensive long-term interventions
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Table 6-1 shows how one would proceed to diagnose a system and its subsystems (the
whole and its subunits). For each of the major targets or subsystems in an organization, the
typical information desired and common methods of obtaining the information are given. The 00
practitioner may be interested in all these target groups or in only one or two of them; he or she
may work with one subsystem during one phase of the program and other subsystems during
subsequent phases. Frequently/the improvement strategy (the overall OD intervention strat-egy)
calls for concentrating on different organizational targets in a planned sequence. For example, the
program may start at an important subsystem, move to another subsystem, and then extend to
the total or-ganization; or the initial focus could be on the total organization and then move to
selected subsystems.

An alternative way to conceptualize the diagnostic component emphasizes the organization's
principal processes rather than its pri-mary target groups. Such a scheme is presented in Table 6-
,2 showing the principal organization processes, the typical desired information con-cerning the
processes, and the common methods of obtaining the infor-mation.

In practice the 00 consultant works from both tables simulta-neously. Although
interested in some specific target group from Table 6-1 and the information about that group, the
consultant is also interested in the processes found in that group and would rely on Table 6-2.
Organizational processes are the what and the how of the organization, that, is, What is going
on? and How is it being accomplished? To know about the organization's processes is to know-,
aboutthe organization in its dynamic and complex reality. Organization development practition-ers
typically pay special attention to the processes listed in Table 6-2 because of their centrality for
effective organization functioning, because of their ubiquitous nature in organizations, and because
~significant organi-zational problems often stem from them. Careful examination of the two tables
will give a good sense of the inner workings of an OD program and its thrusts, emphases, and
mechanics. ,.

~...,' .
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r

-Org~'~~atioJ1al Process 1 Identifying remarks a;;de~pl~~at-io-~--- I Typical information sought lC~-~-';;on methods of diaznosis

Centre for Distance Education

Communications patterns, styles I Who talks to whom, for how long, about Is communication directed Observations, especially ion meetings; .
and flows what? Who initiates the interaction? Is it tow- upward, downward, or both? questionnaires for large-sized samples;

way or one-way? Is it top-down: down - up; Are communications filtered? interviews and discussions with group
lateral? Why? In what way? Do members-all these methods may be used

communications patterns "fit" to collect the desired information.
the nature of the jobs to be Analysis of videotaped sessions by all
accomplished? What is the concerned is especially useful.
"climate" of communications?
What is the place or written
communications vs. oral?

Goal setting Setting task objectives and determining
criteria to measure accomplishment of the
objectives takes place' at all organizational
levels.

Do they set goals? How is this
done? Who participates in goal
setting? Do they posses the
necessary skills for effective
goal setting? Are they able to
set long-range and short-range
objectives?

Questionnaires,~;; interviews, and
observation all afford ways of assessing
goal-setting ability of individuals and
groups within the organization.

Decision making, problem solving,
and action planning.

Evaluating alternatives and choosing a plan of
action are integral and central functions for
most organization members. This includes
getting the necessary information, establishing
priorities, evaluating alternative, and choosing
one alternative over all others.;

Who makes decisions? Are they
effective? Are all available
sources utilized? Are additional
problem-solving skills needed?
Are organization members'
satisfied with . the problem-
solving and decision-making
processes?

Observation of problem-solving'
meetings at various organizational
levels is particularly -valuable in
diagnosing this process. Analysis of
videotapes sessions by all concerned is
especially useful.
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Conflict resolution and
management

~I'" . .-.-'!W';. .•••_. _

Where does conflict exist? Who
are the involved parties? How is
it being managed? What are the
system norms for dealing with
conflict? Does the reward
system promote conflict?

Interviews, third-party observations,
and observation meetings are conunon
methods for diagnosing these processes

'.\ 1"1:,

Managing interface relations

Superior-subordinate relations

Technological and engmeenng
systems

Interfaces represent ese situations wherein
two or more groups (sub-systems) face
common problems or overlapping
responsibility. This is most often seen when
members of two separate groups are
interdependently related in achieving an
objective but have separate accountability.

Formal hierarchical relations in organizations
dictate that some people lead and other
follow: these situation
are often a source of may organizational
problems.
All organizations rely on multiple
technologies-for production and operations,
for information processing, for planning, for
marketing, etc., to produce goods and
services.

What is the nature of the
relations between two groups?
Are goals clear? Is
responsibility clear? What
major problems do the two
groups face? What structural
conditions promote/inhibit
effective interface
management?
What are the extant leadership
styles? What problems arise
between superiors and
subordinates?

Are the technologies adequate
for . satisfactory performance?
What is the state of the art and
how does this organization's
technology compare with that?
Should any changes in
technology be planned and
implemented!

Interviews, third-party observations,
and observation for group meetings are
common methods for diagnosing these

.processes.

Questionnaires can' show over all
leadership climate and norms.
Interviews and questionnaires reveal the
desired leadership behaviors.

Generally this is not an area of expertise
of the OD consultant. He or she must
than seek help from 'experts" either
inside the organization or outside.
Interviews and group discussions
focused on technology: are among the
best ways to determine the adequacy of
technological systems. Sometimes
outside. experts conduct an audit and.
make recommendations; sometimes
inside experts do so.
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I Strategic management and long- Monitoring the environment, adding~-;;d" Who-;s----;:~ponsible' for lnte-I:-viewsot-key poTi~-ll1aker~:-'g'I:(;~P
range planning vision/mission deleting "products", predicting future events, "looking ahead" and for discussions, and examination of
formulation and making decisions that affect the long-term making long-range decisions? historical records give insights to this

viability of the organization must occur for the Do. they have adequate tools dimension.
organization to remain competitive and and support? Have recent
effective. Vision and mission establishment the long-range decisions been
framework for strategy. effective? What is the nature

. of current and future
environmental demands?
What are the unique strengths
and competencies of the
organization?' .What are the
threats to the organi::::ation?Is
mission clear? Widely

. shared?

.>

Organizationalleaming .What are our strengths,
problem areas? What
observations, ideas,
suggestions are available
from all prganizational
members? Does our present
.behavior square with what we
.espouse? What are the
"learning. disabilities"
(Senge") of this organization?
Are the present paradigms
changing? What all the new
paradigms be like? Are we
recording our philosophy, our

I 1 1Jearnil!g's;our progress? '; -I ' _
Ii

Learning from past successes and failures, from
present "blind spots" and from' all
organizational members' is essential to remain
competitive, vital, and to develop new
paradigms.

Interviews,' questionnaires, group
methods of diagnosis; _examination of
assumptions and culture» (lSecJ;iein);
games and exercises to crelite ;war'tmess
of organizational learning disabilities;
examination of defensive routines
(Argyris,"Senge"); visioning, including
environment anaysis. :. 0 .~

.'
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These tables are intended as tools for diagnosing organiza-tions, their processes, arid
their subunits. For example, say the vice pres-ident of a large heterogeneous division composed
of several different businesses with multiple manufacturing and marketing organizations is worried
about decreasing profitability. The questions the vice president needs answers to are those listed
for the total organization and large sub-systems from Table 6-1, as well as questions about
organizational processes such as goal setting, decision making, technology, and strate-gic
management from Table 6-2. This knowledge would likely be gained in the diagnostic phase of an
00 effort sponsored by the vice president.

Continual diagnosis is thus a necessary ingredient of any planned change effort. Such
diverse activities as getting rich, managing your time, and losing weight, for example, all begin
with an audit of "whatis"-the status quo-and then require continual monitoring of the changing
status quo over time. From a comparison of "what is" with "what should be" comes a discovery of
the gap between actual and de-sired conditions. Action plans are then developed to close the gap
be-tween the actual and the desired conditions; and the 'effects (conse-quences) of these action
plans are continuously monitored to measure progress or movement toward the qoal." Diagnostic
activities are there-fore basic to all qoal-seekinq behaviors.

Organization development, with its emphasis on moving the organization from :'what is" to
"what should be," requires continuous generation of system :.'";;V~.In this regard, Argyris states
that the consul-tant ("interventionist" in his terms) has three "primary intervention tasks": to help
the client system generate valid data; to enable the client system to have free, informed choice;
and to help the client system gen-erate internal commitment to the choices made.' Argyris says:
"One con-dition that seems so basic as to be defined axiomatic is the qeneration of valid information.
Without valid information it would be difficult for the client to learn and for the interventicrristto. .~:" -'.'

help Valid information is that which describes the factors, plustheir interrelationships.Ihat create
the problem for the client system.

. -. '.

Granted that diagnosis is a sine qua non of effective organiza-tion development, two issues'
remain. First, is the diagnosis systemati-cally planned and structured in advance so.thatit follows
an extensive category system and structured question format, or is the diagnosis more einergent-
following the data wherever they may lead? Second, what diagnostic categories are to be used?
Practice varies widely on these two dimensions. We tend to be about in the middle of the "structured
irv advance - emergent" continuum. We have some structured questions but follow up on leads as
they develop in the course of the diagnosis. We also tend to use the diagnostic categories of
Taqles 6-1 and 6-2 because we focus on system and subsystem cultures and processes.

Furthermore, in an 00 program, not only are the res.~lts ofdi-agnostic activities important
but how the information is collected and what is done wiQi the information are also significant
aspects of the process. There is active collaboration 'b~Hween the. 00 practitioner andthe
organ-ization members about such issues as what target i'roupsare to be diag-nosed, how the
diagnosis is best accomplished, what processes and dy-namics should be analyzed, what is to be
done with the information, how the data will be worked with, and how the information will be used to
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aid action planning. Usually information is collected through a variety of methods-interviews,
observations, questionnaires, and organization records. Information is generally Considered to be '
the property of those persons who generated it; the data serve as the foundation for planning
actions. This is basically an action research model. Therefore, the diag-nostic component and the
action component are intimately related in or-ganization development.

15.7.3. The Six-Box Model: #

Another diagnostic tool is Marvin Weisbord's six-box model, a diagnostic framework
published in 1976, and still widely used by 00 practltloners." This model tells practitioners where
to look and what to look for in diagnosing organizational problems. Weisbord identifies six critical
areas-purposes, structure, rewards, help-ful mechanisms, relationships, and leadership-where
things must go right if the organization is to be successful. Practitioners use this model as a
'cognitive map, systematically examining the processes .and activities of each box, looking for
signs of trouble. Assume there are problems with a major product produced by the organization.
These problems will have their causes in dysfunctional processes located in one or more of the six
boxes. The problems could be caused by ill-advised structures, poorlead-ership, unclear purpo~e~
or purposes at variance with the product, lack of helpful mechanisms, and so on. The six-box
model is ( simple but power-fuldiagnostic tool.

According to Weisbord, t sultant must attend to both the formal and informal aspects
of each box. The formal system rb~f esents the official ways-things are supposed to happen; the
informal system repre-sents the ways things really happen. For example, the formal reporting of
relationships and organization of tasks and people prescribed in the structure box may not reflect
the real structural arrangements found in the informal system. The practitioner needs answers to .
two questions: First, are the arrangements and processes cabled for by the formal system

15.7.4. The Six-Box Organizational Model:
Correct for each box? Second, are the arrangements and processes devel-oped by the

informal system correct for each box? It is common to find that formal arrangements are
.inappropriate, but the informal system works around that by developing methods to correct the
deficiency. By the same token, it is common to find that the formal system is correctly designed,
but t:·.8 informal system is [lot following those correct proce-dures and consequently performance
suffers. The formal/informal dis-tinction, that is, what's supposed to happen versus what is reCiIl9,
hap-pening, is a powerful element of 00 practice theory and one of the secrets to understanding
organizational dynamics. Weisbord recommends ~ thorough diagnosis, looking at multiple boxes,
before choosing interventions.

15.7.5. Third-Wave Consulting: "
About ten years after the six-box model appeared, Weisbord wrote an article titled, "Toward

Third-Wave Managing andJiConsulting,''''~in which he reconsiders the issues of diagnosis and
intervention." "Third wave" refers to the assertion by futurist Alvin Toffler that the world has progressed
through the agricultural revolution (the first wave) and the industrial revolution (the second wave),
and is poised on the brink of an information and technological revolution (the third wave), in which
the hallmark will be rampant change in virtually all institutions of society. Weisbord believes this
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requires new paradigms for managing and con-suiting. As far as diagnosis and intervention are
concerned, Weisbord no longer likes a problem-centered, "sickness" model of orqanizational
di-agnosis where the diagnosis leads to a list of problems, and interven-tions are designed to cure
the problems. Instead, he prefers to focus on "wellness," to help people achieve the desired futures
chosen by them, and to create workplaces that have .meaning and community. Oper-ationally, this
means moving from a view of the consultant as an expert on diagnosis and intervention, to a view
of the consultant Ap a stage manager of events to help people do what they are trying to do.

Weisbord identifies four "useful practices" for the third-wave consultant: (1) assess the
potential for action (look for conditions where. there are committed leadership, good business
opportunities, and ener-gized people); (2) get the "whole system" in the room; (3) focus on the
future; and (4) structure tasks that people can do for themselves. This op-timistic, goal-oriented
view for helping people in organizations is a valu-able perspective on diagnosis. More information
on this approach can be found in Chapter 11 and in Weisbord's Productive Workplaces.

15.8. Conclusion:
Organizational development has become a quite well known term in the last decade. While

there is some variation in defininq it,]most of the definitions used focus on the idea that it generally
consists of change programs that utilize a variety of techniques in restructuring organizational
functioning in order to make them more capable of surviving in a dynamic society and of providing
more satisfying, eqo-entiancinq experience to' employees. -

In this chapter various techniques commonly used in organizational development programs
have been reviewed. Job enrichment and increased participation in decision making on both an
individual and group Ievel have been extensively used in both this country and else where with
generally favorable results. Societal restructuring as a result of government legislation has taken
place in a number of nations including Israel, Yugoslavia, West Germany, Sweden, and France.
Theresults have generally been favorable, and this type of restructuring seems to be increasing.

, Among the more explicit training programs used in organizational development programs
ar~.T-groLiptraining, need -achievement training, and less frequently, rational training. The first of
these techniques is an opening-up approach in which individuals are encouraged to explore their
reactions to others and other's reactions to them. Among the goals ofT-groups are to increase the
elt,ectiveness of group functioning and to reduce interpersonal anxieties and frustrations. Research
has found that T-group training can have positive effects, but a number of conditions can negate
its'ettectiveness. Need-achievement training uses the concept of increasing one's familiarization
with achievement stimuli in order to positively motivate trainees toward achievement. This approach
stems from McCle"and's theory of motivation and has had some positive results. Rational training
uses cognitive restructuring as a mechanism for reducing individual demands of the self and the
world and, 'thus, one's anxiety about not rneetinq demands. Indirect research has supported the
value of this approach. More research wouldbe desirable for these and.other techniques used in
orqantzatlonal development. ~2' ,":8

'111 ;10'
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.15.9. Self Assessment Ouestlons ..:

, J'"
1. Describe the organizational development process?
2. What are the assumption underlying, organizational development ?
3. Explain how managing the organizational;,1Svelopment process?
4. Elucidate the skills useful in orqanizational development?
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16.0. Objective:

The objective of the lesson is to introduce the organizational development approaches tc
change.

Structure of the Lesson:

16.1. Introduction
16.2. 00 approaches to change

16.2.1. Experimental learning Methods
16.2.2. Role playing
16.2.3. Simulation
16.2.4. Behaviour Modeling

16.3. Changing Attitudes through persuasive Messages
16.3.1. Establish your credibility
16.3.2. Use a positive tactful tone
16.3.3. Make your presentation clear
16.3.4. Present strong evidence to support your position
16.3.5. Tailor your argument to the listen
16.3.6. Use logic
16.3.7. Use emotional appeals

16.4 Some experiences.in organizational developmenf
16.4.1 OO-A Management Function
16.4.2 The CEO's Approach
16.4.3 CEO The Key Man

16.5 Model Question
16.6 References

16.1. Introduction:
Organizational development (commonly referred toas 00) is a practical and systematic

approach to launching and diffusing change in organizations. It is an attempt to improve the
overallorqanizational efficiency. It is basically a long range programme, not a one-shot deal,
attempting to change the behavioural attitudes and performance of the total organisational. It is
not a one-time training and development, programme but is an ongoing and cycling process. It is
a "complex educational strategy which aims to bring about a better fir between the human beings
who work in and expect things from organisations, and the busy, unrelenting environment with its
insistence on adopting to changing times". .
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16.2:00 Approaches to Change:

16.2.1 Experiential Learning Methods:

00 programs rely heavily on experiential learning, and the approach emphasized is
laboratory training. It provides situations in which the trainees themselves experience through
their own interactions some of the conditions they are talking about. In this way they more or less
experiments on themselves. This kind of training tends to have a greater impact on them than
conventional training methods and encourage transfer of the new skills to the job. The following
laboratory methods will be discussed; role playing, simulations, and behavior modeling.

16.2.2 Role Playing:

Role playing is a laboratory method that can be used rather easily as a supplement to
conventional training methods as well as in 00. It is spontaneous acting of a realistic involving two
or more people under classroom conditions. Dialogue spontaneously grows out of the situation as
it is developed by the trainees assigned to it. Other trainees in the group se-rve as observed and
critics. Role playing is often considered a substitute for experience. In a sense it is more than
experience because it permits technique of observation, discussion, and emphasis that are not
customarily a pa . of experience.

Since people assume roles every day, they are somewhat experienced in the art, and with
a certain amount of imagination they can project themselves into roles other than their own. This

. idea is not new, because dramatics is as old as recorded history. In role "playing trainees can
broaden their experience by traininqdifferent approaches, while in actual situations they often
have only one chance. People may, in two hours in a role-playing group, observe as many different
approaches to a problem as they would in two years of normal experience. By evaluating these
different ways of handling the same situation, they are able to see the strengths and weakness of
each approach. Here is a sample introducing to a role-playing exercise:

"Suppose that you and another student decided to save money by sharing the text for this
course. Everything worked fine until the night before the first test, when you both Claim to have a
desperate need to use the book for at least three hours of studying. It is now 8:30 P.M".

At this point you might ask to meet with another role player to act out your approach to the
problem. When' the role playing is finished. the trainer would likely ask for a report of the various
outcomes from different pairs and then discuss examples of how problem was solved and the
behavioral ideas that were demonstrated.

Role playing also has weaknesses that partly offset its strengths. It is time-consuming and
expensive. It requires experienced trainers because it can easily turn sour without effective direction
and subsequent discu~n. The trainees nay resent it as a childish approach to serious problem.
unless it is introducedtgarefully. £J)me trainees are embarrassed and hesitant to take part. .
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Conversely, other trainees may place more emphasisonactino-and showing off than on the problem
involved. . .,' _': ".! .. :,',.:i;

16.2.3 Simulations: . , ~: . ". :-' _. :.?! __;-u;

While role-playing exercises are often relatively brief, simulations may last for hours or
even days. Simulations are comprehensive experimental approaches that create many dimensions
of work life in organizations. This may. include the physical setting, the organizational ,~ier~rchy
and roles, and even the production tasks. Simulations are a large step toward re-creating reality,'
and they provide a more natural setting for observing behavior, Communication patterns/ decision-
making styles, and conflict resolution approaches provide rich data for assessment and feedback
to the participants. Upon completion ofthe simulations, consultants can lead the group in analyzed
what took place. Some issues are:

;.- What occurred, and why?
,. Who talked to whom, and who was exclude?
r: How did participants feel about their behavior in the simulation?
..,. What could they have done better?
r What did they learn that will help them in the future?

One difficulty with simulations is their cost, for they can be expensive to design and operate.
Unless the facilitators are carefully trained, there is also a risk that participants will be criticized
unless they made the "right" decisions. As with any laboratory method, not all participants are
willing to experiment with new behaviors. Unless this happens, the potential learning for both
themselves and their colleagues may be limited. .

,
16.2.4 Behaviour Modeling:

One effective form of laboratory training that buildsupon the social learning process of
observation and imitation is behavior modeling. It is a method for teaching skills to handle
commonly encountered behavioral problems. For example, the method is used to help supervisors
learn to motivate a poor performer, how to deal with a tardy employee, and how to give recognition
to an outstanding performer. Behavior modeling relies on demonstration, explanation, practice
and feedback.

Here is how a typical program works. After a brief introduction, the trainees see a videotape
of one or more successful ways. to solve a work problem. A tape or film using professional actors·
may be used, but typically people tn the.company do the acting for the sake of greater realism r. ·

Trainees discuss why the solution waseffective, and then they practice similar solutions in
increasingly harder situations. v.. "',.j,

.')1".'. "! y.

As trainees leave the class, they are asked to try the new approach before the next class."
When the return for the next class, they discuss and even demonstrate their experiences with the
new approach. Then a new tape with a different problem is shown and the training cycle is repeated.

1~
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As shown Figure 16.1, the training model used for behaviour modeling is entirely different
from the traditional training model. For exarnole, traditional lecture- and - discussion methods are
used to teach new behavioral frameworks .. :uch are supposed to help change attitudes. Inn turn,
the changed attitudes should lead to changed behavior-and better results. The assumptions is that
attitude changes must precede behavior changes.

Learn new Which lead to . Which lead to Which lead to
frameworks and new attitudes changed job better results

behaviors
~

theories and values

Which lead to

Learn new Which lead to Which lead to learning new

behaviors better results attitudes and frameworks and
values theories

Figure 16.1 Training model used for behaviour modeling'

By way of contrast, behavior modeling teaches the behavior first. As the new behavior is
observed. trainees see that it produces superior results. After the principles underlying the new
behavior are explained, the trainees practice and receive feedback and reinforcement. With this
preparation, they return to their jobs with the confidence to experiment. When the behavioral skills
work on the job, the trainees fully accept the value of the approach and enthusiastically return for
more training in new skills. In this case, behavior change occurs before a change in attitude.

Behavior rnodelinq programs have proved to be successful in changing supervisory
behaviors, although it is somewhat costly. Because it is practical and easy to understand, the
participants usually like the approach. Behavior modeling has been used most frequently for training
supervisors in areas such as handling employee complaints, conducting meetings, and coaching.

Seventeen first-level supervisors in a wood products plant received behavior modeling
training on topics such as handling absenteeism, safety violations, and inadequate performers.
Results showed that the employees in the plant perceived that their supervisors became more
active listeners, engaged in more participative problem solving, and used positive reinforcement
more extensively. Turnover and absenteeism rates declined significantly, and three measures of
performance improved. Further, the behavior changes were sustained over the six-month follow-
up period. s h

'r
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16.3. Cha~ging Attitudes through Persuasive Messages:

You hear through the grapevine that one of your employees thinks you're insensitive to the
heeds of racial minorities. You know that. not to .be the case. Is there anything you can do to
chanqe this employee'sattitude? ' . .. ..' . , ..

We introduced the concept of cognitive dissonance and evidence dernonstratinq that people
dislike inconsistency. Based on that research, we know that one way for employees to reduce
dissonance is to chanqe their attitudes to bring them into line with other attitudes or behavior. So
if you can arouse dissonance with your employee-possibly through making her aware of specific
actions you've taken that clearly demonstrate your concern for racial minorities - you might be
able to change her attitude about you.

Another technique for inducing attitude change involves the use of persuasive messages.
That is, we can induce others to change their attitudes by consciously manipulating what we say
to them. The following summarizes the research on persuasive skills. It emphasizes oral persuasion
but can be easily adapted forwritten communications.

16.3.1Establish your credibility: Noting undermines persuasive efforts more than lack of
'. : . credibility. People don't want to listen to a person they .hn't trust or believe. Credibility is

. developed through demonstrating competence, objectivity, and high ethical standards.

16.3.2Use a positive tactful tone: Assume the person you're trying to persuade is intelligent
and mature. Don't talk down to that person. Be respectful, direct, sincere and tactful.

. ,
16.3.3Make your presentation cleer: Before you can convincingly articulate your view to

someone else, you need to be clear about what it is you want to say. Once your objective is
clear.you should present your argument one idea at a time. Don't jump from issue to issue,
and avoid unrelated topics. Focus on your end objective, and then present your ideas in a
straight path that will lead the person to the conclusion you want and the objective you set.

16~3.4Present strong evidence to support your position: You need to explain why what
,~. you want is important. Merely saying your viewpoint is important is not enough?

.16.3.5Tailor your argument to the listener: Effective persuasion demands flexibility. You
. have to select your arqurnent for your specific target. Whom are you talking to? What are,"

.:~ his or her goals, needs, interests, tears, and aspirations? How much does the target know
-1\1

about the subject you're discussing~What are his or her preconceived attitudes on this
" . subiect? How entrenched are those' attitudes? J.

(:', • ',' I .f. I el(';

16.3.6 U~~ Logic: While a loqical, reasoned argumen~~s not gU~f~nteed to change another's
, attitudes, if you lack facts and reasons to support your argument, your persuasiveness will

almost certainly be undermined.
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16.3.7 Use emotional appeals: Presenting clear, rational, and objective evidence in support of
your view is often not enough. You should also' appeal to a person's emotions, Try to reach
inside the subject and understand his or her loves, hates, fears, and frustrations. Then use

:;.'~ cthat information to mold what you say and how you say it.
:" (.,(. .' ..-...

16.4. Some Experience in Organisational Development:

': 'The wronq notions in the minds of the people are as follows. Some view 00 as an activity
to 'be' carried out by external agencies. IUs more ·a matter of jargon used by outsiders who are
caned in the consultants by the company for effecting changes. Changes in the organization are to
be brought about by the consultant on 00. The consultant is hired by the company for bringing
about 00. The consultant may interview certain levels of senior executives and, subsequently, a
certain number of other employees for collecting data. Ultimately, the consultant submits a host of
recommendations to the CEO for implementation. Other view 00 as the sore concern of certain
aqents within the organization who are paid to bring about changes. It is therefore their baby and
everybody need not be bothered about the change. Unfortunately, there are also arm-clear
executives who on.one hand are not contributing much to the goals of the organization, and on the
other constitute a potential threat to 00 by spreading rumours disfavouring 00 implementation.
In fact, such people aim to scuttle 00 efforts. 00, to them, is not a novel exercises for improvement;
it is rather an. archaic theoretical exercise in futility. When an 00 specialist approaches such a
person for information, he tries to: ep himself at bay from the specialist and leaves the latter with
the impression that no 00 will work and, therefore, it is not needed in the organisation. Such
exercises have also been tried out earlier in the organisation merely as a window-dressinq activity,
and that too, without any purpose or results. They talk confidently that the organisation can only
affordsuch exerc.ises in terms of money and time for the sake of fame in society.

16.4.100- A Management Function:
The misgivings outlines in the above paragraphs do exist. at least in some of the organizations

I am aware of, quite often at the senior level of management.. 00 is as much a management
function, to be precise, as Marketing, production, Planning and Control or any other function is. 00
is for the' well-being of the total organisation and the people. It takes care of all aspects of the
organization to make it vibrant, strong and lively. But basically OD's success depends upon the
behaviour; beliefs and assumptions of the CEO about the people and the organisation.

16.4.2The CEO'$ approach: .
In some organisations, one may come across a CEO who may have a road-roller approach

with a string belief in pressure tactics, and who may adopt a 'be nice' behaviour in the people of
hiqher production. Such a CEO talks big about accomplishing things in the interest of the
organisation, whereas in reality he may be achieving just the opposite. In fact, the appointment of
such a CEO may be political. Ostentatiously, the CEd'rhay read books on scientific management
but without any belief in professional management Whereas the CEO should be the crusader for
Change and the architect of the organisation, on the contrary, he goes in for organisational change
only under pressure from his bosses. Since his orientation is unprofessional, as a self-centered
person he may only be interested in selfLgrowth through the projection of concocted high turnover
figures on paper. Such persons are not interested in the economic management of the plant
Being the CEO, his words are respected. But, such a CEO is a liability to the organisation. He
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takes decisions looking towards short-term gains but ignoring far reaching adverse impacts. Such
a CEO exerts himself more for his personal gain than for organisational effectiveness. Such persons
may thrive through their political affiliations. Their style of management is termed as highly
impersonal, unethical, unprofessional as well as autocratic. ,

Feeling sick of unprofessional environment, qualified professionals may, even leave the
organsiation. The resultant effect, in turn, is that 'yes' men abound in number and the atmosphere
is charged with politicking, personal rivalries between groups, indiscipline as well as lack of
organisational goals and conformity rather than performance matters. In a competitive world,
such a situation cannot be tolerated. The corporate management may well step in and change the
CEO. If corrective action is not taken in time by the corporate management, the already deteriorating
situation may take a turn for the worse, become a political issue and the organisations may run
into the danger of losing its image. To name 00 as a means to end to the troubles and bring
improvements in \to such a problem - ridden organisation is very much an uphill task. Not
withstanding this 00 intervention and commitment of the new CEO for change through 00 can
lead to lasting gains for the organisation, through at the expense of heavy investments in terms of
time and synergy of the top man as well as his team.

16.4.3 CEO's the k(ly man:

The CEO is the key man in making any organisation successful or otherwise. There are
several examples to quo~e to establish this point. The services of an ineffective CEO, however,
are always in danqer of being dispensed with. Normally, being aware that their career is at stake,
people do strive hard to reach the expected norms or standards of performance. The point that
professionalism is the only means for survival gets registered in their mind.

A successful CEO builds the organization on the strengths of the individuals who make up
the organization. He carries the entire team along with himself in his behaviour which sets the
trend in managing the organization. For initiating any change process, he may first scrutinize the
cause of the existing ailments, if any, along with self- introspection as to whether he is proceedings
in the right direction. He may plan to arrest the descending trends in the organsiational processes
as also to transact with the internal/ external environments vis-a-vis the market conditions through
the 00 strategy.

16.5. Conclusion:

00 is a proactive approach for initiating change in an organisation. ~tis a means to improve
the effectiveness of the organisation. 00 follows certain processes in its application which has
been dealt with in earlier chapters. An organisation has no choice but to go in 'for professionalism'
in management and by professionalism I mean a managerial strategy for improvement, growth
and happiness throughout the organisation. This managerial strategy is what may be called a
strategic approach to change, which also is a part of the 00 effort. 00 willlcontinue to exist in its
application for achieving organisational improvements in the present as well as in the future socio-
politico-economic environment. In fact, the higher the threat for survival and growth of the
organisation; the greater is the threat for survival and growth of the orqanisation, the greater is the
need for converting the threats into opportunities through 'managerial innovativeness and strategic
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managing. The future of 00 exists because the industrial organsiations also will always exist as
important agents of change in the socio-political system. The future of 00, therefore, is bright and
the need for 00 approach to change is greater today than ever before, in view of the changed
scenarfo in the country. Orqanisatioria need to survive and grow, and the 00 strategy is the surest
way to success.

16.6 Model Questions:

1. . Explain the organisational development approaches to change?
2. Describe the changing activities through persuasive messages?

16.7. References:
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Stephen P Robbins

Organisatioanl behaviour
Organisatioanl behaviour
Organisational theory behaviour
Organisatioanl behaviour

- Dr. Nagaraju Battu
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Lesson - 17

Organisational Development Interventions

17.0. Objective:

After studying this lesson, you should be able to

• Explain the orqanisational development interventions,' i.e., structural interventions task
technology, intervention, people focus interventions.

• Implications for performance and satisfaction.

Structure of the Lesson:

17.1. Introduction
17.2. Organisational Development interventions

17.2.1. Structural Interventions
17.2.1.1. Structural Reorganization systems
17.2.1.2. New Reward systems
17.2.1.3. Changing organisational culture

17.2.2. Task Technology Intervention
17.2.2.1. Job design
17.2.2.2. Socio-Technical Systems
17.2.2.3. Quality of work life (QWl)
17.2.2.4. Some basic tenets from socio technical systems.

17.2.3. People-focussed Interventions
17.2.3.1. Sensitivity Training
17.2.3.2. Survey Feedback
17.2.3.3. Process consultation
17.2.3.4. Team Building
17.2.3.5. Inter group Development

17.3. Implications for Performance and Satisfaction
17.4. Conclusion
17.5. Self Assessment Questions
17.6. References

17.1. Introduction:

The number of 00 interventions is not small. It is large. But they all very in the range and
depth of their penetration into the organizational system and the purpose they serve No two
interventions are alike and there is no single 00 method capable of serving all the likely objectives
of organisation. Sometimes several methods of 00 are used together. Most of the 00 interventions
are inherited from the predecessor the human relations movement, and some are developed ln
the recent past. The 00 methods essentially lead to action and change guided by tearning theory,
advanced educational training approaches and the development of skills anr' .. sights about the
individuals and the development of interpersonal inter group relations.
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17.2. Organisational Development and Interventions:

What are some of the OD technic J and interventions for bringing about change? In this
section review the more popular intervention techniques. We have categorized them under
structural, task-technology, and people-focused interventions.

17.2.1. Structural Interventions:

Structural OD interventions emphasize making organizations more organic and egalitarian.
We can see this emphasis in OD programs that include major structural reorganization, introduction
of new rewards systems, and efforts to change organizational cultures.

4.2.1.1. Structural Reorganization:

Formal structures are not chiseled in stone. The structural configuration that was right for
a firm in 1980 can put it at a competitive disadvantage in 1990. So structural reorganization may
be necessary. Recent trends indicate that structures are becoming flatter, more decentralized,
and more organic. Notice that these trends are all consistent with OD values.

00 change agents favor flatter organizations for at least three reasons. First, it provides
economic benefits. By widening spans of control and cutting the number of vertical levels, the
organization reduces administrative over-head costs because there are fewer managers. Second,
fewer vertical levels improve communication. ,Third, wider spans of control typically result in
employees having greater autonomy since managers can't directly oversee their subordinates as
closely.

Decentralized decision making is a popular intervention favoured by 00 change agents.
Pushing authority downward creates power equalization. It allows people closest and most
knowledgeable about an issue to make decisions regarding that issue. Decentralization also gives
lower-level emp!oyees greater control over their work.

One increasingly popular way to facilitate decentralization decision making has been through
the introduction of computers. Sophisticated computerized information systems change access
patterns to information. Many are currently being designed to allow lower-level managers and
operative employees to gain direct access to the information they need to make operating decisions.

The trend in OD structural interventions has been toward making organizations more
. organic. 00 Change agents are trying to make organizations less bureaucratic so they can respond

more quickly to changes in the environment. Where bureaucratic structures are necessary to
maintain competitive efficiency. OD change agents have often favored adding organic submits to
gain flexibility. Major' structural rebrganizations are typically quite disruptive and threatening to
those people affected. As a result, OD change agents favor employees actively participating in the
reorganization process.

4.2.1.2. New Reward Systems:

OD change agents enthusiastically endorse operant conditioning's notion that behavior is
a function of its consequences. This focuses attention on the organization's reward system.
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Generally speaking, organizations did a poor job in the postwar era in linking rewards to

employee performance. Production workers increasingly were paid by the hour rather than by
output. Clerical and managerial personnel received a monthly salary that often had little direct
relationship to productivity.

As discussed organizations have only recently moved to enact "Pay -for-performance"
programs. 00 change agents have been actively involved in helping to develop and implement
these programs. While individual based bonus plans are most popular, OD change agents typically
favor plans that emphasize group and organizational performance. For instance, a significant
portion of an employee's compensation might be calculated on the productivity of his or her work
team, or comprised of year -end bonuses based on the overall profitability of the company. The
reason such programs are favored by 00 specialists is that they are more likely than individual
based plans to facilitate team work and cooperation.

4.2.1.3. Changing Organizational Culture:'

The challenge involved in changing an organization's culture was addressed in the Point-
Counter point. As discussed, there is considerable debate about whether organizational cultures
can be changed. Even among those who argue that change is possible; it is clear that it's a long-
term process.

Regardless of the difficulty, many major corporations -for example, AT &T, Xerox, Scott
Paper, and Ford Motor Co. - have undertaken the task. Interestingly, consistent with 00 values,
the changes have been almost exclusively toward introducing new cultural values' . support
less management control, increased tolerance for risk and conflict, and opening up corn ... .mication
channels. Many large and historically successful organizations have been learned the hard way
that cultures can become obsolete and create serious impediments for responding to a changing
environment. UI<eWeaver POP.9orn,presented in this chapter's opening, the emphasis has moved
toward making organizational cultures more flexible, more responsive, and more focused on

. customer needs, service, and quality.

For those organizations taking on the task, what are they doing? They're reorganizing,
replacing and reassigning people in key positions; changing their reward systems; creating new
stories, symbols, and rituals; and modifying their selection and socialization process to hire and
support individuals who will espouse the new values.

4.2.2. Task - Technology Interventions:

Task - technology interventions emphasize changing the actual jobs that people do and /
or the technological processes and tools they use to perform these jobs. Included in this category
are job redesign, socio-technical systems, and quality-of-work life programs.

4.2.2.1. Job Redesign:

We discussed job redesign. Examples of redesign interventions include job rotation,
enlargement, enrichment, and autonomous work teams.
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Job redesign is similar to structural reorganization except instead of focusing the change
effort at the level of the organization, the focus is at the job level. As a result, in contrast to
organization redesign, job redesign is more widely practiced and can be implemented by lower-
level supervisors as well as by senior -level managers.

OD change agents have actively promoted the redesign of jobs along the lines suggested
by the job characteristics model. That is, they have sought to take jobs and increase their 'skill
variety, task identity and significance, autonomy, and feedback.

Successful job redesign interventions that follow the job characteristics model share several
common qualities. The organizations have cultures that support employee autonomy and
participation, they have low formalization that allows flexibility in redesigning tasks, and they either
are non-unionized or have the support of the union.

4.2.2.2. Socio-technical Systems:

The accomplishment of any task requires a technology and a social system. The technology
consists of the tools, techniques, procedures, skills, knowledge, and devices used by employees
to do their jobs. The social system comprises the people who work in the organization and their
interrelationships. Proponents of a socio technical systems approach to change argue that any
successful work design must jointly optimize the social and the technological demands of the job.

'When originally introduced in the1950s, the socio technical systems perspective was one
of the first to recognize that the needs of both the organization and the individual employee had to
be considered in the design of work. Technology constrains the social system by shaping the
behaviors required to operate it. However, if job designers ignore the personalities and attitudes of
workers, their interaction patterns, their relationships with their supervisors, and the like, then the
best designed technical system will fail to achieve its full potential.

. For change agents who want to use socio-technical system as a guide in redesigning jobs,
what should they do? Probably the best place to begin is to conceptualize work design as organizing
groups of workers rather than individuals alone. Then the various technologies that are within the
feasible set for achieving the group's objectives can be evaluated to find the proper match. Outlines
some specific tenets derived from the socio-technical systems philosophy.

4.2.2.3. Quality of Work life (QWL) :

A process by which an organization responds to employee needs by developing mechanisms
to allow them to share fully in making decisions that design their lives at work. .

.The term quality of work life (.QWL) describes a process by which an organization responds
to employee needs by developing rnechanlsrnato.allow them to share fully in making the decisions
that design their lives at work. It rnayihelp to think of OWL as-an-umbrella concept that encompasses.
literally dozens of speniftc interventions that have a common goal of humanizing the workplace .

. .1UJ ! -:':(- ,

.While OWL encompasses.a large number of interventions, one author has divided them
into eight specific categories.
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1. Adequate and fair compensation."
2. A safe and healthy environment
3. Jobs that develop human capacities.
4. A change for personal growth and security.
5. A social environment that provides personal identity, freedom from prejudice, a sense of

community, and upward mobility.
6. Rights of personal privacy, dissent, and due process.
7. A work role that minimizes infringement on personal leisure and family needs.
8. Socially responsible organizational actions.

Any comprehensive list of QWL programs would encompass job redesign, participative
management, flextime, and quality circles, as well asprograms that offer employees the opportunity
to purchase equity in their firms, or programs that provide protection against arbitrary actlon by
their supervisors. .

4.2.2.4. Some Basic Tenets from Socio-technical Systems:

1. The work system becomes the basic unit rather than the 'single jobs into which.it is
decomposable. '

2. Correspondingly, the work group rather than the individual jobholder becomes central. -.
3. Internal regulation of the system by the group rather than external requlation of individuals

by supervisors now becomes possible.
4. The individual becomes viewed as complementary to the machine rather than an extension

of it.
5. Variety is increased for' both the individual and the organization, rather than variety

decreasing, as is common in machine bureaucracies.

4.2.3. People-Focused Interventions:

The vast majority of OD intervention efforts have been directed at changing the attitudes
and behaviors of organization members through the processes of communication, decision making,
and problem solving. While this group of interventions could include corporate training programs
and management development, OD has emphasized five specific people-focused interventions:
sensitivity training, survey feedback, process consultation, team building, and intergroup
development. '

4.2.3.1 .. Sensitivity Training:

Training groups that seek to change behavior through unstructured group lnteractlon.Jt can'
go by a variety of names -laboratory training, sensitivity training, encounter groups, or T~groups
(training groups) -but all refer to a method of changing behavior through unstructured group
interaction. Members are brought together in a free-and open environment inwhich participants
discuss themselves and their interactive processes, loosely directed by a professional behavioral
scientist. The group is process oriented, which means that.individuals learn through observing
and participating rather than being told. The professional creates the opportunity for participants to
express their ideas, beliefs and attitudes. He or she does not accept- in fao;overtly rejects - any
leadership role.
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The objectives of the T-groups are to provide the subjects with increased awareness of their
own behavior and how others perceive them, greater sensitivity to the behavior and how others
perceive them, greater sensitivity to the behavior of others, and increased understanding of group
processed. Specific results sought include increased ability to empathize with others, improved
listenihg skills, greater openness, increased tolerance of individual differences, and improved conflict
resolution skills.

If individuals lack awareness of how others perceive them, then the successful T-group
can effect more realistic self-perceptions, greater group cohesiveness, and a reduction in
dysfunctional interpersonal conflicts. Further, it will idealiy result in a better integration between
the individual and the organization.

4.2.3.2. Survey Feedback:

The use of que~1Ib'nnaires to identify discrepancies among member perceptions, discussion
follows and remedies are suggested.

One tool for assessing attitudes held by organizational members, identifying discrepancies
among member perceptions, and solving these differences is the survey feedback approach.

,
Everyone in an organization can participate in survey feedback, but of key importance is

the organizational family - the manager of any given unit and those employees who report directly
to him or her. A questionnaire is usually completed by all members in the organization or unit.
Organization members may be asked to suggest questions or may be interviewed to determine
what issues are relevant. The questionnaire typically asks members for their perceptions and
attitudes on a board range of topics, including decision making practices; communication
effectiveness, coordination between units; and satisfaction with the organization, job, peers, and
their immediate supervisor.

The data from this questionnaire are tabulated with data pertaining to an individual's specific
"family" and to the entire organization and distributed to employees. These data then become the
springboard for identifying problems and clarifying issues that may be creating difficulties for
people. In some cases, the manager may be counseled by an external change agent about the
meaning of the responses to the questionnaire and may even be given suggested guidelines for

. leading the organizational family in group discussion of the results. Particular attention is given to
the importance of encouraging discussion and ensuring that discussions focus on issues and
ideas and not on attacking individuals. .

Finally, group discussion in the survey feedback approach should result in members
identifying possible implications of the questionnaire's findings.

Are people listening? Are new ideas being generated? Can decision making, interpersonal
relations, or job assignments be improved? Answers to questions like these, it is hoped, will result
in the group agreein~fbpon commitments to various actions that will remedy the problems that are
identified. -,j~.: ',•...-; ,

·2~· ,'J.
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4.2.3.3. Process Consultations:
I

Consultants give a client insight into what is going on around him or her, within him or her,
and between him or her and other people, identifies processes that need improvement.

No organization operates perfectly. Managers often sense that their unit's performance
can be improved, but they are unable to identify what can be improved and how it can be improved.
The purpose of process consultation is for an outside consultant to assist a client, usually a
manager, "to perceive, understand, and act upon process events" with which he or she must deal.
These might include work flow, informal relationships among unit members, and formal

\

communication channels.

Process consultation (PC) is similar to sensitivity training in its assumption that organizational
effectiveness can be improved by dealing with interpersonal problems, and in its emphasis on
involvement. But PC is more tasks directed than sensitivity training.

Con ,Itants in PC are there to "give the client 'insight' into wnat is going on around him,
within him, and between him and other people". They do not solve the organization's problems.
Rather, the consultant is a guide or coach who advises on the process to help the client solve his
or her own problems.

The consultant works with the client in jointly diagnosing what processes need improvement.
The emphasis is on 'jointly', because the client develops a skill at analyzing processes within his
or her unit that can be continually called on long after the consultant is gone. Addltlonatlyby '
having the client actively participate in both the diagnosis and the development of alternatives,
there will b e greater understanding of the process and the remedy and less resistance to the
action plan chosen.

Importantly, the process consultant need not be an expert in solving the' particular problem
that is identified. The consultant's expertise lies in diagnosis and developing a helping relationship.
If the specific problem uncovered requires technical knowledge outside the client and consultant's
expertise, the consultant helps the client to locate such an expert and then instructs the client in
how to get the most out of this expert resource.

4.2.3.4. Team Building:

High interaction among group members to increase trust and openness.

Organizations are made up of people working together to achieve come common end.
Since people are frequently required to work in groups, considerable aUentionhas been focused
in 00 on team building.

Team building can be applied within groups or at the intergroup level where activities are
interdependent. For our discus: ..ion, we shall emphasize the intragroup level and leave intergroup
development to the next section. As a result, our interest concerns applications to organizational
families (command groups), as well as communities project teams, and task groups.
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Not all group activity has interdependence of functions. To illustrate, consider a football team
and a track team.

. ,', ,Although members em both teams are concerned with the team's total output they function
differently. The footbatl- team's output depends synergistically on how well each player does his"
particular job in concert with his teammates. The quarterback's performarice depends on, the.
performance of his linemen and receivers, and ends on how well the quarterback throws the ball.'
and so on. On the other hand, a track team's performance is determined largely by the mere
addition of the performances of the individual members.

Chrysler Corp .. has used team building to reduce historical conflicts with unionized"
employees. This group of employees form Chrysler's Newark assembly plant in Delaware,
implemented the, first-modern operating agreement negotiated between Chrysler and the United,

/

Auto Workers. It allows more flexibility and communication in the workplace and helps labor and
management functions as a team.

, Team building is applicable to the case of interdependence, such as in football. The objective
is to improve co-coordinative efforts of team members which will result in increasing the group's
performance.

The activities considered in team building typically include goal setting, development of
interpersonal relations among team members, role analysis to clarity each member's role and
responsibilities, and team process analysis. Of course, team building may emphasize or exclude
certain activities depending on the purpose of the development effort and the specific problems
with which the team is confronted. Basically, however, team building attempts to use high interaction
among group members to increase trust and openness.

It may be beneficial to begin by having members attempt to define the goals and priorities
of the group. This will bring to the surface different perceptions of what the group's purpose may
be. Following this, members can evaluate the group's performance - how effective are they in
structurinq priorities and achieving their goals? This should identify potential problem areas. This
self-critique discussion of means and ends can, be done with members of the total group present, " - " .
or, where large size, impinges on a free interchange of views, may initially take place in smaller
qroups followed, up' by the sharing of their findings with the, total group. '

Team building can also address itself to clarifying each member's role in the group. Each
role can be identified and clarified. Previous ambiguities can be brought to the surface. For some
ii .dividuals, it may offer one of the few opportunities they have had to think through thoroughly
what their job is all about and what specific tasks they are expected to carry out if the 'group is to
optimize its effectiveness.

,.,,'Still another team building activity c~'lge similar to that performed by the process consultant,
that is, to analyze key processes.that go.on within the team to identify the way work isperformed
and ;~o:v,vthese proA@{,sesmight~jmproved to make the team more effective.

... , on" ,,)}j~,
4.2.3.5. Intergroup Development:

", .. 00 efforts to improve interaction between grol,Jl?s~.... ',. . -. . .. ;;,. ...'-
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A major area of concern inOD is the dysfunction conflict that exists between groups. As a

result, this has been a subject to which change efforts have been directed. -

Intergroup Development seeks to change the attitudes, stereotypes; and perceptions
that groups have of each other. For example, in one company the engineers saw theaccountinc
department as composed of shy and conservative types and the personal department as having a
bunch of "smiley types who sit around and plan company picnics". Such stereotypes can have 'an
obvious negative impact on the co-ordinatlve efforts between the departments.

Although there are several approaches for improving intergroup relations, a popular method
emphasizes problem solving. In this method, each group meets independently to develop lists of
its perception of themselves, the other groups, and how they believe the other group perceives
them. The groups then share their lists, after which similarities and differences are discussed.
Differences are clearly articulated,and the groups look for the causes of the disparities.

Are the group's :;,..)alsat odds? Were perceptions distorted? On what basis were stereotypes
formulated? Have some differences been caused by misunderstandings of intentions? Have words
and concepts been defined differently by each group? Answers to questions like these clarify the
exact nature of the conflict. Once the causes of the difficulty have been identified, the groups can
move to the integration phase - working to develop solutions that will improve relations between
the groups.

Subgroups, with members from each of the conflidin-g groups, can now be createdfor
further diagnosis and to begin to formulate possible alternative actions that will improve relations.

4.3. Implications for Performance and Satisfaction:

In this lesson we've discussed structural.task-technoloqy, and people-focused interventions
for bringing about change. But do these 00 interventions work?

A lot of the evaluative studies' of 00 interventions lack rigor, relying heavily on case studies
and anecdotal data for support. Some researchers have gone so far as to claim that any positive
results of 00 interventions are due more to the weak or loose methodologies used for evaluation
than to the effectiveness of the interventions, and that the more rigorous the research, the more
likely the results are to show negative findings. On the other hand, there is evidence that the
quality of 00 research designs have improved and that methodological weaknesses are more
likely to be found in earlier studies. Nevertheless, we should acknowledge that research in this
area is far from flawless. However, given this caveat, what can we say about 00 in its relationto
behavior and attitudes? .

One meta-analysis of 129 studies looked at the effect of task -technology and people-
focused interventions on satisfaction. The authors concluded that: (1) people- focused interventions
had a larger effect on attitudes than did task-techn-ology interventions; (2) using two or more
interventions is superior to using ontyone: and (3) the outcomes that result frOm 00 interventions
are in most instances situationally specific, so care should be taken in making generalizations.

-'0 a c '

Another meta-analysis, this one covering 207 interventions, has proven more beneficial in
helping us assess effectiveness because it emphasized a wider range of interventions and looked
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at more dependent variables. In this meta-analysis, the reviewers placed studies into eleven program
categories. The common denominator among these categories is that they all were concerned
with introducing change. But as illustrates, many of the interventions were programs consistent
with 00 values. This would include appraisal and feedback, goal setting, work redesign, organization
structure, work schedules, and socio-technical systems.

Table 4.1
Effectiveness of Eleven Intervention Programs

Program Percent Indicating Positive Effect On
Productivity Absenteeism and Attitudes

Turnover
Recruitment and selection NS 50 100 ' !

II ai .'Il and instruction !=l? ' 71 7R
Aooraisal and feedback 93 60 67
Goal settina 95 67 70
Financial comoensation 90 78 75
Work redesign 88 80 70
Supervisory methods 92 92 100
Orqanlzation Structure 100 100 NS
Decision makina techniaues 100 NS 0
Work s.chedules 61 73 78
Socio-technical systems I 95 70 100
redesian

NS = No studies identified
Adapted from R.A. Katzell and R.A. Guzzo, "Psychological Approaches to
Productivity lmprovementArnence» psychologist, April 1983, p. 469.

The results, in aggregate, are impressive. While some of the results are distorted because
of the small number of studies identified, you can't ignore the general direction of the findings:
eighty-six percent of the measures of productivity showed improvement, seventy-five percent of
the measures of withdrawal showed positive effects and seventy-five percent noted more favorable
attitudes toward work. So although the strength of effects vary by type of intervention and choice
of dependent variable, change intervention programs overall appear generally to have a positive
impact on employee behavior and attitudes.

May be one of the strongest cases for the effectiveness of 00 values is a review of more
than 500 studies, covering tens of thousands of employees, where change agents moved
organizations from having authoritarian to participative climates. One to two years after the change,
productivity & earnings in the organizations improved fifteen to forty percent, while control and
organizations that didn't undergo the change interventions failed :0 generate such improvements.

17.4. Conclusion:

00 is systematic, integrated and planned approach meant to improve individual as well as
oragnisational well-being in changed situation. The main objective of 00 is to improve the overall
effectiveness of the organisations. The popular methods of 00 are Kurt Lewin's method, Greiner's
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method and Leavitt's model. Action research process includes steps like problem identification,
data collection, problem analysis, action plan information and implementation, ad feedback.
Sensitivity training, job redesign, career planning, survey feedback, MBO, OWL, team building,

-and process consultation are the major 00 interventions. The selection of an 00 intervention is
influenced by the factors like applicability, feasibility, and acceptability.

17.5. SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS:

1. What is 00 interventions?
2·. Discuss some of the technique of 00 intervention oriented to ','Task' and 'People'?
3. Explain the various interventions of organizational developmeht.
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